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PEEFACE.

Many

travellers

have crossed the desert to the Holy

Land, but no one has

liitherto

attempted a complete

exploration of the Desert of the Exodus, so as to

give an exhaustive account of the scenes of Israel's

Wanderings.

The

notices

which we have of the

Wilderness south of Palestine are so scattered and
partial as to be of little service in determining the

Scriptural topography of these regions.

Having accompanied the Ordnance Survey Expedition to the Peninsula of Sinai in 1868-1869,

and

subsequently visited Et Tih, Idumsea and

Moab on

Fund

in 1869-

behalf of the Palestine Exploration
1870, I have

wandered over a greater portion of

this extensive desert

explored.
entirely

The

than had been ever previously

results of these journeys, performed

on foot and extending over a period of eleven

months, I

now

lay before the reader.

62

PREFACE.

viii

with

Fainiliaiity

privilege of
scientific

tlic

Arabic language, and the

accompanying experienced explorers and

men, have given

me

exceptional advantages,

and ensured an accuracy which
have hoped to

attain.

I

could not otherwise

I liave in

every case recorded

the impressions received upon the spot, and have
carefully avoided all theories except such as

actually forced

upon me by

facts

were

and were, moreover,

substantiated by collateral evidence.
I

take the opportunity of expressing my deep sense

of gratitude for the kind assistance and co-operation

which I have received in preparing

this

volume

for

the press.

The maps and photographs of the Sinai Survey
by the kind permission of Major-

are reproduced

General Sir Henry James, F.R.S., Director-General
of the Ordnance Survey

;

and the maps of the Negeb

and of Moab by permission of the Committee of the
Palestine Exploration Fund.

Captain H.

S.

Palmer, R.E., and the Rev. T. G.

Bonney, B.D., Fellow and Tutor of St John's College,
Cambridge, have

also

assistance, not only

but in furnishing
tions

in

rendered
revising

me with most

me

the greatest

the proof sheets,
valuable sugges-

on many important points.

The accounts of the Survey and the Physical Geography of

Sinai,

and of the Egyptian Hieroglyphic

PREFACE.
Tablets at Maglidrah and Sarabit

ix

Khadiin, are

el

derived almost entirely from manuscript notes kindly
placed at

and Dr

S.

my

disposal

by Captain H.

S.

Palmer, K.E.,

Birch of the British Museum.

E. H.

St John's College, Caiibriu'Je,
June,

1871.

PALMER.
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subject.

Details

Nomenclatui-e.

and method pursued.

by Dean Stanley in his
masterly exposition of the connexion between Sacred
history and Sacred geography, namely, "Can such a
connexion be traced between the scenery, the features, the boundaries, the situation of Sinai and of
Palestine on the one hand, and the history of the
question

Israelites

those

proposed

on the other?" embodies the whole idea of

who

conceived and matured the scheme for

making an accurate survey of the Peninsula of Smai.

The circumstances which
Sinai
first

led to the formation of the

Survey Expedition are well known

;

it

was

projected by the Rev. Pierce Butler, rector of
1

THE mSAl aURYEY.

2

Ulcombe, Kent, whose inelanclioly and premature
death, when he was upon the eve of starting for a

seemed at

preliminary exploration,

prove

whom

the energy of those to

likely to

first

blow to the undertaking

a fatal

;

but, througli

he had confided his

have been carried out on a more complete
and exhaustive scale than could have been hoped or
Sir Henry James, with the sanction of
anticipated.

plans, they

the Government, undertook to dkect the survey and
to bring to bear

upon

all

it

the machinery of the

Ordnance Survey Department, and

its

success

was

henceforward guaranteed.

The

coast line of the Peninsula of Sinai

already laid

down by

the

oflicers of

sent to prepare a chart of the

had been

the Indian navy

Red Sea

;

but no

systematic survey of the interior had been hitherto

attempted.

The information given by

travellers

w4io

merely passed through the country, or visited
short time,
limits,

is

have

it for

a

necessarily circumscribed within narrow

and cannot supply a comprehensive account

of the

physical features

;

and

as

all

and maps yet published are compiled

the

books

solely from

such sources, they do not afford sufficient data for
enabling us to judge of the general fitness of the
land for the events recorded in the Sacred Narrative
of the Exodus.

The great
various

discrepancies which are found in the

accounts

of

Sinai

and Palestine may be

traced to several causes: the erroneous impressions

which novel scenes make upon a stranger, and wliich

THE
only

residence can rectify;

long-

many
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the absence in too

cases of the special training necessary for form-

ing habits of observation

a practice of regarding
spots through

a

and impossible

Some men,

and

though not

last,

medium

of overstrained religious

is

clesii-e

to bring every possible

the traveller's

true, like

his

own

route.

Dean Stanley and Dr

Kobinson, are exceptions to this rule
all

least,

that concerns these sacred

site into
it

;

all

enthusiasm, and a secret

with

3

;

but the former,

wonderful j)owers of observation, was

but a comparatively short time in the country, and
the latter, though painstaking and accurate,

not

is

altogether free from a tendency to dogmatic theory.

The Rev.

F.

W.

Holland, an explorer of great

had visited Sinai on three ocand spent many months in the careful exami-

practical experience,
casions,

nation of

its

general characteristics

only led him to

the

;

but his researches

conclusion that an impartial

and systematic survey of the

Sinaitic

Peninsula,

by unbiassed and exjoerienced men, was absolutely
necessary to enable us to discuss with any degree
of certainty the disputed questions of the Exodus.

The

objects of the survey then

if possible,

tive

;

were to

identify,

the sites mentioned in the Mosaic narra-

or at least to bring back such geographical

and

other information as should enable Biblical critics to

judge

for themselves.

For

this purpose,

we were

instructed to

make

ac-

curate surveys of the two mountains, Jebel Miisa and

Jebel Serbal, which have been res2:)ectively proposed
as the true Sinai

;

and a more general survey of

1—2

all
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the routes by

was

possible for tlie children of

have approaclied the heart of the Peninsula.

Israel to

At

wliicli it

the head of the party were Captains Wilson

and Palmer, of the Koyal Engineers, who, together
with four non-commissioned officers of the same Corps,
were to execute the survey.
land, of

The Rev.

whose former explorations

F.

W.

Hol-

in the Peninsula

I have just spoken, also accompanied us,

and by

his

energy and experience rendered invaluable services

The Natural History department
was entrusted to Mr Wyatt, and to me was assigned
the task of investigating the names and traditions of
the country, and of copying and deciphering the in-

to the expedition.

scriptions with

are covered.

which the rocks in many parts of Sinai
As well as gathermg stories from the

Arabs, I was also charged with the collection of entomo-

and the habits of the natives afforded me every facility for combining the two pursuits

logical curiosities,

I

But, besides demonstrating the general capabilities of the

country for the passage and sustenance of

the Israehtish hosts, the Sinai Expedition

it

was ex-

pected ^^ould settle another most important point,

one around

wliicli

the chief interest of the discussion

was concentrated, namely, which was the true Sinai
Biblical

upon

?

geographers have always been divided

this j^oint into

two

parties,

one of them con-

tending that Jebel Serbdl, the highest mountain in the

western group, was the scene of the proclamation of
the

Law

;

the other supporting the claims of Jebel

Miisa, the

mountain at the base of which stands the

Convent of St Katharine.

Both

parties appeal to

THE SrXAF SURVEY.
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tradition in support of their theory,

deavour to shew to which side this

Arab
and

in

and

I will en-

inclines.

tradition has been undoubtedly influenced

many

but there are

places supplanted

by monkish legend,

abundant traces of an

still

tradition of the events of the Exodus.

oral native

This

is

well

exemplified in the case of the two mountains, Jebel

Musa and

Jebel Serbal.

From

a careful examina-

tion of the evidence on both sides I have myself

come

to the conclusion that the claims of Serbal are

comparatively modern, and that tradition points to
the neighbourhood of that mountain rather as the
site of

llephidim than of Sinai, and that the true

traditional

Sinai

is

Jebel

Musa.

To

this

have been led by various considerations.
title

of the "

Bible,

Mount

view

I

First, the

of God," given to Sinai in the

seems to indicate some mountain well known

Moses as being especially flivoured by God, most

to

probably the same mountain which was sanctified in
the eyes of the

Hebrew lawgiver by

ference with the

his previous con-

Almighty during his first sojourn
That such was the tradition in

in the ^vilderness*.

the time of Josephus

is

clear

from his statement that

Mount Sinai was regarded with aw^e "from the rumour that God dwelt there
Now, there are two
mountains in the Peninsula which bear the name of
-f.''

Moneijah, or The Conference

;

but they are so insig-

* Exodus iii, 12 seems to leave no doubt that the Mountain
Burning Bush and the Mountain of the Law are one and the same
:

thou hast brought forth the
this
t

mountain."
Antiq.

ii.

12.

peojilc out of

of

the

"When

Egypt, ye shall serve God upon

THE s/XAi srnvKY.
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nificant,

size

in

b(,»tli

and

position, as to render

it

extremely improbable that either of them was the

But Jebel Musa

scene of the law-giving.

itself,

on

an old Arabic tablet, which purports to be a translation of the original one placed over the convent-

door by the founder, to record the building of the

Chapel of the Burning Bush,

and

name,

this

the mountain

I

take

now

it,

called

is

called Jebel

was

Moneijah

;

originally apjDlied to

Musa, or Moses'

Jeljel

Mount; the latter title having been adopted by the
monks in preference to the old Arabic name, which
was then transferred

to the neiofhbourino;

hill.

Those writers who assume that Jebel Serbdl

is

the true Sinai maintain their theories by such positive assertions that they

have gained for them con-

support amongst Biblical scholars.

One

argument to wdiich they appeal with great

confi-

siderable

dence

" Sinaitic Inscrip-

the prevalence of the

is

tions " in

the neighbourhood of the mountain

;

but,

as I shall presently shew, this line of reasoning

is

absurd and preposterous, for the inscriptions in question have nothing whatever to do with the Children

of Israel, but belong to comparatively modern, and
for the

most part Christian, times.

When

a large colony of

Peninsula, they would

monks

settled in the

of course select a spot

where

natural advantao-es were combined with traditional
interest,

at the

and

in founding the episcopal city of Feirdn

base of Jebel Serbdl,

I

believe

that they

pitched upon the site which native tradition at the

time pointed out as Bephidim.

THE SINAI
This supposition
stances.
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confirmed by

is

Antoninus Martyr

First,

7

many

circum-

speaks of " a small

convent or oratory at Feiran, built upon the spot
where Moses stood at the battle of Ptephidim*." This
has always been supposed to refer to the ruins of an
extensive

monastic establishment situated upon a

But

bed of the wady.

slight elevation in the

nei-

ther do the remains answer to the description given
by Antoninus Martyr of an " oratorium," nor is the
situation sufficiently elevated or

der

it

by Moses during the
hill

commanding

to ren-

probable that this was the position occupied

There

battle.

immediately above the spot,

chapel on

its

is

mth

however a

a small ruined

summit, which exactly corresponds mtli

Antoninus Martyr's description

;

the position, over-

looking a large portion of the surrounding country
is

just such an

prophet's

one as

stand-point,

nected with

it

we

should

select

for the

and every circumstance con-

tends to confirm the idea that

it is

the veritable site of Rephidim.

When
I

Feirdn became a flourishing episcopal city

can well luiderstand that a rivalry should have

existed between the

two establishments, here and

monks

Jebel Miisa, and have led the
claim for their

own grand mountain

at

at Feiran to

the honour of

beino; the true Sinai.

As

if

to support this theory,

the orientation of the chapel

we

discovered that

on the summit had

been altered at a later date, and directed towards
Serbdl itself as the point of adoration.
*

See Appendix A.
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But when Feiran Lad pevislied, and the rival
establishment came into undisputed possession of the
field, the monks of Jebel Musa began to group around
their monastery all the

most interesting

them within easy pilgrim
that we have pointed out to ns,

sites, so as

to bring

distance

is

in defiance of all

;

thus

it

geography, the spot where Korah, Dathan and Abi-

ram perished, as well as Rephidim and the rock
in Horeb which supplied the thirsty tribes, all within
an hour's walk of the Convent of St Katharine.

Even

on the supposition that Serbdl

Sinai of the Bible, the interest
its

northern slopes

are grand

;

for,

the

must be confined to

although the southern sides

and rugged enough, a

their physical features

is

is

single glance at

sufficient to preclude

the

way connected with

the

idea that tliey can be in any

giving of the Law.

Of the two

rival mountains,

Serbdl, a special survey

Jebels

was made on a

Musa and
scale of six

inches to the mile, representmg even the minutest
features of theii' rugged scenery.

Besides these, a more general survey was completed, on a scale of
all

two miles

to

an inch, including

the principal routes and main geographical features

in the western half of the Peninsula.

The extent of

country thus mapped out covers

area of about

a,n

3G00 miles, the length of the route sketches being
800 miles. In addition to the actual work of the
survey, the geology, archaeology, ethnology and na-

were carefully examined,
and illustrated by photographs and sketclies taken

tural history of the country

on

tlie spot.

THE SINAI SURVEY.
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tlie

most

difficult

kind; the points selected for trigonometrical observation were necessarily at great heights

and at wide

distances apart, while the country was so rugged

that to get from one to another of these stations was
frequently a hard day's

involvmg a rough walk

v\^ork,

and a toilsome climb.
There was, moreover, no wood to be procured,
and cairns, instead of poles or flagstaffs, had to be
erected on the various points of observation

required whitewashing, in order to
ficiently conspicuous

and one

;

;

these

make them

or other of the officers

could have been often seen clambermg up some
cipitous crag,

and holding the whitewash pot

mouth, with the pleasant conviction that a

might cause him to

spill

suf-

j)i"e-

in his

false step

the precious contents, and

render his day's labour useless.
It

was a very common experience,

reach the top of a peak
spiration,

and

five

benumbed with
pencil, or

m

cold that

a state of profuse per-

we

could scarcely hold a

manipulate the screws of an instrument.

for paths is also

steep descent

animated

us to

minutes later to stand there so

The joltmg over the rough,
duty

too, for

;

loose boulders

very trying, especially in a

you hop from stone

cricket-ball,

which do

to stone like

until every joint

seems

an

dis-

and every sinew stramed, while occasionally
a piece of rock bounds gracefully away from under
your feet, and you come down heavily upon your
I'^cated

occiput with a piece of sharp gra,nite in the small of

your back.

rm: sjxai sunvin'.
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Tlie Sinai nioiintniiieer, liowever, incurs but

few

of the dangers incident to ordinary ascents, a steady

head,

good wind and stout

to " vanquish

"

Here and

slioes

being sufficient

almost any peak in the country.

there, it

is

true,

some awkward places

were met with, as in climbing the great westerly peak
of Pias Sufsdfeh, along a narrow ledge of rock with a

sheer

of nearly 2000 feet into the valley beneath;

fall

but no real

difficulties

were encountered durino- the

progress of the survey which a bold dash barefooted,
or a hoist

up with a

The survey

tent-rope,

would not overcome.

was more

of Serbd,!

difficult

than that

Here, the position of our camp, de-

of Jebel Musa.

pending of course on the proximity of water, was
not so central
heights above
schist in

;

the ascents were

camp greater

many

;

much

steeper, the

and, as flaky, crumbling

instances took the place of the hard,

m the wadies was infinitely

firm granite, the walking

more toilsome and

fatio-uing^.

In the low lands and plains, where the features
of the country were less rugged and intricate, quicker

But

progress was made.

there, instead of the

bracmg

atmosphere of the mountains, we had to contend
aofainst fierce

heat and

simooms,

stiflino;

and the

expenditure of vital energy was consequently greater.

The

different

The heights

which we worked

altitudes* at

as determined by the

Ordnance Survey are as follows
FEET,

Jebel Serbiil

073i.

Convent of St Katharine
Convent

of

El Arba'fn

Jebel^Mdsa (summit)
Jebel Katharina

.

.

.

5020.

5624.
7350.

8526.

SIXAT SURVEY.
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varied from the sea level to some

eio'lit

thousand

feet

and the constant changes of temperature
which we were thus exposed would have been

above
to

11

-

it,

extremely trying, had

it

not been for the hard ex-

and glorious scenery,
both ]3ody and mind.

ercise, clear air

and vigour

to

The native Arabs served

wliich gave tone

and were

as guides,

employed in carrymg the hea^der instruments when
For the

observations were to be made.

hedan

(ibex)

hunters

generally

Vv^ere

they alone are acquamted with the

latter

work

selected,

as

mountam paths

and peaks.

The survey was a profound mystery
and at

first

to the Arabs,

the cause of no small suspicion.

All this

could bode no good to the
and on more than one occasion we received

writing, they argued,

country

:

solemn deputations requesting to be informed whe-

we were

ther

not measuring the Penmsula with a

view to purchasing
the true

we

told

tablish

it

for the Christians,

them that we had no
the truth

of

Moses and the Beni

the

object

history

Israel,"

and ejecting

patrimony.

from their

believers

of

but to
" our

es-

Lord

they accepted the ex-

planation outwardly, for politeness' sake, but
clear

When

it

was

from their manner that they entertained no

very exalted opinion of the intellectual capacity of
those

who

could think that

it

required proof at

all.

Salem, the chief guide of the expedition, was more
experienced, and liad accompanied
his previous explorations.

He

Mr Holland durmg

acquiesced in what-

ever was done, and alwavs lent a willing hand

;

but
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at heart he regarded the proceedings with su2)reme

contempt, and drew a very unfavourable comparison

between the minute and, to his mind, tedious work
of the expedition and the rajDid exploits of his former
" ^yhy,"

master.

he

said

me

to

one day,

"the

Captdns spend hours and hours on a single mountain,

and don't make much of
w^djah Hollol iras
his tune looking

ajeda

all.
Now Khaand did not waste

after

it

(athlete),

through spy-glasses

day;

all

no,

he used to take a book in one hand and a pen
the other, and write

My

own work

it all

down

in

as he walked along."

consisted chiefly in

ascertainmg

from the Bedawin the correct nomenclature of the
Peninsula, and the task was
in our

own

country, with

and an

cient records
difficult

far

from easy.

intelligent population,

to deteimine the correct

a smgle district, but

m

Even

the advantage of an-

all

it is

often

nomenclature of

the desert of Arabia, with-

out civilisation and w^ithout records or Hterature of

any kind, the

difficulties are greatly increased.

language also has always proved a
error in previous investigations.
relies

upon the

fidelity of his

tion or possesses a sufficient

is

impossible,

for

traveller either

dragoman's interpreta-

knowledge of Arabic to

question the Bedawin for himself.

accuracy

source of

fertile

The

The

In the

the dragoman

first

case

is

both

unwilling and unable to jDrosecute the required investigations.

He

is

generally an illiterate and mer-

cenaiy being between

sympathy
assertion

whom and

the Bedawin no

or friendship can exist, and, strange as the

may

appear, his language even

is

not theirs.
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If on the other hantl the traveller has obtained a

am

previous knowledge of Arabic, I

my own
mixed

when

experience

for

customed

only repeatmg

say that, until he has

I

some time with the Bedawin, and

ac-

his ear to the peculiarities of tlieir dialect,

he cannot rely upon a single piece of information

may have

that he

received

;

and thus

it

is

that

the most startling errors have crept into our books

and maps. As an instance of this,
the name Serdhlt el Khdd'un, which
Russegger's

map

I
is

may mention
set

of Sinai as Serahut 2^<^tah

down in
Khadem,

evidently a dragoman's mistake, as petah represents

the word beta, wliich in the vulgar Egyptian dialect
is

used as a sign of the genitive

The

case.

AraVjs of one locality are totally igTiorant of

the nomenclature of their neic/hbours, and cannot

understand the motives which induce another person
to feel

any

interest

intelligent in their

in the subject.

own

Shrewd and

sphere, they are at a loss to

comprehend the simplest ideas of civilised life, and
this want of a community of thought between the
enquirer and respondent

is

a great stumbling-block

in the w^ay of accurate investigation.

The ingenious stupidity of the Bedawin was often
very perplexing, as the following instance will shew.

During the early part of
for eveiy

my

stay in Sinai I sought

opportunity of mastering such expressions

and idioms in the Towarah language as
those in ordinary use

;

and not

differed

from

feeling certain as

to the particular form of the interrogative particle
''

when " employed by them,

I

enquired of an in-

THE
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Arab with whom

tellio-eiit

To make

clumced to be walkinof.

I

question as plain as possible, I said,

tlie

" Supposing

PURVEY.

you were

to

meet a man with an ibex

on his shoulder, how should you ask him when he

"I

shot it?"

"because

shouldn't ask

him

shouldn't care."

I

at all," he replied,

"But

I persisted, "

if

you did care,"
him ? " " What

what should you
? why, I should say good morning "
This was not satisfactory, so we walked on
in silence for some minutes, when I suddenly ob"3Iitei7i?" said
served, " Saleh, I saw your wife."
he, startled, "ivhen?" and down went the word in
my note-book. On another occasion I asked an Arab
say to

should I say to him
!

if

"

he knew why a certain wady was called Khahdr.
Of course I do," he returned contemptuously, "to

distinguish

it

from other wadies, just as you're called

Bundit (Pundit) to distinguish you from Hollol."

Another
is

difficulty that

had

guarded against

to be

indicated by Robinson in his Biblical Researches,

Vol.

I.

any place at

He

is

"A tolerably certain method of finding

p. 112.

will

is

to ask an

Arab

if its

name

exist.

sure to answer yes, and to point out some

point at

hand

as its location.

In this way,

I

have

no doubt, we might have found a Rephidim, or

Marah, or any place we chose."
If

and

more attention were paid to these

to the character of the people,

travellers

distinctions

many

errors of

and explorers would be avoided.

I

need

not expatiate upon the value of such accuracy both
to the Biblical critic

and the geographer,

for,

as the

Archbishop of Dublin has truly and pithily remarked.
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Arab tradition is " fossilised " in tlieir nomenclature,
and often furnishes undying testimony to the truth
of Scripture.

The method pursued by me was
I

accompanied the

as follows

:

during the actual pro-

officers

making the survey, and taking with me the
most intellio^ent Bedawin that I could find belongino;
cess of

to the particular locahty, I asked the

place as its position
I

name

of each

was noted down upon the sketch.

then made further enquiiy in the neighbourhood

from other Arabs, and never accepted a name without independent and separate testimony to coiTobo-

had at

rate the information I
in this

manner

satisfied

first

received.

Havingf

myself of the accuracy of

my

information, I proceeded to enquire into the meaning

and origin of the names, and
one not only what

I

knew

set

attached to

for testing

it.

I

against each

to be the signification of

the word, but the meaning which
self

down

my

informant him-

found this method invaluable

my

the accuracy of

orthography

;

and

although the reasons given were not unfrequently
trivial or

even ridiculous, they served the purpose of

corroborative evidence.

With

the exception of our

first

few days' journey

from Suez to Jebel Miisa, the whole work of the sur-

vey was performed on

foot,

and the

experience in this particular

is

result of

my own

that I have learnt to

consider as one of the greatest miracles of the Exo-

dus the fact that the shoes of the Children of Israel
"

waxed not

old

upon

their feet."

CHAPTER

II.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF
Popular conception of

Sinai.

SINAI.

General description.

The

The sandstone

district: its

mineral wealth.

formation.

Pertinent nature of Arab nomenclature.

The granite

of Scripture names.

The

popular

conception

plain of El Gaah.

Cretaceous

Recovery

region.

of

Sinai,

even

in

the

present day, seems to be that a single isolated mountain which
rises

may

be approached from any direction

conspicuous above a boundless plain of sand.

The Bible

itself,

if

read without the light of modern

discovery, certainly favours this idea,

tainous chai'acter

strongly

Exodus

of the country

brought
xxxii, 12

out
is

in

the

is

and the moun-

by no means

Sacred

Narrative.

perhaps the only passage in the

Pentateuch where "the mountains" of Sinai are spoken
of:

"Wherefore should the Egyptians speak and

say,

For mischief did he bring them out to slay them in
the

mountams?'^

In the account of Elijah's conference

with the Almighty on "Horeb, the mount of God"

Kings xix, 11) we are told that "a great and strong
wind retit the mountains and brake in pieces the
(1
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rocks before the Lord," but, with the exception of
these meagre and scattered notices.

Mount

always alluded to in the Bible as though
alone and u.ninistakable in the

Even

desert plain.

Sinai
it

is

stood

midst of a level

in those parts wliich approach

most nearly to our conception of what a desert ought

—

a solid ocean bounded only by the horizon or
by a barrier of distant hills sand is the exception,
and the soil resembles rather a hard gravel path than
a soft and yielding beach.
to be

—

Sinai

is

a triangular peninsula situated between

the two arms of the

Ked

Gulf of Suez and

Sea, the

the Gulf of 'Akabah, with the escarpment of the
Till

plateau projecting wedge wise into

The

northern base.

from

it

sides of the triangle

its

measure

about 190 and 130 miles respectively, and the length
of its base

is

nearly 150 miles

11,600 square miles;

or,

:

this gives

an area of

approximately, twice that

of Yorkshire.

A

broad belt of sandstone crosses the Peninsula

immediately south of the Tih frontier and extends
nearly from shore to shore.

mences a
as far

little

north of

On

Wady

the west,

com-

it

Wutiih and reaches

The mountains
and isotheir summits
but

south as Jebel Mokatteb.

of this district are for the most part low
lated,

with broad plateaux for

;

the fantastic shapes and gorgeous colouring of the
rocks

more than compensate

for the

deficiency in

height; and some of the sandstone peaks, such as

Umm Rijlain,

are

in the Peninsula.

among the most

striking features

Broad undulating

plains,

and nar-
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row

valleys with sheer precipitous sides, are

amongst

the most conspicuous features of this belt of country.

Of the
which

plains the largest

the Debbet er Ramleh,

is

skirts the base of the

Tih range and occupies

about one-eighth of the whole sandstone area.
This formation
ing

many

is

rich in mineral wealth, contain-

veins of iron, copper and turquoise.

absence of

port deprives

The

conveniences for smelting and trans-

all

them

of commercial value at the pre-

sent day, but the ancient Egyptians, appear to have

had greater facihties and to have worked the ores
upon a very extensive scale. The neighbourhood of
Serabit el Khadim and Magharah abounds in mines,
in hieroglyphic tablets recording the names and titles
of the kings under whose auspices they were worked,
and in other archaeological relics of the highest
interest and antiquity.
South of the sandstone belt is a triangular mass
of mountains, its highest peaks reaching to an ele-

vation of between 8000 and 9000 feet,

its

two

sides

running nearly parallel with those of the Peninsula

and finally meeting them in a common apex at
Ras Muhammed. A strip of flat desert bounds this
triangle on the east and west sides
on the eastern
side it disappears here and there when the mountains come down in sharp escarpments to the sea
itself,

;

;

on the western side

it

grows gradually larger as

runs southward and obtams
Tor.

Here

it is

its

maximum

it

breadth at

a broad undulating plain of gravel,

which, as the largest unbroken expanse in the country, is called

emphatically El Gaah, or "the plain."
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Its

level is only

ation, the

'Utiid,

9

broken by a low range

of hills skirting the shore, and
hills in its centre,

1

by two small

conical

which, from their peculiar conform-

Arabs have appropriately nained Gerain

"The budding horns

of a kid."

The cretaceous formation
long narrow

slip

skirts the seaboard in a

extending southward from Suez to

and bounded on the north-east by the escarpment of the Till, on the east and south-east by the
Here and there the
sandstone and granite districts.
Tor,

shore-plains are interrupted

limestone.

This region

is

by precipitous

bluffs of

the dreariest of

all;

the

mountains, which do not at any point attain an
elevation of more than 2600 feet, are colourless and
almost featureless, rising at
shore-plains

first

gently from the

and then more sharply and abruptly to

Even here one sometimes

their highest ridges.

finds

a narrow gorge or picturesque valley, a cool stream

and caper plants festooning
white and dazzling walls. The

rippling along its bed,

gracefully over its

mountains of
its

this cretaceous district are confined to

southern portion

;

from

Wady

Gharandel north-

wards the country is a smooth and
sloping gradually towards the sea.

One
tract

is

is

this

the endless ramification of small valleys

met

its plains

and plateaux.

This form-

especially well exemplified in the plateau

west of Sarbut
little

desert

most striking characteristics of

of the

with in some of
ation

level

el

Jemel, where a perfect network of

chalky wadies meets the eye, and where in

the Arab nomenclature, which always seizes upon

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPUY OF SI NAT.
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the most salient points of the physical geography,

one of the principal of these groupings or quasi
river-systems

is

called Shebeikek, the " Net."

The Arabs, though without any sense of natural
beauty and deficient in the faculty of generalization,
> are nevertheless acute observers of minor detail and
;

their nomenclature

is

singularly pertinent, illustrating

manner the physical aspect

in a remarkable

of the

country.

In every
rock,

locality,

each individual object, whether

mountam, ravine

or valley, has its appropriate

name.
This nomenclature
if

is

entirely Arab,

any traces of Scriptural names

possible that

exist

;

and very few
but

it is

quite

some of the present names may suggest

a clue to the recovery of the older appellations, for
it

is

a well-known fact that the Arabs are very

averse from retaining any

name which they them-

selves cannot understand;

Palestine

we

find the

and

in

Hebrew words

many

Arabic meaning.

example, there

is

name Paran

In

of

just sufficiently

distorted from their original forai to give
intelligible

parts

Wady

them an

Feirdn, for

an evident reminiscence of the

the Bedawin are unable to proand the word, becoming Faran,
would soon degenerate with them into Feirdn, the
Valley of Mice, a name which would appear particuancient

nounce the

larly

;

letter p,

apphcable to a place where

their

monkish

predecessors had covered the hill-sides with exca-

vated tombs and

cells

resembling, as the natives say,

the burrows of field-mice or jerboas.
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The name Horeb also, having no meaning to the
Arab ear, has long since perished but it reappears in
;

Jebel 'Aribeh, a mountain in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Jebel Musa, and so called from a plant,
'Aribeh, with which it abounds.

The grandest mountaia features are found amid the
which occupy the central portion of

crystalline rocks

the Peninsula.

These consist chiefly of granite, or

porphyry, gneiss and mica-schist.
gi'anite is far

tions

;

more imposing than

The scenery in the
in the other forma-

in these last, however, the briglit

and beautiful

colouring of the doleritic or dioritic dykes with
which the gneissic and schistose rocks are streaked
gives a peculiarly pleasmg and romantic effect to the
landscape.

The granite mountains He

in

such a rugged

tumbled chaos as scarcely to admit of
It has been usual to divide

—that

ters

them

in the west having

classification.

into three clus-

Mount

Serb^l for

its

highest point, the central (or Sinai) group of which

one of the peaks of Jebel Katharina

is

the highest in

the Peninsida, and the group to the south-east, cul-

minating in the magnificent j)eak of
This division

is

useful,

Umm

both because

it

Shomer.
enables us

to retain a comprehensive idea of the leading features

and because to these three the interest
But there are
is chiefly confined.
several other peaks and groups which are scarcely less
grand and imposing. In the west, the huge red mass
of the country,

of the enquiry

of Jebel el Benat, with its graceful outline, arrests the

attention almost as

much

as Serbiil itself, and, in the

•J
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lieait of tlie Peninsula,

Unnn

Jebel

'Alawi, towering-

above the magnificent plain wbicli stretches from
north-east slope, did
ler's

it

but

lie

its

in the ordinary travel-

path, would long ag-o have become a claunant for

the honour of being the true Mountain of the Law.

The most conspicuous

features

of the

granite

region are the long range north of the easternmost

Wady

Nasb, the high sierra to the south, which,

with Jebel eth Thebt for
point, reaches almost to

its

northern and highest

Kas Muhammed, and the

great granite wall shutting

m

the central mass of

plutonic rocks in the midst of which

Mount

Sinai

lies.

by which the mountam
groups are intersected are called wadies. They are
not at all like the valleys to which we are accustomed

The long winding

valleys

in Europe, but present rather the appearance of dry,

sandy river-beds.

They

are in fact the courses along

which the torrents from the mountains find their

way down
as there

is

and
on the mountain

to the sea; but, as rain seldom

no

soil or veofetation

falls,

sides to collect or absorb the gentler showers Vv^hen

they do come, the valleys are never

filled

except on

the occasion of some fierce storm bursting over the

mountains which they drain.
occurs,

and

Seldom

partial as it always

is,

as this event

the waterworn

appearance of the shelving sides of the wadies,
the large boulders of rock which

lie

and

scattered about

shew that at some time or other nearly
every one of them has been the scene of one of
The rainfall in the
these terrible seih or floods.
their beds,
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replenish

the few springs and rivulets which form the perma-

nent water-supply.

So rapid

is

the evaporation, that

a few minutes after a shower has fallen the surface
of the ground

is

as dry

and

thirsty looking as before,

but a large proportion must be absorbed and

re-

wddy beds

are

tained in the gravel with which the
filled;

the great floods also, which occasionally rush

impetuously down to the

so

much moisture

sea,

must yet leave

behind.

Although the general aspect of the country

is

one

must not be

of sheer desolation and barrenness,

it

supposed that there

be found there.

There

are

no

is

rivers,

no

fertility to

yet

many
may

rivulet fringed with verdure

and

a pleasant
]:>e

little

met with here

there, especially in the romantic glens of the

At Wadies Nasb and Gharandel

granite district.

are perennial, though not continuous, streams

At

large tracts of vegetation.

that part of

and

Wady

Feiran where the valley contracts in breadth and
concentrates the moisture,

we

able oasis in the Peninsula

;

most considerand behind the little

find the

sea-port of Tor, also, where a depression in the great
alluvial plain of

exists a large

El

Besides these,
thorns,

Ga ah

collects the moisture, there

and magnificent grove of date-palms.
the more

acacia, tamarisk, sidr

fertile

and other

most of the valleys contain some
highlands, myrrh,

and

in the plains,

spots

produce

trees,

while

vegetation; in the

thyme and other fragrant herbs,
retem or broom (the juniper-tree of

Scripture), sekkenhi (a kind of mallow), '(iheithirdn.

and
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countless plants on

A\'liicli

the camels feed.

the barest and most stony hill-side

is

Even

seldom entu*ely

and the Jericho rose, an
destitute
extraordinary bibulous plant, which has the faculty
of expanding when placed in water after lying in a
cabinet for years, may be seen on the most unpromisof vegetation;

ing spots.

The herbage in the valleys is of a pale sickly
green, and in the summer season often so burnt up
that it crumbles to powder at the shghtest touch;
but the
life,

first

shower of spring

recalls

the plant into

and, Hke the rod of Aaron, the dry and withered

buds and bloom blossoms."

sticks again "bring forth

(Numbers
duced by

xvii. 8.)

No

visible effect

however

pro-

vegetation upon the general desert

all this

aspect of the country

:

to

Moses and the Children

of Israel three thousand years ago Sinai

looked precisely as

Many

is

it

must have

does at the present day.

of the less fi'equented wddies too, especially

those which run

down from the

great granite clusters

by pleasant streams, and
teem with natural veofetation.
The old monkish
of mountains, are watered

colonists of the place availed themselves extensively

by these spots to plant
many of which remam to

of the advantages afforded

gardens and olive-groves,
the present day.

These gardens, so long as they

were tended with care and

skill,

acted as so

many

sponges, or dams, to stay the course of the torrents,
and, by holding and husbanding the water, turned

the terrible agent of destruction into a blessing and
a boon.

This leads to the consideration of another
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the country

more fertile in the time of the Exodus than
While admitting the mii'aculous manner

it is

in

now ?

which

the twelve tribes w^ere supported,

we

many

reason that there

objectors if

we can shew with

shall

disarm

were resources in the country of which they might
have availed themselves at certain seasons and at
certain places, since this

would account

for the silence

upon many points which would other-

of the Bible

wise seem inexplicable

—

I

mean

in cases

where no

special miraculous provision is recorded.

durmg the passage of the
Israehtes through the country we learn from Psalm
" O God, when thou wentest forth
Ixviii. 7—9
before the people, when thou didst march through
That rain actually

fell

;

the wilderness

;

also

dropped at

itself

was moved

Israel.

The earth shook, the heavens
the presence of God; even Smai

Selah.

at the presence of God, the

God, didst send a

2'hoic,

God

of

jyJentifid rain,

whereby thou didst confirm thine inheritance, when
And such passages as "the clouds
it was weary."
poured out water," Psalm
is

Ixxvii. 17, where

the allusion

evidently to Sinai, also tend to confirm the supposi-

tion that the Peninsula

was better supplied with

water at the time of the Exodus.

There are

still

many

trees in the Peninsula,

groves of acacia and other

and these,

form a sort of Ijarricade against
torrents.

Now when

one of them

lilve

the gardens,

tlie

force

is

of the

destroyed, and

a storm comes, whatever vegetation depended on
or

was protected by the

forest is soon

swept away,

PJIYSIGAL
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and barrenness and devastation mark the course of
It is a well-known fact
the stream down to the sea.
that rain
is

falls

more gently and regularly where there

Now

veofetation.

the Bible

us that there

tells

and near Sinai at the

existed a large population in

time of the Exodus, and the traces of them which
still

remain indicate that they, like the old monks,

did husband to the utmost the resources of the
country.

Again,

there

are

abundant vestiges of large

colonies of Egyptian miners, wdiose slag heaps

smelting furnaces are yet to be seen in

many

parts of

These must have destroyed

the Peninsula.

and

many

miles of forest in order to procure the fuel necessary
for carrying

on their operations

;

nay, more, the chil-

dren of Israel could not have passed through without

consuming vast quantities of

But,

fuel too.

after forest disappeared in this

way,

if forest

population

if

dwindled down to a few non-agricultural

tribes,

and

cultivation were neglected, then the rain that falls

would no longer stay to fertilize the land,
but in an unimpeded torrent would find its way down
so seldom

summer sun would soon complete the work, and a few ages would make the
Peninsula of Sinai what we see it now.
I do not
think it necessary to reason away the signal miracles
to the sea; a burning

by which the Jewish hosts were

fed,

but

He

I

do believe

that whatever

God thought

chosen

and that God's servant. Nature, did

the

peoj)le,

fit,

that

did for His

rest.

The present

sterility of

the country makes the
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severe in Sinai

You have

the

cold, fi-equently a drfference of

degrees between the temperature of night and

day, and there

is little

or no fuel to counteract the

one, or shade to repel the other.

The very nakedness of the rocks imparts to the
scene a grandeur and beauty peculiarly its own. For,
as there

is

no vegetation to soften down the rugged

outhnes of the mountains or conceal the nature of
their formation, each rock stands out with its
distinctive shape

and colour as

clearly as in

own
some

In some wadies the

gigantic geological model map.

mountain sides are striped with innumerable veuis of
the most brilliant hue, thus producing an efiect of
colour and fantastic design which
describe.
liar

These

effects are

it is

impossible to

heightened by the pecu-

and the dazzlmg

clearness of the atmosphere

brightness of the sunlight; one part of a mountain
will
is

glow with a ruddy or golden

plunged in deepest shade.

peak

will

hue,"

while the rest

Sometimes a distant

seem to blend with the

liquid azure of the

sky, while another stands out in all the beauty of

purple or violet tints;

and, with

what would seem

the mere skeleton of a landscape, as beautiful effects
are produced as if the bare rocks were clad with

and vineyards or capped with perpetual snows.
Nature, in short, seems here to shew that in her most

forests

barren and uninviting moods she can be exquisitely

beaut ifid

still.

;

CHAPTER

III.
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first
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Sarabit
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El Watiyeh: the latter pro-
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legend of Nebi Saleh
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greeting.
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Arrival

Reception

at the Convent.

Having
of our

thus given a general account of the nature

work and

itself, I

of the physical aspect of the country

now come

to the

more personal experiences

of the Expedition, the actual narrative of our wanderings in the wilderness.

On

the

8th of November,

me

telegram informing

had arrived at Suez
I

made

my way

;

that

1868, I received a

my

and, packing

future companions

up with

all

speed,

to the Cairo railway station.

It

was early morning, and from every minaret rung
the clear voice of the Muezzin warning: the hushed
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better than

sleep

;"

and the

subdued bhie Hght which fell upon the hundred
domes of Cairo threw into deeper shade the goblin
forms of the prickly pear-trees that bordered the

A few hours

path.

tination,

more and I had reached my desand beheld Egyptian village-life in all its
Yet the half-blind dirty

squalid opthalmic reality.

creatures seemed happy, and I

came to the conclusion

that good spirits and bad livmg are not mcompatible
after

all.

A

noisy crowd, dressed in every variety

we

of costume which

are

accustomed to associate

with dramatic pictures of Blue Beard

[id. plain, 2d.

coloured) awaited the arrival of the train,

sturdy

Mushms

and a dozen

once began a contest for the

at

possession of

my

baggage.

they followed

me

to the Hotel in a sort of funeral

procession, with four

modest portmanteaus,
bringing up the rear.

As

bearers

my

I did not interfere,

to

each of

my

two

umbrella as chief mourner

For

all this

pomj) I disbursed

a sehdhi, not quite threepence.

The Viceroy

Egypt had given orders that our
baggage should be passed unopened through the
Custom-house, and that every assistance should be
given us by the officials.
The Peninsular and
Oriental

of

Company kindly allowed

us to purchase

and as Mr Holland had
old friends amongst the Towarah

provisions from their stores,

sent on word to his
Bedawin to meet us with camels

were soon able to arrange
a

start.

barrels

all

at

Suez,

we

the preUminaries for

Three days sufficed to provide water-skins,

and the other numerous

requisites for desert
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November we

crossed

over the head of the Gulf of Suez with no further
catastrophe than a fight between the rival boatmen
wlio

awkward

Owing, however, to

our stures.

carried

ill-temper of a Barbary negro wdio

we

tlie

construction of the pier, and the obstinate

had charge

thereof,

did not accomplish our landing until sunset was

drawing near, and the tents were accordingly pitched

by the sea-shore. The harbour of Suez presented a
very gay appearance, the ships being all ilhimin-

new German

ated in honour of the arrival of a

The young moon shed a soft and timid
radiance over the scene, as if ashamed to burst
consul.

too rudely through the

the

dark

mysterious

behind me,

down

I lay

veil of

desert

night, when, with

stretchmg far

away

to sleep for tlie first time in

a tent.

On

the following morning

civihsation.

I

sions with

which

for

years

shall
I

familiar

we bade

adieu

to

not easily forget the impres-

entered the desert.

I

had been

with the literature of Arabia,

and had read with a certain vagfue
descriptions of desert Hfe

;

but here

it

interest

the

was at

last

in all its reality before me.
It

was not without considerable misgivings, too,
mount a camel for the first time.

that I essayed to

The camel

is

a

much

over-rated beast, and

is

the

very incarnation of peevish ill-temper.

Docile he is,
but apparently from no other reason than sheer
stupidity.

No

sooner do you approach him than

he sets up a hideous snarling groan

;

the driver
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head forcibly down to the ground, and

seize the
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back.
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opportunity of jumping

on

you can secure your

before

to

his

seat,

you

suddenly pitched violently forward,

violently backwards
jerks,

for the creature

;

is

not so unjjleasant as

been described, and a very few
quite at

Our

home

in

your elevated

clays

as

up by

gets

When

and only half of him at a time.

mounted, the motion

then

once

it

has

makes you

seat.

train consisted of forty-two camels,

under

the conduct of two sheikhs, 'Eid and Mansiir, for
the

Towarah are

so

poor that

no

single

sheikh

was able to supply the whole number. 'Eid was
a tall, thin, and active old man
his face was
handsome, though not quite of the true Beclawi type,
but when at rest it was decidedly classic and severe.
In reality, however, he was a childish old booby,
;

for all his heroic looks,

ever over his men.

and had no control what-

He was

constantly skipping

about like a marionette, and screaming out orders
Avhich

nobody minded in the least. On such occawould assume an agonized expression,

sions his face
his

mouth would

stretch from ear to ear,

would shout, or rather

"Come,
ludicrous

oh,

children!"

manner.

yell,

—

The

in

'

and he

Tadloo yd oolddf

the wildest and most
apostrophized

"children"

would smoke their pipes the while with placid
difference, leaving poor old 'Eid to do

himself.

—

all

in-

the work

Mansur was a man with rather more

determination of character, and, but for rheumatism,

would have been a serviceable

ally.

As

to personal
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appearance, he miglit have sat for a portrait of the
patriarch

Abraham

The task

himself*.

of a2:>portioning the loads

is

always a

one; the Arabs scream, swear, and struggle

difficult

though about to engage in a sanguinary

as

and

each

seize

upon the

and,

if

one,

fight;

he gets the opportunity, will
which he can find,

as

lightest things

not immediately repressed, will hasten

off

a quarter of his proper

to his camel with about

comrades to fight over the hea\ier

load, leaving his

burdens.

One morning,

before the camels were loaded, a

rather amusing quarrel

ed

The

unemployed.

myself soon put

having once

an

occurred between our two

dromedary that

sheikhs respecting a

presence

end to the

and

but 'Eid,

strife;

immediately suppress his agitation.

remain-

Holland

of

"angry passions

let his

still

rise,"

could not

For some mo-

ments he executed an extemporary "breakdown,"
of indignation

expressive

and

suddenly catching sight of

who had remained

liis

defiance,

and then

own son Embdrak,

a passive spectator of the scene,

he seized a camel rope, and thrashed that unoffending youth in a manner as energetic as

After

this,

great

relief.

There

it

was vague.

he set about his work with an

is

but

little

air

of

variety in cainp-life in the

desert,

and a description of one day's journey may

answer

for all the rest.

* Since writing the

old

Manser

is

dead.

above

I

At

have again

sunrise every one
visited Sinai,

is

and find that poor

!
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more simple meal, and

you pack up your tilings in preparation for the
start.
Then comes a repetition of the noise and
clamour incident on loading, you mount your dromedary, and, when once fairly under weigh, the whole
caravan

Following

along the sand.

trails noiselessly

the path marked out by the skeletons of camels

which

lie

bleaching in the sun, you ride on until the

noonday heat and glare compel you to seek a
rest beneath

some friendly shade,

if

there

is

little

any to be

had, though very frequently you must put up with

such shelter as a w^iite umbrella, or the unsavoury

In England

vicinity of a kneeling camel can afford.

one knows nothing of the luxury of shade, and cannot
appreciate

what

it

really means.

reclining, five of us,

How

often,

when

beneath a dried-up furze-bush

no bigger than a good-sized geranium, have we con-

sumed our lunch

of dates

and

biscuits,

washed down

with just one drink of lukewarm water beautifully
flavoured

with goat-skin, and

terrier that laps the cool

envied the happy

puddle of his native land

After lunch the march

is

resumed until sunset,

and then commences the really enjoyable part of
The tents are pitched, and dinner is
the day.
prepared.
The Arabs settle themselves cosily round
the camp-fires to prepare their evening meal, and
for

an hour or so before

retirino- for

and repose reign a,round.
desert was an era in my life;

fort

vague images of

assume a

life-like

my

the nipfht com-

The first night in the
it seemed as if all the

early dreams were about to

reality

which they had never
3
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blew mto

fresh breeze

the tent, causing no apprehensions of nightly

chills,

but infusing new vigour mto both body and mind.

The
the

shed a lurid glow over

camp-fires

flickering
little

knots of swarthy Bedawin as they

re-

posed after the fatigues of the day, and produced a

wondrously picturesque and Rembrandt-like

The hushed tones

of those

effect.

who had not yet

fallen

and

there,

asleep, the whirring of a hand-mill here

the half-plaintive, half-surly groaning of the camels
these were the
stillness

around
I

was

of the

me

—

only sounds which disturbed the
night.

I

contemplated the scene

with mingled feehngs of delight and awe.

reclining perchance

upon the very spot where

the Children of Israel had encamped

when

fleeing

from their Egyptian persecutors, and I could not

my situation to some extent with
had just left the noisy bustling crowd of
Cairo's streets, and had escaped into the freedom
of the great lone wilderness, and I too felt that

help comparing
theirs.

I

must have

sense of special Divine protection which

been present to them,

for

desert does one feel that

enables

man

never so

God

is

much

nigh.

He

as in the
it is

that

to pass in safety through this dreary

waste, and whether

it

be by direct miraculous inter-

vention, as in the case of the Chosen People, or

by

the scarcely less wonderful agency of reason and foresight, still it is

Two

His hand alone that guides him

hours' ride from Suez brought us to

Musa, or Moses' Wells, a beautiful httle
desert.

It consists of a

on.

'Ayun

oasis in the

few springs of limpid but
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brackish water, small pools with gardens of palms

and tamarisks around them, as well as beds of vegetables and culinary herbs.
These gardens are kept

by a Frenchman and some Arabs, who have provided
summer-houses

for

who

the convenience of those

Suez to enjoy the fresh desert
They form the market-gardens from which the

resort thither from
air.

vegetable supply of Suez

is

principally drawn.

There

upon the top of a neighbouring hill of sand, having one single palm beside
it.
The beautiful view which this spot commands
more than makes up for the absence of vegetation
exists also a soHtary pool

;

to the north stretches a vast

level

plain of sand,

with a long chain of mountains bordering
east

on the

and on the north-west the bold promontory of

;

Atdkah overhangs the

E,d,8

it

and lovely purple

Gulf, its noble outlines

tints, clearly

seen against the azure

presenting a scene at once picturesque and

sky,

grand.

Here

tradition

Red Sea

places

the site of the Passage

and certain it is that, at least
within the range over which the eye can wander,
the waters must have closed in upon Pharaoh's
strugghng hosts. The miracle of the Passage of
the E-ed Sea is so important in its bearings upon
of the

;

the whole question of the Exodus that
various
its

site

many and

opinions have been advanced both as to

and

from

Israehtes

The obvious route of the
Egypt would have been by the

character.

ordinary road to Palestine through the Philistine
territory

;

but we are expressly told that "

3—2

God
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way

the

tliroiigli

of

tlie

land of

the Philistines,- although that was near; for
said,

God

Lest peradventure the people repent when they

and they return to Egypt; But God led

see war,

way

the people about, through the
of the

"way

Red

Sea."

of the

(Ex.

xiii.

wilderness"

17,

must

of the wilderness

Now

18.)

this

have passed

also

round the head of the Gulf, and the two routes

must have been

From

at this point coincident.

the narrative in Exodus xiv.

it

would seem

that the Egyptians came upon them before they had
rounded the head of the Gulf, so as to compel them
either to take to the water or fall into their enemies'

hands, equally fatal alternatives, from which notliing

but a mn-acle, such as that recorded, could have
saved

But natural

them.

accelerated, are

God

in

miraculously

agencies,

mentioned as the means employed by

working out this signal deliverance, and we

need not therefore suppose anything so contrary to the
laws of nature as that the children of Israel crossed

between two

vertical walls of

water

m

the midst

of the deep sea, according to the popular m.ode of

depicting the scene.

Some

writers have imagined

that a great change has taken place

m

the level of

the sea since the time of the Exodus, but recent ex-

amination does not at
while there

is

all

confirm this hypothesis,

abundant evidence that the northern

end of the Gulf of Suez has been gradually silted
and that in consequence the shore-line has

up,

steadily advanced further
It follows from this that,

and further southwards.
if,

accorduig to the view
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authorities, the Passage took

place at the head of the Gulf as

it

existed at the

time of the Exodus, the Israelites must have crossed
at a point several miles north of its present limits.

Then we are told that "the Lord caused the sea to
go back by a strong east wind all that night, and
made the sea dry land, and the waters were divided."
This

is

no sudden division of the waters involving a

suspension of physical laws, though to
is

much more wonderful

as

my mind

it

showing how those laws

were subservient to the Divine purpose and will.
A strong wind blowing from the East at the moment
of the setting

m

of the ebb tide might so drive back

the waters that towards the sea they would be some

Such a phe-

feet higher

than on the shore

nomenon

is

frequently observed in lakes and inland

and

if

there were, as there would very likely be

seas,

side.

at the head of the Gulf, any inequality in the bed of

the sea or any chain of sand-banks dividing the upper
part of the Gulf into two basins, that portion might

be blown dry and a path very soon be

on either

side.

As

left

the parting of the sea was caused

by an East wind, the sudden veering
to the opposite quarter at the
tide

moment

of this

wind

of the return

would bring the waters back with unusual

rapidity.
for

with water

we

This seems to have been actually the case,

find that the waters returned, not with a sud-

den rush overwhelming the Egyptians at once, but
gradually and at first, as we might expect, saturating
the sand so that "it took off their chariot-wheels that

they drave them

hea\'ily,"

:
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In the Inirricane and darkness of the night this
would naturally cause such a panic and confusion
but
as to seriously retard them in their passage
;

in the

mean time the waters were

too

surely

ad-

vancing upon them, and when morning broke "Israel

saw the Egyptians dead upon the sea-shore." The
verse last quoted seems to show conclusively that the
wind did veer round to the west, for otherwise, with
the East wind

still

blowing the corpses of Pharaoh

would have been driven away from the
and
thrown up upon the opposite shore.
Israelites
The exact spot at which the miracle took place
must always remain a matter of mere specula-

and

his host

but there can be

tion,

point,

little

doubt that at this

'A}iin Musa, (Moses' Wells)

the track of the Israelites at the
of their

desert journey.

we are upon
commencement

In the Bible narrative,

immediately after the account of the destruction

army and of the thrilling song of
triumph with which " Miiiam the Prophetess " and
of the Egyptian

her maidens celebrated Israel's deliverance,

it is

from the Red

Sea.

*'

So Moses brought

Israel

they went out into the wilderness of Shur."

said
;

and
{Ex.

The word Shur in Hebrew signifies " a
wall ;" and as we stand at 'Ayim Musa and glance
over the desert at the Jebels er Rdhah and et
Till which border the gleaming plain, we at once

XV.

22.)

appreciate the fact that these long wall-like escarp-

ments are the chief if not the only prominent characteristics of this portion of the

need not wonder that the

wilderness,

Israelites

and we

should have
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most

after its

Shur

The
adopt two

the wall.

or

Arabs, with their usual inconsistency,

—

salient

and at the Hammd,m
Farun, or "Pharaoh's Hot Bath" a frowning chalk

cliff

the miracle

for

sites

a

quiet spirit

is

keep

the

alive

started

up

still

is

When

Lake."

Pharaoh's un-

coast.

supposed to haunt the deep, and

boiling

at his last

at this point

—

down the

further

little

here,

spring which

sulphurous

angry drowning gasp.

The sea

called Bii'ket Fariin, or " Pharaoh's

asked

how they can

reconcile their

accounts of Moses having crossed the sea at both
these spots, the simple

What

they did to me, "
to

Bedawin answer,

seems remote to us

God Most High."
From the Wells of Moses we

varied desert plain for three days

mark the

reflection
Israel,

track,

is

least

near

traversed an un;

there

to attract attention but the bleached

that

at

and nothing to

is

nothing

camel-bones

afford food for

but the thought that, like the children of

you too have gone " three days

in the desert

and have found no water." (Ex, xv. 22.) One object
of rather melancholy interest you do pass at the outit is a simple Arab grave, where
set of your march
;

some

travellers a

few years ago found the corpse

Arab who " had been smitten with the
yellow pest and fallen asleep by the roadside," and
of a Terbani

accorded

it

a hasty burial on the spot.

is

now

Gabr es Seba'iy, " the Lad's Tomb," and gives
name to that portion of the Wady Merazi in

called
its

It

which

it

is

situated.
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On

third day

tlio

which most previous

we reached

travellers

'Ain Hawwtlrah,

have

soiiglit to iden-

with the Marali of Scripture.

tify

It is a solitary

spring of bitter water with a stunted palm-tree growin<r

near

it,

and

The

a deliciovis shade.

affordincr

quality of the water varies considerably at different
times,

and on the present occasion

drinkable but palatable.
state

that

Mr

It

Holland,

is,

it

was not only

however, only

who had

fair to

visited the well

on several former occasions, pronounced such purity

The meaning
the name Hawdrah

of the water to be quite exceptional.

Fount of Destruction," given to
by Dr Robinson and all previous travellers, is, like the
orthography, incorrect.
The real name, Hawwarah,
*'

signifies

the

soil

a small pool, the water of which sinks into

by

little

and

to drink; a description

sprmg

in question.

Hawwarah we
by the

leaving the residue unfit

little,

A

emmently

applicable to the

few miles before reaching 'Ain

pass a large piece of detached rock lying

roadside,

and

called

Rider's Mounting-stone."

Hajar er Kekkab, or "the
In a journey so featureless

as this, every object, small or great, has its interest;

and the Arabs

will point the stone out to

air of conscious pride, as

much

you with an

as to say: "There,

you

poor benighted Frank, you can show nothing like that
in

your country."

A

little

further on, the eye

is

again refreshed by the sight of green tamarisks and
feathery palms, and just off the customary track

a pleasant stream of running water.

This

is

is

Wady

Gharandel, generally regarded as Elim, and whether
or no the grove

and stream are the

lineal descend-
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ants of the twelve springs and seventy palm-trees

which the Children of Israel found there,
that the

site

of Elini

must

it is

somewhere

lie

clear

in the

was Sunday, we
halted here for the day, and, after morning service,
proceeded to visit some "old houses" which the

immediate neighbourhood.

Arabs reported to exist

As

it

in the neighbourhood.

These

proved to be ancient tombs excavated in the chalk
cliffs, but had been so much disturbed, apparently

by Arabs taking shelter in them, that, although
some human bones and fragments of wood were discovered there, they were too much broken and
displaced to render

it

possible to identify the position

of the skeletons or determine the age to which they

some
away.

A

jawbone and skuU which presented
peculiarities of conformation were brought

belonged.

After

this,

runnmg stream

we made

our

way down

to the

before spoken of; and, msignificant

though it was, it presented a refreshing sight to eyes
that had been so long accustomed to the scorching
white glare of the thirsty plains. At one pomt, a
broken rock and a slight change in the level of the
bed of the stream offered an oppoi-tunity for a bathe,

which was eagerly taken advantage of and appreThe anticipated enjoyment of this luxury
ciated.

was enhanced by the contemplation of the beautiful,
bright green grass which grew by the side of the
brook, but alas! it was "like Dead Sea fruit, that
tempts the eye," and turned to packing-needles and
clothes-brushas on the sore and tender feet.
Early on the followmg morning we passed two

"
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heaps of stones called Mangaz His;ln
"

Abu

Abu

Zena,,

Zena's Horse's Leap," concerning which the

was recounted to me by an old
Bedawi of the 'Awarimeh tribe " An Arab named
Abu Zena w^as riding a mare that w^as with foal,
and, notwithstanding her critical condition, was
urging her along at a cruel speed. When she came
following legend

:

dug his spurs into her sides, whereupon the mare made a tremendous leap and fell
down dead. Abu Zena, in wonder at the immense
length of the stride which his horse had taken,
marked the distance with two stones, and related
the incident afterwards to his friends.
The matter
soon became noised abroad, and every Arab who
passed that way with a comrade would discuss the
marvellous leap and mark out the distance with a
stone as Abu Zena himself had done, and thus the
to this spot he

Admiration

stone heaps grew.

for the mare's per-

formance soon increased with the pagan Arabs of
that time, and she became at last an object of veneration,

and was worshipped

as a deity, offerings of

corn being brought to the spot.

But when they

forsook idolatry for the worship of the true God,

they came to look upon their former gods as

and turned

their

sion of aversion for the
to

devils,

pagan observances into an expres-

haunt the accursed

demon whom they supposed
spot.

Thus, instead of the

usual offering of corn, they would throw stones upon

the heaps, and, kicking a
their feet, cry out,

This custom

is

'

still

Eat

little

that,

dust upon

it

with

and get thee gone

'
!

kept up, and every one of our
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Arabs as they passed the spot picked up a stone to

upon the heap, and, kicking the dust over

cast

it

contemptuously, cried: " Agsa 'Allig," "Begone, and
feed

!

The legend

"

interesting as showing that

is

horses once existed in the peninsula

;

and

it

thus

strengthens the probability that the country was at

one time more
state it

fertile

it is

now,

for in its present

would be quite impossible to rear or even

keep them there.

At

into the upper route
fer to

than

;

down Wady

turn

we branched

this point

some

travellers,

off

however, pre-

Taiyebeh, keeping along the

This road, as well as the probable route

sea-coast.

taken by the

Israelites, I shall discuss later on.

After this point, the character of the country
begins to change, and

we

leave

the dreary level

more picturesque, though scarcely
mountain features.
Traversing the

plains of sand for
less

desolate,

broad, open valley of Useit, where there are also a

few palm-trees and springs, and proceeding by a
shghtly de\'ious route along

Wady Hamr, we

pitched

our tents at the foot of the mountain called Sarbiit
el

Jemel, which marks the commencement of the

sandstone
a

little

district.

way

past

At a sharp bend

tliis

in the valley,

spot, occur the first

of the famous Sinaitic Inscriptions.

specimens

Another day 'si

journey brought us to the mouth of Wikly Nasb,
the

name

of which,

"the Valley of the

Sacrificial

Stone," suggests reminiscences of the old pagan ritea
of pre-Islamitic

times.

Here

are

great heaps

of

slag

and other vestiges of the Egyptian miners

who

formerly colonised the place, and whose workings
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manganese, and turquoise cover

bouring sandstone
is
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marked by a

chisellinof mio-ht

hills.

The corner

large rounded rock,

neigh-

which a

little

turn into a formidable rival to the

Egyptian sphinx, and which presents

phenomenon

tlie

of the valley

also a curious

to the geologist, for in the sandstone

of the flat terraces surrounding

it

the

ripjDle

marks

may still be seen. In the course
march we met some Russian joilgrims

of primeval waves
of this day's

them were women,
one of whom had undertaken the long and tedious
voyage in order to pay a tribute of respect to the
memory of her husband, who had made his last
pilgrimage there a year before.
I subsequently saw

returning from Sinai

;

four of

the remains of the lamented deceased in a basket at
the convent.

Leaving Wildy Nasb we came in a few hours to
the foot of Sarabit

el

Khadim, and alighted from our

camels to visit the curious ancient Egyptian ruins on
the summit of the mountain.

Much

has already been written about this in-

teresting spot, and as I too shall have something to

say concerning

myself

it

now with

in a future chapter, I will content

a mere passing notice.

On

the

broad plateau of a sandstone mountain stands a httle

group of ruins containing a number of upright
stones, with

flat

rounded tops, exactly sunilar in form to

the conventional gravestones of a London cemetery.

On

closer inspection these, as well as the stones of

which the walls were once composed, are found to be
covered with hieroglyphics, and the ruins are in
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reality those of a temple (or rather temples, for there

are

two

distinct buildings)

erected for the conve-

Egyptians who worked in the nu-

nience of the

The upper end contains the

merous mines around.
sanctuary, which

is

excavated out of the natural

rock.

Our baggage camels had been sent on ahead
while we turned aside to visit Sarabit el Khadim
;

was necessary for us to reach the encampment before dark, we had not much time for moraland

as it

ising on the quaint aspect of this rehc of an elaborate

civihsation

amongst the savage wilds of

for speculating

of worshippers

nor

Sinai,

knot

upon the condition of that
who mayhap were bowing down to
little

Apis while the great Pilgrim Father passed, led on-

ward by the cloud by day and
a hurried glance, therefore,
tain

and rode

sandstone

further on, in
before

called

Wady

we came up

narrow

it is
is

After

night.

the moun-

defile

between

Nagb Suwig, encamping a little
The sun had already set
the tents, and I was thus en-

Bark.

to

abled to enjoy the pleasure of a
of a

by

we descended

alono- throuo^h a

cliffs

fire

new sensation^that

hungry man who sees a distant fire and knows
Alas there
his dinner which is being cooked.
!

no romance that wall stand the test of appetite.

The next day's march brought us to Wady
Lebweh, which is approached by a steep and rugged
pass, where we were shown the rude wall called
Hait-el-Karnak (and sometimes

el

Membateh), which

the Towarah Bedawin threw up to resist the Egyptian troops

whom Mohammed 'Ali had

sent to punish
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having intercepted and robbed a caravan

of camels, laden with coffee and other merchandise,

which was proceeding from Cairo to Suez.

The

outrage had been perpetrated as a sort of protest

what the Towarah considered an invasion of
and privileges, for they claimed to have
the monopoly of the carriage of goods along this
road, and the Egyptian merchants had begun to
employ other tribes instead of them. A slight skir-

against

their rights

mish took place at

Bedawm were
fication,

this spot,

in

which the poor

worsted, notwithstanding their forti-

and were compelled to seek shelter

in the

mountains, until the superior of the convent consented to proceed to Cairo in person and arrange for

The Bedawm

a reconciliation with the government.

honest and inoffensive enough, but

are, as a rule,

they resent any attempt to enter their country without an escort from their

own number, which simply

means hiring the necessary camels from their tribe.
On this occasion the Pasha of Egypt seems to have
gained but slight satisfaction,

me, with

the Arabs had eaten
it all in

for, as

great gusto, " the coffee
it."

the Arabs told

went

for nothing,

They had wisely consumed

their mountain-fastnesses while the articles

of peace were being drawn up.

This,

and a subse-

quent escapade of a similar nature, have cost them
dear; and a Bedawi sheikh, with tears in his eyes,

bewailed to

upon

me

his tribe

the penury that was being brought

by the exaction

of a yearly tribute

of nearly ten shillings, paid as compensation for the
stolen goods

;

and

I did

not see him smile again

;
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by the

effaced

consol-

ing thought that his neighbours, the Garrdsheh, had

How many

pay two pounds.

to

of us has a like

consolation supported in the worst of

Wady Lebweh

The
a

fine

ills

overhanging rock, with a narrow

Shagik

el 'Ajiiz,

"the Old Woman's

is

a dehciously cool spring

is

a quaint conical mountain, Zibb

Bahariyeh, commanding,

!

remarkable for nothing but

is

if

;

a

little

not the

cleft, called

Cleft," in

which

further on there
el

Abu

Baheir

finest, at least

one

From

of the most striking views in the peninsula.

this point the long white range of the Tih mountains,

the

hills

upon the African

of Serbal

and

coast,

and the mighty peaks

Katari'na are all distinctly visible

;

but

that which lends most interest to the prospect

is

striking view of the long granite wall of the

the

Sinai

most

mountain-group

;

this,

although one of the

characteristic features in the conformation of

the country, might escape the traveller's immediate
notice from almost

however

it

any other point of sight here
upon him.
;

thrusts itself very forcibly

Later on in the same day
Berrah,

" the Valley of the

we reached Wady

Passer Out," a most

appropriate name, as through two gigantic

stand at

its

hills

that

lower end you pass out into the more

open country which divides the sandstone

district

from the granite range.

In a small side wady to the

left,

as

you enter

Erthdmeh
and on the right-hand side stands a gigantic mass
of rock, which looks as if it might have been di-

this valley, is a lovely little spring, called
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vided by a clean cut from another somewhat smaller
boulder by
" the

or,

its side.

It

is

called

Hajar

coming with the Children of

Moses,

Laghweh,

el

The legend

Speaking Stone."

runs, that

along

Israel

the valley, was stopped in his career by this rocky

His companion bade him smite

obstacle.

with

it

sword, but the prophet hesitated to essay so

his

A

hopeless a task.

which he accordingly
cleft

however, was heard to

voice,

proceed from the stone

bidding him strike,

itself

did,

and

it

was immediately

through from top to bottom, " as though

had been but a

it

piece of flesh."

From Wady Berrah we emerge upon
open space, the

confluence

of

a large

important

several

valleys, at the foot of the long granite wall

I have just mentioned as shutting

which

the central

off

or Sinai group of mountains from the western por-

There are but three points

tion of the peninsula.

at which this barrier

the

is

passable

Nagb Hawa, and Wady

the last

is

—Wady

es Slieikh,

Of

Emleisah.

these,

almost too rugged for foot-passengers,

and the Nagb Hawa can only be traversed by lightly
laden or riding camels.
A large caravan hke our

own

by
Wady es Sheikh, a broad open valley extendmg up
to the base of Jebel Musa itself, and containing a fine
is

therefore compelled to adopt the road

grove of tamarisk trees, called Tarfat

The wady cuts

right

forming a narrow

and

el

through the granitic wall,

defile,

with a tolerably level

lofty precipitous rocks on either side.

gorge, which

is

GidaraiQ.

called el

floor

In this

Watiyeh, the Arabs shew
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a large detaclied rock, not unlike an ann-cliair in
shape, as the

Magad en Nebi Musa,

The legend does not

Prophet Moses.
circumstances

under which the

the seat in question, but a
is

also

tall

relate

the

Prophet occupied
white-topped peak

pointed out as the place where his sheep

went up

many

or Seat of the

to graze.

It is

most probable

that, like

other similar spots in the neighbourhood, the

peculiar natural conformation has given rise to both

name and the story.
Mr Holland, who believes the route we are now
following to have been that taken by the Israehtes,
the

suggests that this

may

be the

site of

Pephidim, and

the rock in question the position occupied by Moses

In

during the battle with the Amalekites.
ways,

it

true, the situation

is

given

description

seen that

el

in

the

Watiyeh

is

answers well to the

Bible.

We

have just

the only practicable pass

into the feitile district around Jebel Musa,

and one

which the Amalekites would consequently be
ous of holding against an mvading force
also

ample room

for the

encampment

;

The evidence, however,

easy reach.

desir-

there

withm

in favour of the

with Pephichm, and of the

supposition that the Israelites took the lower route

the sea-coast
that, while

is,

by

as I shall presently shew, so strong

acknowledging the value of

suggestion, the other

members

lies entirely

Mr

Holland's

of the expedition were

unable to accept his hypothesis.
the journey

is

of either host,

and, the pass once crossed, abundance of water

identification of Feiran

many

From

this point

through granite rocks, the
4
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sharp rugged outlines of whicli, as well as the in-

and sombre grey colouring of the
much more of solemn grandeur

creasing height

mountains-, impart

to the sceneiy.

Near El Watiyeh

tomb of Nebi
but accounted by

situated the

is

Saleh, a wretched little building,

the Bedawin one of the most sacred spots in the

Hither they resort in great numbers at

Peninsula*

a certain season of the year to perfonn those cere-

monies and

sacrificial

rites

which

I shall hereafter

describe.

Who

and what was Nebi Saleh, "the Prophet

Saleh," or,

as

Prophet"?

A

his

name

"the Righteous

implies,

great saint with the Bedawin, perhaps

the ancestor of the Sawaliheh tribe,
after

him

but this explanation

;

satisfactory,

and

is

in the absence of

mation upon the subject

I will

who

are

named

vague and un-

any certain

infor-

venture to propound

must premise that near the summit of
Jebel Musa is a peculiar mark in the stone which

a theory.

I

bears a strong resemblance to the imprint of a camel's
It

foot.

is

regarded by the Bedawin with great

veneration, and the girls,

when tending

their flocks

on the mountains, often milk their goats into

it

as

a sure means of obtaining mcrease and prosperity.

This

mark

is

called

Athar Nagat en Nebi, "the Foot-

print of the Prophet's She-camel."

It is generally

taken for granted that the Prophet in question

Mohammed, but

to

my mind

there are several

is

cir-

cumstances which seem to connect the Nebi Saleh
of the

tomb with the Prophet

of the legend.

A
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Bedawi's notions of the separate identity of Moses,

and Sdleh are of the vaguest kmd, and

Elias,

if

asked to which of his national saints the camel
belonged,

you

will

find

that he has never even

thought of the question at

There

all.

is

no point

in attributing tlie mysterious footprint to the camel

of

Mohammed,

"night journey"

for the celebrated

heaven, the prophet's only recorded aeronautic

to

trip,

was performed on

Borak,

a

with

creature

But Mohammed has a legend
in the Cord,n of a certain " Nebi Saleh," who was
sent as a prophet to the people of Thamud, and
whose divine mission was attested by the miracu-

the feet of a mule.

a she-camel from

lous

production

The

author of " El Islam "

of

certainly did visit the

and may

Sinaitic mountains,

in all probability

taken the story from the national

is

have

traditions

of

and history of Nebi
quite unknown to the present Bedawin

the Peninsula.

Saleh

the rock*.

The

origin

inhabitants, but they nevertheless regard

him with

more national veneration than even Moses himself.
I should therefore conclude that the Nebi Saleh of
the tomb in
camel's

Wady

footprint

identical,

the Prophet of the

es Sheikh,

and the Saleh of the Coran are

and that the "people of Thamud" are

the Saracen inhabitants of Sinai,

Mohammedan

invasion.

Who

who preceded

then

ivas

the

Nebi Saleh

Looking at the veneration in which his memory

is

and at the character of the mii^acle attributed
him the rock smitten with a rod, and a live

held,

to

?

—

•

See Appendix B.
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camel,

the greatest of Beda^vl

lously

produced
of

rebellion

worked
in

the

therefrom—^with

the

people

sign,

tlie

tradition

for

subsequent

the

whom

fancy that

I

miracu-

blessings,

the

Prophet

we may

recognise

a distorted reminiscence

of

the

history of the Israelitish lawgiver himself

From

we caught our first
Musa range.

the tomb of Nebi Saleh

glimpse of the mountains of the Jebel

Our entrance

was marked by

into the Desert of Sinai

we had

a smgularly appropriate incident, and

of the Bible translated for us into every-day

was

m the tmie

We

of the Patriarchs.

a piece

life

as

it

had reached

the neighbourhood of the tents of our Sheikh 'Eid,

and

his wife

aged male
saluted

him on

and two
old

accompanied by an

came out to meet him.

relative,

the

children,

'Eid

man, embraced hmi, and kissed

and the pair then, witli right
liands clasped, repeated over and over again the
words Taii/ihln? "Are you well?" with the answer
either cheek,

Al hamda
I

lilldh tcdyihln,

"Thank God,

watched the scene, I could not help
words of Exodus (xviii. 5 7)

—

tlie

well!"

calling to
"

:

And

As
mind

Jethro,

Moses' father in law, came with his sons and his
wife unto Moses in the wilderness, where he

encamped before the mount of God
unto Moses, I thy

fatlier

:

had

And he said
am come

in law Jethro

unto thee with thy wife and her two sons with her.

And Moses went out to meet his father in law,
and did obeisance, and kissed him, and they asked
each
the

other of their welfare
t(>nt."

;

and they came into
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turns in the valley brought us to

mouth of Wady ed Deir —

rto

Let us halt

for a

impressive scene,

the foot of Sinai.

moment

and meditate
round

associations that rather

tlie

contemplate the

to

upon the
it.

sacred

Before us

lies

a narrow valley, between tv/o huge blocks of granite

mountains and closed
conical green

hill.

m

at

the upper end by a

The two peaks which form the

posterns of this valley are, respectively, on the

left,

Mount"; and, on the
"the Willow Peak."

Jebel ed Deir, "the Convent
right,

Ras

Sufsiifeh,

The Ras

The
tain,

in

Sufsafeii from the Plain.

Mount Sinai itself— tlie very mounhuman probability, upon which "the

last is
all

Glory of the Lord rested in the sight of
people."

A

stately,

awful-looking,

all ^the

isolated

mass
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rearing its giant brow above the plain, as

contemplation of

scornful

What

if

world beneath.

the

scene so fitting to witness the proclamation

of the primeval law as those hoary primeval rocks

?

was not accident which determmed the
but rather that universal harmony of the

Siurely it
choice,

Moral and the Physical in Nature which attest so
plamly the unity of purpose in God's creative scheme.

At

the base of the bluff

mound, forming a
a

is

sort of amphitheatre,

select congregation of elders

The

vicAV of the mountain.

Kas Sufsafeh

a long semicu'cular

are best seen

from which

might obtain a nearer
full

proportions of the

from the approach by

the great plain of Er Rahah.

Proceeding up the valley, you pass, on your
the

hill

on which Aaron

the golden

calf,

is

and which

left,

supposed to have set up
is still

called after

hun

;

next by some old monastic ruins, and the now deserted barracks of 'Abbas Pasha's soldiery, and, then

following the path w^hich they constructed, in a few

minutes reach the convent

walls.

your Arabs set up a shout of
porter's

opens,

name

is

Moses), a

little

As you

Yd

approach,

Miisa

(for

the

wicket in the wall

and a turbaned head appears and asks your
A rope is let down, to

business at the convent.

which you attach your

letter of introduction

the branch convent at Cairo, and, as
other faces

it is

—

from

drawn up,

white, handsome, and vacant

—appear

and salute you, either with pantomimic gestures, or
in a language of their

own composing,

fondly ima-

gined by the community to represent Arabic.
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Presently there issues forth from the gate at
the side an old gentleman, reverend though fuddled

—

in mien, dignified

though unsteady in gait, with
and the most mediaeval of serge

a patriarchal beai'd,
costumes, who,
avoided, -^will

a paternal
This

such attention be not dexterously

if

fall

upon your neck and greet you with

kiss.

is

Brother Jacobus, the oeconomos, or bursar,

of the convent, once a flourishing

but now, either because he

is

Smyrna merchant,

tu-ed of the world, or,

more probably, because the world is tired of him,
brought here to end his days in the Convent of
Mount Sinai. " I was an unbeliever," said he to

me

one day, " until I came and saw what a holy

place this

is.

For,

when the earthquake shakes the

mountains round,

it

the convent walls

;

never moves a thing within

and that convinced me."

As

an earthquake has not taken place here within the

memory of man, this test of the sanctity of the estabhshment can hardly be called a crucial one.
It was by this worthy that the members of the
Sinai Expedition were ushered into the Convent of
St Katharine.

CHAPTER

IV.

THE CONVENT OF MOUNT
Foundation and name.
to

Exterior of the Convent.

Character

the "brethren."

Strangers' apartments.

Burning

BusJi.

Tlie

The Mosque.

Mount

Library and Archbishop's

and Cemetery.

Arab

the

of

servants.

"We are introduced

The

monks.

The Church

of the Cross.

room.

SINAI.

:

The
The gardens

Russian pilgrims.

The Refectory.

Arab

Interior.

Chapel of the

traditions relating to the

Convent.

The Convent
tradition,

owes

of

Mount

Sinai, according to popular

to the Byzantine

its origin

Emperor

who fortified and endowed the little church
by Helena, the mother of Constantine, " on the
spot where God spake with Moses."
It was at first
Justinian,
built

dedicated to the Transfiguration, until the removal
thither of the relics of St Katharine gave that lady

and it has smce then been
generally called the Convent of St Katharine.
Amidst the cold grey hues and deep shadows of
the mountains, rise up the graceful forms of tapering cypress trees, and their dark rich foliage is thrown
a share in the patronage

;

into harmonious contrast with the lighter verdure

of the poplars which

grow beside them, and with
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the varied tints of the ohve and almond trees that

peep above the

garden

Sheltered

wall.

this lovely

looking very calm and

the monastery,

is

behmd

and suggesting nothing of the nest of
and ignorance within.

peaceful,
dirt

It is

an ancient castellated building, the eastern

which

side,

faces the valley, presenting a flat wall

composed of large blocks of hewn granite, partly
original masonry and partly restored.
About thirty
from the ground

feet

with a penthouse,
through

this

a side door.

were

travellers

into the Convent,

a small wicket covered

is

like those seen in English mills

though they are now admitted

A little

;

formerly drawn up

farther to the south

is

l^y

a but-

tower built by General Kleber, the commander

tress

French troops during their

of the

occupation of

Egypt,
A white tablet let into the wall commemorates the restoration of the building by that
ofiicer.
In the angles which this buttress forms

with the wall are some small niches chiselled out in
the stones, and these contain nide pans of incense,

placed there by the Arabs,

Khidhr

who

(or Elias) at this spot.

now blocked
By it
Abbot's gate.

venerate the Prophet

On the north
Bab

side

is

a

large door,

up, called

the

the bishops used to enter,

and from
every

arrival.

new

still

of
It

the
is

Jibaliyeh

now

finally

tribe

was made

closed,

but the

of distributing alms, on the appointment

practice

is

a distribution of clothes and food to

member

on his
of a

it

er Hais, or

superior or the arrival of an archl^ishop,

kept up.
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Gate of the Convent of St Katharine.

Strongly fortified though the convent
stout massive walls,

it is ill

adapted

for

is

by

its

withstanding

a determined attack, being easily commanded from
either side of the valley.

Indeed we learn from the

old records of the place that the Bedawin,

who have

from tune to time manifested a laudable antipathy to
monastic institutions, were in the habit of occasionally stoning or shooting the reverend fathers from the

heights above.

A

large iron gate leads into the courtyard, at

the upper end of which

is

an unfinished modern

commenced by some Russian masons, and
intended for the accommodation of travellers and
building,

pilgrims.
is

On

the

left or

north side of the convent,

the original entrance; the door has been blocked
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arch or lintel surmounted

up, and consists of a

flat

by a macciacoulis, on

wliicli is

taining a

now
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a

Homan

tablet con-

apparently the

illegible inscription,

oldest in the building.

The entrance

the builduig

into

is

by a small

wicket gate of massive iron studded with antiquated
nails,

behind which

a subterranean

is

way mto

the

Passmg this httle door, through a low inand by the church and mosque, we
come into what may be called the lobby of the place,
at the northern end of which, up a rickety wooden

garden.

tricate passage

stau'case, is situated the oeconomos' room.

Hither we followed our guide, to be entertain-

ed by him with

coffee

and date brandy

and introduced to such of the monks and
as had dropped in to see the newly-arrived
These were the

elite

of the community,

our subsequent stay at Jebel
deal of them;
particularly.

priests

guests.

and during

Musa we saw a great
them more

I will therefore describe

As became the

aristocracy, they

better dressed than their brethren

m.ous would be the
their

{'cuxtJcl)

Israelite

;

were

but magnani-

who might purchase

wardrobe, unless indeed he had received an

unhmited order

for the

supply of scarecrows, or had

a permanent contract as costumier to a travelHng
wax-work van. First there was Father Galaktion,
the hbrarian, and therefore

my

particular

friend.

Then came Father Gabriel, in church a solemn,
handsome minister, with a sonorous voice and the
demeanour of a saint elsewhere a good-tempered,
;

giggling imbecile, with a taste for mislearning Euro-
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pe;m names.

wink

Gabriel often winks, a wise, liiniioions

outward appearance, but

to

from nothing but exuberant
tal capacity is

A

one.

beyond a joke,

;

man

a doting old

whose

loon,

men-

or rather not equal to

sour-looking Wallachian priest, the inter-

preter for Russian jjilgruns
priest

really proceeding

sociability, for his

Janidios, a hook-nosed

;

witli a

beard like a panta-

sole occupation consists in

nuimbling the

and humming songs

lessons in church

ibex in the courtyard of the mosque

tame

to the

—these

made

up the party who were present at our reception.
There were a few others of the monks, whose idio-

Amongst them

merit a passing word.

syncrasies

were Brother Kallostratos, the porter, whose appearance in England on the 5th of November would most

him

assuredly subject
jDyre

and

;

in his

a

Kyrillos,

own person

to immolation on a funeral
fat,

cunning monk, uniting

the attributes of gardener and

baker, whose chief object of devotion was the
bottle,

and whose

lonely pilgrimages

religious

exercise

consisted in

to the mountain, in pursuit of

partridges which he might not eat.

Nor must

omit to mention the carpenter, but his true

you may see any day by inquiring
a
is

German
a

mad

press

for

paslia

I

his senses

whom

payment of

only walk of hfe

Q^gj

at a toy-shop for

from Constantmople, who, liaving

been driven out of
tion of a

I

Another interesting inmate

nutcracker.
tailor

rum

left

by the just indigna-

he was hardy enough to
his

Httle

bill,

adopted the

open to him, and turned monk.

had hoped that

in such a place as Sinai there
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might

still

some

linger

(J

enthusiasm which shoidd atone

religious

I

it

God

has pleased

to call them.

;

some

for their

havinof fled from the duties of that state of

which

which

trace of tliat devotion

seems to have characterized the recluses of old

1

life

to

But no

!

found in them no enthusiasm, no hopes, no aspi-

rations

—no care

anything but indolence and rum.

for

They even neglect the only duty which they have
left themselves to perform, and the services in the
church are almost unattended, except wlien

fine old

some Russian pilgrims come and call forth the mock
piety and grumblings of the monks.

They do keep

up,

blance

of that charity

old

ftmious,

so

a sem-

these holy fathers,

which made the abbeys of

and every morning they dispense

with an ungrudging hand loaves of bread to any

Arab that chooses
I

to apply.

brought back with

whom

I

submitted

me

it

;

One

of these

loaves

an eminent geologist to

pronounced

it

"" a piece

of

metamorphic rock containing fragments of quartz

embedded in an amorphous paste." No decently
iDrought up ostrich could swallow one without endangering his digestion for the term of his natural
life.

The ceremony

of introduction over,

to read, or rather translate, a letter

we proceeded

which we had

brought with us from Sir Henry James, setting
forth the objects of the Sinai Expedition,

and

re-

questing the acceptance by the fraternity of copies

and models relating to
after which weighty piece

of the books, photographs,

the survey of Jerusalem

;
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of business
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glance round

tlie

monastery.

Passing out of the oeeonomos' room, you ascend

by a rude

leading past the

staircase,

monks take the

terrace on which the

flat
air,

roof or

to a long

gallery of rooms designed for the accommodation of
travellers

and

pilgrims.

the top of the

through which

The wall which

first flight

fine little

is

the

convent

you at

pierced with loopholes,

glimpses

may

the mountains and the magnificent

Rahah beyond.

faces

be caught of
plain

of

Er

In these are set the ordnance of

—pieces

varying in size from that of

the common pistol to a foot or so in leng-th, and
mounted upon the roughest carriages. Small as they
are, it would require no inconsiderable amount of
j)luck to fire off these formidable pieces of artillery,

would puzzle even an Armstrong to predict
at which end the discharge might take place.
Half the rooms in this gallery are reserved for
for it

and are tolerably clean apartments,

travellers,

nished with a table in the centre
placed

on

the

divans

all

round

;

fur-

and cushions
some of them

The

have even the luxury of an iron bedstead.

much less ceremonious way,
make themselves as comfortable as

pilgrims are lodged in a

and are

left to

they can, packed six or eight together, in
rooms, with mattresses placed upon the

From
all

little

floor.

the door of his room the traveller can see

over the ulterior of the convent, which consists

of a series of irregular buildings on different levels;

and in the midst of them, side by

side,

rise

up
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strange conjunction

in such a place.

The mosque has a pecuharly shabby and wliitewashed appearance, which contiasts strikingly with
the neat and respectable facade of the church though
,

the effect of the latter

is

by

spoilt

its

being built

below the level of the other buildings, so that from
it is seen.
To the
by the monks, much

the balcony only the gable end of
right are the buildings occupied

resembling a row of almshouses.

The only

j)resent

tame hedan or

guardian of the mosque

family in the courtyard.
fellow he

is,

A

fine,

a

bearded

well-fed,

with long curved horns, and a high-

Polmer and

spirited beast withal, as Captain
to our cost

is

with his wife and

ibex, Avho resides

when we invaded

his domain.

I

found

We

had

entered the mosque and closed the door after us,

when the

ibex,

whose food

is

kept in the building,

was seized with evident misgivings as to the integrity
of our motives, and suspecting us of designs upon
his beans dived violently into the place,

and pro-

ceeded to execute a series of startling evolutions
expressive

of indignation

and contempt.

graceful pas-seul, he butted wildly at us,

with

difficulty

undo the

and was

dragged and pushed outside

then he was far from giving in
to

After a

gate,

;

;

even

but as I hastened

Captain Palmer performed an

involuntary waltz round the yard, and, enticing him

cunningly towards the gate, slipped out, and had
just time to shut

the

shrill

it

after him,

when the

peculiar whistle which

it

animal, with

always utters
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futile

last

charge and

well-nigh brought the palings to the ground.

The story

mosque

of the building of the

is

that,

at the time of the great destruction of monasteries

by the Saracens throughout the East, the monks at
of the approach of the

Sinai received intelligence

commander who was to execute the order, and ran
up this building, which proved the salvation of the
place.

They

declare,

also,

that they possessed at one

time a charter, given them by

Mohammed

himself

and signed with the impression of his own hand,
promising them perpetual immunity and protection.
This document the Sultan Selim

taken with him

to

is

said

to

have

Constantinople,

and

to

have

deposited in the library there, granting the
in return a fresh firman

and

confirmmg

all their

monks
rights

privileges.

The church

is

a

old

fine

building,

generally

ascribed to Justinian, but certainly not earlier than

the tune of Theodosius, and the ulterior

imposing specimen of Greek

is

a very

ecclesiastical decoration.

The Greek Church abjures devotional images, but
amply makes up for the loss by covering every available inch of space with gaudy paintings and tinsel
ornaments.

Of

these the convent church contains

some very elaborate and curious specimens.
apse

is

Over the

a beautiful piece of mosaic, representing the

scene of the Transfiguration at the corners of this are
:

two medallions, which have been generally supposed to
be portraits of Justinian and Theodora., but which are
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their jDeculiar character-

istics,

intended for our Lord and the Virgin Mary.

From

the ceiling hang numerous silver lamps sus-

pended by long

cords,

workmanship of every
the place,

and

these, with the elaborate

article of

church furniture in

produce a very beautiful and strrking

effect.

The great

attraction, however, is the

the Burning Bush, a

An

of the building.

little

Chapel of

oratory at the east end

altar, overlaid

with a beauti-

upon the spot where
supposed to have grown, and

fully chased silver plate, stands

the sacred bush

is

the lamps upon this are never allowed to be extin-

Over the

guished.

a dun, mysterious

a
it

spot.

altar is a Httle

window, shedding

that well befits so solemn

light,

It is said that the sunlight only penetrates

one day in the year, and then a solitary ray darts

through

a,

cleft in

the chapel-floor.
cross,

the mountain above and

The

cleft is

and the mountain

is

upon
marked by a wooden
falls

accordingly called by the

Arabs Jebel es Salib (the Mount of the

Cross).

This

has given rise to a curious Arab legend.
They say that once upon a time the Book of Moses,
wliich had been delivered to him by God on the top
of Sinai, was kept upon the summit of the mountain,
and then the rain fell round about for alternate
But the
periods of forty days and forty nights.
fact, or fancy,

monks, wishing to obtain greater control over the
Arabs, brought

down the mysterious

engraved upon stone, and built
church, leaving this

little

it

book, which was

into the walls of the

window through which
5

it
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might be occasionally seen. Whenever they desire
they have only to open the window to procure

rain,
it

at once,

and they can even bring wind and storms

and locusts upon the country by the same means.
In all the representations of the Burning Bush

Mary and Child

the Virgin

are depicted as occu-

pying the centre of the flame, the Greek theory

bemg

that the mystery typified in that revelation

was the vu^gmity of the mother of our Lord.
Before entering the Chapel of the

the visitor

is

is

standing

was

is

many words

requested in so

the shoes from off his

feet, as

much impressed with

so

" to take

the place whereon he

The

holy ground."

Burnmg Bush,

late

'Abbas Pasha

the sanctity of the

shrine that during his sojourn at Sinai he preferred

saying his daily prayers upon

There are other chapels

the whitewashed mosque.

Convent designed

and Armenian

medan

sects,

pilgrims

soft carpeted floor

upon the hard pavement of

to prostrating himself

in the

its

for the use of the

Latin

but as only Greek and Moham-

now visit

the place they have become

entirely deserted.

A
it is

Greek

service

not by any means imposing

is

;

hurried through in so slovenly a manner as to

suggest painful doubts whether

it

might not be per-

formed equally well, Thibetan fashion, by machmery.
I

was present on

pilgi'ims

levity

several occasions

when Russian

attended the convent church.

and indolence of the monks,

refreshing

to witness

unkempt, anxious

the

serfs.

it

After the

was quite

devotion of these poor,

Tliey gaze with rapturous

TlIK
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priests,
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around them, kiss the pictures

all

and rap their heads upon the marand resonant enthusiasm. With

ble floor with wild

many
long

them

of

this pilgrimage is the realisation of a

dream, and to accomplish

life's

unheard-of

and

toils

it

they undergo

Aided by small

privations.

contributions from a pablic fund, they set

quently from the

remotest

parts of

fre-

off,

and

Russia,

proceed on foot to Odessa, stopping for rest and
food at the various convents which hne the road.

Thence long weary journeys by
bring them to Sinai

ship, rail

and camels

and, after being trotted up

;

and down the mountain, and taken round to

all

the

sacred spots, they are sent back to Alexandria, to

be again shipped to Jaffa, en route for Jerusalem.

Arrived at the holy
their

city,

by dipping,

sins

Jordan; and this

is

in

they proceed to wash

clothes

and

all,

mto the

most mstances their

wash since leaving the land of the Czar.
The pilgrims stay at the convent eight

When

off

first

days.

they are on the point of departure, every

Arab who presents himself with

his

camel can claim

a certain portion of the hire, whether he be employed
This custom has been long established, and

or not.
is

kept up to the present day.

over, are

bound

"protectors,"

of

convent, and this

A man

is

The monks, more-

to give notice to their ghufara, or

the
is

presence

of pUgrims

at

the

done in the following manner.

despatched to the well in

Wady

Nasb,

on the upper route, who plants two footmarks in
the dh'ection of the convent, and places in front of

5—2
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Any Arab who
them the Jibalfyeh tribe-mark.
happens to pass that way and see the sign may present himself at the convent and share in the profits
of the transport.

Bnt

to return to the description of the interior.

Leaving the church, we

came to the hbrary, a

wretched unpainted room, containing a goodly number of worm-eaten manuscript volumes in Greek and

They
literature, and
Arabic.

are chiefly patristic or controversial
of little interest, the really valuable

books being securely locked up in the Archbishop's

we were not at
offered to make

room, into which

the time allowed to

penetrate.

a catalogue of the

I

Arabic manuscripts,
the task, but so

my way
it.

and had actually commenced

many

difficulties

were thrown in

that I was at length compelled to relinquish

Father Jacob, the oeconomos, looked upon the

whole proceeding as fatuous from the very
Since the affair of the Codex Sinaiticus, the

first.

monks

have come to regard their manuscript treasures with
a jealous eye, though not from any real appreciation

They ought, however, to be
content, for the Emperor Alexander has paid them
handsomely for it, and presented them in addition
of their literary value.

with a bran new shrine for good St Katharine's bones.
Considering the worm-eaten and utterly neglected
state of the books, I think that

it

would be greatly

to the gain of literature if the whole collection were

handed over to more careful guardianship.
One day, as I was turning over some old volumes
of patristric lore, the librarian came up to me witli
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had discovered a book

which must prove of the greatest interest to me.
It was, "Jane Shore, a tragedie for Drury Lane
Theatre."

On

the occasion of a subsequent visit to Sinai, I

succeeded in gaining admittance to the Archbishop's
apartments, a fine suite of rooms consisting,
others,

of an old fasliioned reception

among

chamber and

a private chapel gorgeously decorated with arabesque

Here the most valuable part of the MS.
treasures are kept, some of which I examined.
The well-known Codex Aureus is a beautifullywork.

written copy of the four Gospels, containing

illu-

minated portraits of the Evangelists and other sacred

Emperor Thethe colophon giving the date and tran-

personages.
odosius,
scriber's

It

name

A collation

in the abbreviated Uncial characters.

of this

able addition to

the

date,

signed to

attributed to the

is

MS. would no doubt be a

New

Testament

criticism,

although

about the eight century, which
it,

is

valu-

is

not sufficiently remote to give

asit

any very high authority. A person exercismg tact,
and remainmg sufficiently long at the convent,
might copy, and perhaps photograph, every leaf.
I endeavoured to impress upon the monks that no
other design prompts an investigation of their books

than that of benefiting sacred literature by a description of the

works in their possession.

There

are other very interesting volumes in the collection;

among them an

ancient

copy

of

the Psalms in

Georgian, written on papyrus, and another curious
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copy of the Psalms, written in a small female hand

Amongst

on six small pages, but without a date.

a pile of patristic and other works, of no great age
or interest, are

some curious old Syriac books and

My

one or two palimpsests.

me from examining

hurried visit prevented

these with any great care

;

convent to civilized

proximity of the

frequent intercourse of the

and

scholars-

much more

more

SinaiticuSj

strongly agamst

militate

especially

causes

are

the

the
that

any chance of procuring
from Smai,

of bibliographical interest

although a thorough

parts,

monks with European

and

travellers,

renown of the Codex

but

The

they would no doubt well repay investigation.

exa.mination

the

of

library

Would doubtless yield some valuable results.
We next visited the refectory, a narrow room approached by a long dusty corridor on the southern
side of the buildmg.

It contains

two ancient

tables,

of rude but elaborate construction, which extend along
its entire

length, as well as a small pulpit

altar at the

are
to

The scene when the monks
indescribably quaint, and seems

upper end.

dinner

at

and a gaudy

is

us back centuries, to the times

carry

of the

Crusaders, whose arms and crests are scratched with

dagger points upon the doors.

their
are,

some

There they

men with serge
you may see them in

twenty long-bearded

and rosaries, just as
the pamtings of the old Italian masters, eating
dresses

vegetable diet in

their

board,

ing

while

out

ill

a priest
a

silence

from

tlie

on the uncovered
pulpit

monotonous tone the

life

is

drawl-

of

some
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a

from the

and a

dirtier

little

villainous than their brethren;

and at the

lower table some half-dozen or so of pilgrhns are

munching

lettuces with faces expressive of mingled

When

hunger and awe.

monks have

the

finished

their repast the cats of the convent (and theu"
is

legion)

name

assemble at the rmging of a bell and

receive their rations from the scraps that are

Near the door

the kitchen, and a

is

left.

farther

little

on the distiUeiy, where that most important adjunct
to a recluse's

life,

the 'araki,

chapels situated in

one or two pretty

is

A

made.

carpenter's

numerous small
odd corners of the convent, and

and other

shop, a bakehouse

offices,

little oriental

wells, complete

the

category.

is

The whole effect of the interior of the convent
peaceful and picturesque, and the background is

On

simply magnificent.

with

its

the

left is

Jebel ed Deir,

rugged, pathless sides, and upon a ledge,

where the green markings on the smooth surface
of the rocks indicate the presence of water, there

sprhigs

up from a heap of stones

(the ruined convent

of St Episteme) a solitary cypress
this

would

look

an

imposing

anywhere

;

tree,

but

else

here

it

seems a mere dark-green tliread against the glowing

grey

rises tlie

of

the

mountain-side.

shoulder of the Jebel

On

Mdsa

the

right

block,

stern

and gigantic as its neighbour, and in the opening between these wondrous walls the green round summit
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of Jebel Moneijiili stands out in bold relief against

the sky.

have already spoken it is laid
out rather for use than ornament, and has little
beauty beside the foliage of its trees. There are
many other such in the neighbourhood of the convent

Of the garden

which once formed

I

j^ait

ments that have long
the

monks

:

of smaller monastic establishsince disappeared.

To these

of Sinai claim an exclusive right, allowing

a certain percentage of the produce to the Arab
families

to ensure their
their

As they take no measures
cultivation, and only demand that

who tend them.

Arab tenant should bring them a few vegeta-

bles or fruit from tune to time, this arrangement

tends rather to prevent than to promote horticulture

—an

occupation which,

if

only properly encou-

made an important instrument in
amehoratmg the condition of the Bedawin, especially
in the well-watered valleys around Jebel Musa.
But
what do the Greek monks care whether the Bedawin
Heaven save
starve or no ? A Christian community
the mark !—they have resided here for centuries

raged, might be

—

without learning one jot of the language or
their neighbours, without teaching

life

them one word

of
of

rehgion or truth.

In the midst of the gardens

is

situated the crypt,

where the monks are buried, or rather stacked away,
It is a curious and ghastly sight.
The defunct bishops are brought here and stowed
away in what I at first took for cigar-boxes; and a

after their decease.

few hermits of unusual sanctity are hung up in bags,

:
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mansion of the dead

priests, the other for the lay

—one

brethren

;

for the

and seated

against the low iron door which connects the two,
is

a

and crouching

di'ied

figure,

the mortal

re-

mains of a certain St Stephanos, who was porter at
the convent some three hundred years ago.
there

still,

and, as

if

in hideous

to

make

mockery of

He

sits

his former office

his appearance still

;

more ghastly,

some Russian pilgrims have decked him out in a
silk shu't and gaudy skull-cap.
In one of the boxes

two hermits, sons of an Indian king,
who lived and died upon the moun-

are the remains of

the legend says,
tains, in

adjoining

cells.

Their skeletons are

still

connected by the chain which bound them together
in

life,

and which was

down

lay

so contrived, that

to rest his neighbour

pray, so that one of

when one

was dragged up to

them was ever watchful

at his

post.

It was quite a relief to me to come out of this
gloomy vault into the bright sunlight and pure
mountain air once more; and as I thought upon
the sad memorials of the frailty of human hfe, and

the

still

sadder evidences of benighted superstition

marring the

fair

likeness

of

God

in

man, a new

and real sense seemed to be given to the words
which first met my eye as I issued forth from the
vault, a Greek legend inscribed on an empty coffin
AAATAIOTHC MATAIOTHTQN HANTA AAATAIOTHC.
Vanity of Vanities,

all is

Vanity.
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The Arab servants of* the convent are fine sturdy
fellows, and present a great contrast to their effeminate masters.
Mohammed, the chief amongst them,
is

a good-looking, stalwart Arab, always ready to

lend the traveller or

servants a hand;

liis

nor

is

Miisa, the next most prominent of the attendants,
less willing

or

obliging,

and, notwithstanding the

by a matchlock, he is
handy too. There is quite a colony of them in the
convent-garden, where their tents are pitched; and
the pilgrim who wishes to add to his entomological
of a finger, blo^vn off

loss

cannot do better than give a few piastres

stores,

and a pickle bottle
to

little

heirs of the

They

for the collection of Coleoptera

Mohammed and

Khidhr, the

two last-named Arabs.

all

belong to the Jibaliyeh tribe,

recognised as the serfs of the convent.
is

respective

European

said to be of

origin,

and

who

are

This tribe
to have de-

scended from the colony of Wallachian and Egyptian
there by Justmian to

placed

slaves,

monks.

They themselves have a

j^i'otect

the

tradition that they

came from a country called "K'lah;" and their
features,
differing
somewhat from the ordinary
Bedawi type, would seem to favour the supposition.
The Jibaliyeh have an additional claim upon
our interest as the representatives of the older in-

The remaining Bedawin

habitants of Sinai.

tribes

have preserved the purity of descent, and the genealogical pride,

which

the Desert races
ance,

they are

;

is

and

so curious a characteristic of

in names, manners,

now what

and appear-

their ancestors were in
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Yemen.

It is clear that they can

no admixture of Aramaean blood; and
ancient local traditions do
insula, it

is

Jo
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still

if

have

any of the

survive in the pen-

to the Jibaliyeh alone that

we owe

their

perpetuation.

The convent, foiTtiing, as it were, the nucleus
around which almost ail the traffic of the peninsula
clusters, has become an object of the greatest interest to the

whom

Bedawm,

especially to those tribes to

the right of conducting pilgrims belongs.

The Arabs' notions

of history

and chronology

being necessarily of the vaguest kind, they regard
this convent as

a relic of the remotest antiquity,

and not unnaturally associate

it

with their traditions

of Moses, the great patron saint of Sinai.

Their

account of the buikUng of the convent

when

Moses and the children of
trance to the

Nagb Hawa,

is,

that

Israel arrived at the en-

the narrow pass leading

on to the great plain of Er Rahah which stretches
in front of

Mount

Sinai,

he determined to build a

monastery, in commemoration of their signal deliverance from the hands of Pharaoh.

following morning his chief
all

But on the

workman found

that

the masons' tools had disappeared, and subse-

quent research discovered that they had been miraculously conveyed away, and deposited in
Sho'eib, or

"Jethro's Valley."

Wady

Here then Moses^

in obedience to the omen which he had received,
laid the foundation of the present convent, and it

was subsequently completed by his daughter, St
The origin of this incongruous legend
Katharine.

;
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probably due to the existence of some curious

stone circles at the

month

of the pass, which appa-

rently denote primeval bnrials, and are

now

Matabb ed Deir

the ancient

el

Gadim, "the

site of

called

monastery."

As

Book

well as the tradition of the

of Moses,

which I have before mentioned, the Arabs have
curious superstitions connected with the estab-

many

They suppose that it
protection of heaven, and that no
lishment.

it

is

under the special

evil designs

agamst

can ever prosper, but will recoil upon the ag-

gressor's head.

This

is

a very convenient doctrine,

and was no doubt propagated by the monks, to
restrain

the lawless instincts of their neighbours

the Bedawin, who,

if

report sjDeaks truly, were for-

The treasures
to be of fabulous amount

merly troubled with no such scruples.
of the convent they believe

these are kept securely locked in the cellars of the
convent, the doors of which can only be opened

by

the sunultaneous application of separate keys, in the
possession of different

One

members

of the community.

of these subterranean chambers

so mysterious

is

guarded by

a power, that any one entering

it

would be at once struck down dead; and as it is
not generally known which is the fatal door, no

Arab would be found hardy enough to make the
attempt U23on any room in the building.
The
convent

is

in reahty exceedingly wealthy, possess-

ing large estates in Greece.

perty in Sinai itself

is

The extent

of its pro-

said to include all lands lying

within a radius of three days' journey from Jebel
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The monks are supposed to owe tlieir security to the potency of a charm which they possess,
to wit, the cross; and so convinced are the Bedawin
Miisa.

of the efficacy of this, that they themselves

same emblem, wearing

frequent use of the
their

turbans,

cessions,

carrying

it

their

in

make
it

religious

and even occasionally placing

it

at

in

pro-

the

head of a tomb.

My

own

intimate association with the Bedawin

of Sinai in the course of two protracted visits to

the peninsula, has afforded

me

exceptionally favour-

able opportunities for studying the habits

singular people.

gained

is

As

of this

the information which I thus

not only interesting in

itself,

pensable to the proper understanding of
follows, I will

devote

character of the

Towarah Arabs.

a chapter

but indis-

much

to the

life

that

and

CHAPTER

V.

THE BEDAWIN OF
Arab

life

and character.

habits, health, &c.

Means

Social relations.

Numbers and

marriage; love children
;

;

origin.

circumcision

SINAI.

;

of livelihood, dress,

Officers

burial

;

and constitution;

religion

;

sacrifices;

festivals; saints; superstitions.

While

every other part of the world has witnessed

innumerable changes, the desert alone seems to have
escaped
in

all

innovation

;

manners and mode of

and
life,

I believe that, not only

but even in dress and

speech, the sons of Ishmael are
in the days of the Patriarchs.

now what they were
The idea prevalent

Europe of the nomade character of the Arabs is
They are generally described as wanerroneous.

in

dering incessantly with their tents from place to
place,

but in reality no people wander

Bedawm,

or are

Arabic indeed
our

own

in

more
is

less

than the

attached to their native homes.

almost the only language besides

which the word "home,"

uKitan, can

be

expressed.

They have

their winter

and summer camping

remove from one to the
other as the season requires, they seldom change

grounds,

and, except to

their residence.

When

travelling, they never

use of their tents, but sleep in the open

air,

make

merely
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wrapping their cloaks around them. Tlieir encampments are not iinhke those of the gipsies of this
country, but the inhabitants are more wild
turesque.

The women, wrapped

mantles, grinding

weavmg

m

and

pic-

their dark-blue

corn in primitive handmills, or

the materials of which the tents are com-

posed, the children, dogs and goats playing about

with a happy community of ideas, the

men

lazily

drinking coffee and smoking, form a scene at once
picturesque and amusing.

Group of Sixai Bedaavin.

Another misconception

is

habitual robbers and murderers.

that
It

all
is

Arabs are

true that, in
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the case of a strange or hostile tribe, or of an unauthorised intruder upon their

own

tory, their ideas of the rights

of property do not

own but amongst themselves,
who have entrusted themselves

accord with our

towards those

;

their guardianship, their honesty

peachable

;

particular terri-

and

faith is

or
to

unim-

while, thanks to the terrible rigour of

the "Vendetta" or blood-feud, homicide

far rarer

is

in the desert than in civihsed lands.

Although romance and war are intimately
ciated with our ideas of Arab character, we

assoshall

look in vain amono;st the inhabitants of the desert

any such annals as the chivalry of Europe has
They have no history, because they have
produced.
for

no nationality.

mode of life,
among the members of

"Their country, their

produce a kind of clanship

sympathy with the
but here these ties end. They have

individual tribes, and perhaps of
rest of the race,

not even a

social,

much

less

a political, organization.

Circumstances may, and sometimes do,

ari,se

when

concerted action, or the intervention of an acknow-

ledged arbitrator, are necessary; and custom has provided for such emergencies by the establishment of

Sheikh and the 'Agyd, the civil and military
But, the necessity over and the crisis past,
chiefs.
the

an Arab of the desert submits himself to no one, and
owns no earthly lord or master but his own sovereign will.

In the desert of Sinai and other places

where European influence has penetrated,

ment must be

slightly

modified,

for

a

this state-

Turfs or

a Maghrabi's religious and political creed

may be
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God and

the

in their social relations pre-

sent a favourable contrast to the more civilised inhabitants of the towns and

of the East.

villao-es

Their simple food, and the pure uncontaminated air

which they breathe, induce a healthful condition

They are

both of body and mind.

cheerful

and even

inchned to jocularity, often enduring the greatest
hardships and privations without a
Their demeanour

lot.

a

marked

degree,

etiquette and

It

courteous and

is

and

the

fall

short

far

at their

gentle in
of

punctilios

httle

when Bedawin

hospitahty observed

meet would not
standard.

murmur

of a Chesterfield's

must nevertheless be confessed

thal^

when they do dispute, which almost invariably hap j
pens when money is the point at issue, they are a
violent, demonstrative

vanced
gain,

and abusive as the mc^t

an Arab will not hesitate to

you by every means

in his

are absolutely

is

unknown

lie

power

term^ are once agreed upon, you
assured that his word

a*

In striking a bai

civilisation could desire.

his bond.

;

i

^

and overreach
but,

may

when the

be perfectly

Theft and fraud

in Sinai

character and position of the women I
more fuUy when illustrating the rites and
ceremonies of marriage amongst the Towarah.
They

Of the

shall speak

are

generally employed

domestic

duties,

in

grinding

the more menial and

the

goat's hair into the material of

corn,

weaving the

which the tents are

composed, preparing their husbands' meals, setting
the tent in order, and the

like.

The unmarried
6

girls
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tend the flocks and take them to pasture, such an
occupation being considered derogatory to the dig-

As with most Eastern

nity of a male.

extraordinary amount of respect

younger

As

sit

down

boy not even

or eat in his father's presence.

soon, however, as he

enough to battle with
youth throws

off"

an

by the

paid

is

children to their parents, a

daring to

nations,

life

enough and strong

old

is

for hunself, the

this allegiance,

and

Bedawi

treats his father

afterwards with but httle deference, looking upon

way

an equal.

The men

1

hunself in every

o

coiurse the bread-winners of the tribe, but their means

as

of livelihood are scanty and inadequate.
are their chief support,

•

Their camels

and a more destitute condi-

j;ion

can scarcely be imagined than that of a Bedawi

|-v^ho

does not possess one.

.

»•

The conveyance of
the Convent

pilgrims, stores, &c. to

^.llevc^

,

^

are of

tra-

is

an

lortant item in the trafiic of the Peninsula, but
is

uncertain,

and confined

to the

few tribes who

he legitimate ghufard or "protectors."
trade

is

also carried

A small

on with Suez and Cairo, the

Arabs taking in charcoal, millstones, ibex-horns, gumarabic, &c., and selling them to buy corn and tobacco.

Some

few,

who hve

in the

more

as Feiran, possess httle pieces of ground,

they grow tobacco and

sell

such

fertile districts,

or

barter

it

m

which

to their

The date-bearing palms in Feirdn and

neighbours.

elsewhere are each the property of individuals, and
theu' fruit forms

the Towarah.
goats

make

an unportant

Those who

article of food

with

possess flocks of sheep

and

use of the hair and wool, and in spring

;
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they seldom slaughter them

sacrifice.

Another

article of

or manna, which

is

a

commerce with them

gummy

is

munn

saccharine substance,

exuding from the tarfah or tamarisk

It con-

tree.

tinues to drop for the space of about

two months,
commencing at the same season as the apricots.
The Arabs declare that it falls only by night, and
that

if

there be a

moon

the supply

If a goat approach the tree, the

dry up and

more

manna

plentiful.
is

said to

The grove of tamarisks

disappear.

called Tarfat el Gidaraia, in

Wady

the most plentiful harvest of

Except

is

es Sheikh, yields

manna

to the Arabs.

name, the manna of Sinai bears no resemblance whatever to the miraculous food described
in

in

Exodus.

While on

this subject, I cannot help

alluding to the attempts

made by Burckhardt and

others to identify the gharkad, a plant yielding a
sweet red berry, with the " tree " used by Moses to

sweeten the waters at Marah. It is certain that the
gharkad neither has nor is supposed to have any such
properties
but it may be not uninteresting to re;

mark that the word
dialect is simply

" tree " {shejer) in the

Bedawm

synonymous with a drug or medica-

ment of any kind.
The observations upon the extreme poverty of
the Bedawm of course apply only to the Towarah
inhabiting the barren mountain districts

of Sinai

the Arabs of some parts of Syria, and of the fertile
regions of
rich,

Yemen, Hadhramaut,

some of

&c., are often

even

their Sheikhs possessing thousands of

6—2
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camels and horses, as well as immense flocks and

who

In Sinai, however, the Sheikh

herds.

three or four camels

But poor

possesses

regarded as a perfect Croesus.

is

some of them,

as they are,

Garrasheh, possess negro slaves

who

especially the

look after the

camels and do some of the harder menial work.

They

by

are treated with kindness

who do not

regard them at

all as

their masters,

inferior

beings,

though they are of course excluded from the right

The Towarah

of intermarriage.

made

race,

wretched

are a hardy, well-

and the men, though clad in the most

tatters,

have often a certain

air of dignity

Their dress consists of a white

about them.

shirt,

with long open sleeves (which serve as receptacles
for their smaller valuables), fastened

with a leathern

girdle,

and over

round the waist

this is

worn the
They

^abha or long robe of goat's or camel's hair.

seldom wear the kefiyeh, or gaily striped head-dress

with which we are famihar in pictures of the Bedawin, but prefer the turban and the

made

fez.

Sandals

of "fish skin" or rather the hide of a species of

Dugong, obtained from the Bed Sea near Sherm,
are also worn by the men.

The women

are all closely veiled, wearing wdiat

Thackeray has aptly and graphically described as a
**

They

nose-bag."

ried

women

horn in

tattoo their chins,

plait their hair into a

front,

which

red bead, and seldom

is

if

and the mar-

kind of knot or

frequently surmounted by a

ever untied

girls dress their hair in short curls

;

the unmarried

over the forehead,

across which they tie an ornament called a Shebeikeh,
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of red cloth with pendants of mother-of-pearl.

A loose blue frock,

a string of beads, pieces of bright

metal, glass, &c., and a large blue mantle over

all,

complete their costume.

The children

are for the

most part without cloth-

ing of any kind, though in the cold weather they
are sometunes furnished with a piece of goatskin,

and
The scanty
food and constant exposure produce, as might be
expected, many diseases, especially amongst the aged
persons and children and intermittent fever, ague,
asthma, and neuralgia, are by no means uncommon.
The Towarah, too, are sometimes visited by an epidemic, probably the plague, which they call el waf
el asfar "the yellow pest."
It comes with the hot
winds and strikes men down suddenly in the midst
or a tattered strip torn from a worn-out 'abba

turned wliichever way the wind blows.

;

of their occupations, but
*'

it

is

said never to attack

the country of our Lord Moses, where grow the

Shiah and Myrrh

;

"

that

is,

the elevated granite

region about Jebel Musa.

The Arabs have an idea that every Frank is an
in the science of medicine, and we were
incessantly besieged by swarthy Bedawin aiHicted
adept

A\ith every

ill

that

human

flesh is heir to.

When

we gave

malady was of a simple nature,
them some harmless remedy from our medicine
their

often with beneficial results

;

chest,

but sometimes our

skill

was severely taxed. I remember an old Arab coming
He had
to me one day for medicine for his eyes.
been

afflicted

with partial blindness from his birth,

:
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protestations, tliat I

As

I could get rid of

him in no other way, I gave him a seidlitz-powder,
and some pomatum to rub over his eyes. He received the nostrums with expressions of the most
fervent gratitude, and asked whether the efficacy
of the prescription would be marred
httle

me

coffee.

by

his taking a

In the morning he returned to

tell

that he coidd see better than he had been able

to do for

twenty

years.

With all their sufferings and privations, the
Towarah seem happy and contented, and as their
OMTi proverb has

"

A

it

maghrabi (Morocco) sword, a pretty

handsome dromedary
things, his heart

is

;

wife, a

whoso possesses these three

glad."

The Bedawm of Sinai, on their own reckoning,
number about 4000 males for an Arab never counts
;

the females or younger boys of his family in a census
of the tribe.

Towarah

name

They

are spoken of collectively as the

(singular Turi), or

Arabs of Tor, the ancient

of the Sinaitic Peninsula.

They

aboriginal inhabitants of the place, but

with the
cessors
race,

came over

conquests, and their prede-

seem to have been a branch of the Aramsean

the same with the Midianites spoken of by

Macrizi,
rians.

Mohammedan

are not the

and the Saracens of early European histoIf any descendants of these still remain, they

must be sought for amongst the Jibaliyeh tribe,
whose name, " Mountameers," would seem to imply
a closer relationship with the

soil.
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son.

rather an agent and arbitrator than

ruler, his only duties

being to collect and stipulate

for the hire of camels, to represent his tribe in

any

dealings with the government, and to settle disputes

among the Bedawm

For the

themselves.

first

the

The method
when an Arab
of recovering a debt is as follows
payment
is refused,
has a claim agamst another, and
he comes before the chief sheikh of his tribe and
sheikh receives a small commission.
:

dej)osits as

a pledge a knife, a gun, a camel or other

amount
The
defendant is obliged to make a similar deposit, and
the plaintiff, in case of his refusal, is empowered to
Both
obtain it from him by force or stratagem.
parties then plead their cause before the sheikh, and
property, according to the imj)ortance and
of his claim, and this pledge

is

called rizgah.

should the debt be proved the debtor forfeits his
pledge,

sum

and can only reclaim

An

at issue.

appeal

it

by paying

may be made

in full the

against the

decision of the first sheikh to the other two, but in

each case a fresh deposit must be made, and the
loser of the suit

may

possibly thus forfeit all three

of his pledges, and after
original

sum demanded.

the sheikhs are just and
" eating bribes

"

all

be compelled to pay the

As

a rule the decisions of

impartial, but instances of

are not absolutely

unknown, at

least

amono'st
the Towarah.
o

In case of

theft,

the owner assesses the value

of the stolen property, and the sheikh steps in to
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enable the litigants to effect a compromise or equi-

When

table arrangement.

a

fair price or

amount of

compensation has once been fixed, the person robbed

may

take and

sell

any of the

thief's possessions to

the same amount, in case of the latter refusing to

Theft

pay.

is

of such

rare

occurrence that

it

is

treated as a mere civil transaction.

of

The 'Agyd is a mihtary officer, who in time
war takes the command of the whole Towarah
His authority only extends to actual

forces.

tary opei-ations, and in time of peace he

merely as a private individual.

This

ditary in the Sawaliheh tribe and

by

their

regarded

office is

here-

at present held

head sheikh, Fatih.

The Bedawin have no criminal
called,

is

is

mili-

code, properly so

except in the case of murder, and then the

law of the blood-feud is rigidly enforced, the nearest
male relative of the slain killing the murderer at the

But even here a pecuniary compensation may be made and accepted, although it is
generally fixed at too high a sum to come within a
first

opportunity.

Turi's limited means.

The Sawaliheh and Jibaliyeh punish adultery
death, the seducer being shot by the injured

mth

husband or

his relatives, as in the case of a blood-

feud for homicide, whenever and wherever he

may

The Emzeineh and Teyahah do not how-

be found.

ever enforce this blood revenge for seduction, but
accept a

amount

sum
of

of

money

or a

number

of camels, the

damages being assessed by an arbitrator

as in an ordinary civU dispute.
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The ceremony of marriage amongst the Bedawin
of Sinai

is

thus conducted

the intending bridegroom

:

with

five or six friends calls

girl,

who

prepares and sets

upon the father of the
before them a bowl of

when they have partaken

food and some coffee, and

of the refreshments the bridegroom opens the conversation

by expressing a

relationship with

"and

the father;
piastres of

you

" Welcome," rephes

the family,

my

I in

more intimate

desire for a

turn require a thousand
After a great deal of

as a dowry."

noisy discussion he consents to an abatement

of

500 or 600 piastres of the sum, and the bargain
is

This

concluded.

is

and the young men

the signal for great rejoicings,

of the party

with various games and

amuse themselves
shooting at

trials of skill,

an ibex-head set over the tent-door as a mark being

The Khatib

one of the most favourite pastimes.

pubhc notary of the

tribe is then called in

;

a piece of the herb called gassaleh and wraps

up

in

the

turban

of

the

intending

Taking then both their hands

or

he takes
it

bridegroom.

in his own,

he places

the folded turban between them, and, pressing them
closely together, addresses the father of the bride

:

" Are you willing to give your daughter in marriage
to such an one

bridegroom

?

"

is also

to

which he rephes, "

asked

wife for better or worse

:

?

"
"

Do you
On his

ill-treat her, or

The questions and answers
is

The

replying, " I do

stint her in food or raiment, the sin be

three times, and the betrothal

am."

take the girl to

take her," the Khatib says, " If you

neck."

I

on your own
are

repeated

then considered

"
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kept until this time in

girl herself is

ignorance of the transaction, and, shoidd she get an
inkling of

it,

make a show

it

considered etiquette for her to

is

of escaping to the mountains.

When

she returns in the evening from tending the flocks

and

down

sits

her

in

tent,

father's

they place

incense on some lighted embers behind her, and fu-

migate her surreptitiously as a protection against

At

the evd eye.

mantle)

his hand,

in.

the Khatib comes

her with the bridegroom's 'abba

stealthily behind
(or

moment

this

over her, exclaiming

:

"

which he suddenly throws

The name

of

God

be with

none shall take thee but such an one,'
naming her intended husband. Thereupon the girl
starts up and tries to escape, calling upon her father
and mother for help, with loud cries and shrieks, but
she is seized by the women who have collected round

thee

'

!

her while they repeat the Khatib's words in noisy
chorus,

and utter the

A tent is

next erected for her in front of her father's

habitation,

sprinkled
for

the

days, at

to

which

she

with

the

blood

is,

women

a

sheep

sacrificed

to " a spring of living water

a perennial spring),
is

led

who makes

neighbours also
to the

conducted and then

of

Here she remains for three
the end of which she is conducted by a

her ablutions
band,

is

occasion.

procession of
(that

shrill cries called zagharit.

home

and

after performing

to the house of her hus-

a great feast in her honour.
sacrifice

The

a sheep as a contribution

entertainment, and receive, as well as the

women who have

assisted at the ceremony, a trifling
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The
who depart in any degree from these observances, and with them the girl
runs off to hide in the mountams for three days,
present in

Emzeineh are the only

instead

of

father of the bride.

tribe

remaining in a tent near her father.

The passion

of love

Arabs of the

desert.

is

not

unknown amongst the

The greater freedom enjoyed

by the Bedawi girl as compared with the close seclusion of harem life in the towns, and the unrestrained
intercourse of the sexes, especially during the great

national festivals at the tombs of their saints, often

Wlien a

engender such attachments.

thus bestowed her affections on the
is

girl

man

who has

of her choice

compelled by her friends to espouse another, she

takes advantage of the three days' grace allowed her,
to escape to the tents of

some of the neighbours, and

throwing herself on their protection refuses to leave
the unwelcome suitor

until

has

relinquished

his

and an arrangement has been entered into between her lover and her relatives. The story of
claims,

Jebel

Bendt, " the

el

GMs' mount,"

teresting instance of these

two
not

girls
like,

who were

presents an in-

romantic attachments

to be married to

escaped to the

men they

:

did

mountams and perished of

hunger, rather than prove faithless to their lovers,

Burckhardt says they twisted their hair together and
precipitated themselves from the

of the story
child

is

is

now

cliffs,

forgotten in Sinai.

bom, the mother

places

it

but

this part

As soon as a
made in

in a hole

the ground, called girhiis ; she then proceeds to swathe
it in

cloth or hnen, bandaging

it

from the knees to
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which

shpped into a cradle, or
rather bag, called zangud, and its eyes and eyethe

loins, after

it

is

brows are ornamented with

head

Its

kohl.

then

is

pressed into proper shape and tightly bandaged up;

gum

a piece of perfumed
fastened upon

arms and

its

which

infant's toilette,

its

hand, and

and of small copper coins

bracelets of beads,
)iuss,

placed in

is

called

complete the

legs,

renewed night and morning

only.

After childbirth the
in the house,

made

if

hattdleh, "girls are

for,

good

all

the child be a boy a feast

in its honour, but for a female child

are observed;

vities

this period to

the seventh day her clothes are

scrupulously washed, and
is

remains seven days

and some even prolong

On

forty days.

woman

say the Bedawin,

for nothing."

no

festi-

el

hendt

This dislike of

female children was carried to a frightful extent by

the Pre-Islamitic Arabs, and the abolition of the
of burying their

practice

daughters ahve, ivad

el

was called, was among the most striking
and salutary of the reforms introduced by Mohammed.
hendt, as it

The ri^teof
Bedawin,

circumcision, as practised

attended

is

with great

among the

festivities

and

rejoicing.

On
tent,
for

the eve of the appointed day they erect a

which

is

decorated and carpeted in readiness

the morrow's ceremony.

comes,

all

who can

When

other contribution towards the feast,
are

the morning

lamb or some
and proceedings

afibrd it bring a

commenced with a public

another sheep called 'dgireh

breakfast.

is sacrificed,

At

noon,

the tendons
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whence the

The children
upon
and a curtain is hung

"hamstrung."

to be operated on are then seated in a circle

the carpet within the tent,

They

before the door.

are next ceremoniously wash-

ed by their mothers, care being taken that their
feet shall not touch the bare ground until the

Each child is then decked
out in all its mother's beads and ornaments, a knife
is placed in one hand, and a wooden cross decorated
with coloured racrs into the other, and in this condition they are carried out and placed upon the shoulders
A procession is thus formed, headed by
of the men.

operation

men

is

complete.

holding pans of

and beating

burnmg

sticks together,

incense, firing off pistols

and makes the

circuit of

the tent three times.

The mothers

the children,

of

before

leaving

the tent proceed to wash their feet in the large

bowl previously made use of

for the children, each

holding a hand-mill balanced on her head
time, after which they join the procession.

all

the

When

these preliminaries are concluded and the children

re-arranged around the tent, the operator proceeds

with his duties,

first

asking permission of the father

of each child in turn,

from

all

result.

and demanding exemption

penalties in case of a dangerous or fatal

He

then receives a small fee for each of the

children operated on.

After circumcision the boy

is

not allowed again to enter the women's apartments.

The day's festivities conclude with a grand fantasia,
and a goat's head is generally set up as a ma,rk for
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the young hunters of the tribe to shoot

at,

a leg or

shoulder of the animal being given to the successful
competitor.

When

a Bedawi dies, the corpse

is

at once taken

out of the tent to a convenient place, washed with

A

soap-and-water and shrouded.
little

corn (called a shehddeh)

it

immediately buried.

is

is

bag containing a

placed beside

As soon

as it

and

it,

is

placed

upon

in the grave, the friends of the deceased beat

the ground with a stick, recite the Fdtihah and
cry out: "Oh,

upon

us, oh,

Thou most compassionate! have mercy
gracious God."
They then tap with a

small pickaxe at the head of the grave and address

the deceased in these words

Green Angels

'"

shall question

:

The

sidr-tree is

palm-tree thy mother.'
little

"

thee, say,

and

wolf prowls,

the same, but I have done with

lot is still

these things.

the twain

and examine

*The feaster makes merry, the
man's

"When

"

thy aunt, and the

Each one then throws a

earth into the grave, exclaiming as he does

God have mercy upon

thee,"

is

given in honour of his

the lapse of four months.

so,

and the party adjourns

to a feast in the tents of the deceased.

entertainment

all

When

Another

memory

after

a death occiu-s in

an encampment, the women of the family at once go
outside the tents

;

and, taking off their head-dresses,

commence a loud and impassioned

wailing,

which they

continue throughout the day.
It has

been the fashion with people who do not

understand the Bedawdn character to describe them
*

Nakir and Muukir; see Sale's Koran, Prel. Discourse, Sect.

iv.
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and profane

as an irreligious

means

but this

race,

is

by no

It is true they do not often j^erform

correct.

Mohammedan

the ostentatious

but
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ceremonial worship,

have frequently seen our Arab guides grow

I

and contemplative towards sunset as they

silent

walked along w4th their camels, and on riding up to

them have overheard the foUowmg simple prayer:

"Oh

Lord, be gracious unto us! In

or see, in all that

we

that

all

we hear

say or do, be gracious unto us

!

Have mercy upon our friends who have passed
away before us. I ask pardon of the Great God.
I ask pardon at the sunset, when every sinner

Now

turns to Him.

Oh

God.

and

pardon of

for ever, I ask

Lord, cover us from our

sins,

guard our

At sunrise
with the Great God from
!

children and protect our weaker friends "

they say

:

"I seek refuge

Satan accursed with stones '".
provide for

me and

for

my

Lord, be gracious unto us
better than

is

thou

who

friends.

remote

faults, protect

Oh

*

Oh

Oh

Lord,

our children

Lord, provide for me,

providest even for the blind
:

"I

lay

hyena

down my

and the Lord is my security against
and against present harm." They preface

evil

I seek
Er Eajlm,

i. e.

" pelted."

The Angels

"I

:

guidance from God

;

for

desire

to

pray,

good and pure

are said to pelt the genii

and devils

"^th stones to prevent them from eaves -dropping at the gate of heaven.
iS

!"

rest,

every prayer with the words

and

evil,

for a people that prospers

Before sleep the Bedawi says

head to

from

brethren the faithful.

a people that strives.

uncover not our mmost

and our weaker

!

me

Deliver

thus the Arabs account for the phenomena of shooting-stars.

It
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God

prayers come from

SlXAl.

Peace be upon onr

alone.

Lord Abi-aham and our Lord Mohammed."

They beheve

m

sleep
his

the morning, the spirit of

rises

God

up from
sits

shoulder and the devil on his

right

Arab

Tiiri

when a man

that,

upon

A

left.

on waking, invariably repeats

therefore,

the exorcising formula

:

"I seek

m

refuge

God

from Satan accursed with stones," spriiLkling him-

when

self,

possible,

with water as he utters the

Without this precaution they believe that
the good spirit would take flight and the evil one
remain with them throughout the day. At sunset
Professedly the
the same ceremony is repeated.
Bedawm are Mohammedans, but few of them
know anything more of that religion than the name.
They have many gross and absurd superstitions, but
words.

deprived as they are of

from

all

all civilisation, tliis is

Theii* ideas
clirious

;

instruction

and cut

off

not to be wondered

at.

upon the creation and resurrection are

they say

man, and when

:

" In the beginning

He had made

him.

He

God

created

turned him

not adrift, but created also for his use the camel and
the ass, the sheep, the goat and the ibex which

the mountains.

And

is

in

the Lord taught liim to sow

and reap and to milk camels, and gave him moreover
the axe wherewith he might

fell

the trees.

And

the

Lord made small birds when he was wroth with man,
to eat up the seed which he had sown and spoil the

young crops and the fruit, that man might be
humbled from his pride. Then God made the serpent he made it deaf one month and blind one month
;
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alternately, that it should not

when man

9/

hann mankmd.

But

Maker then the serpent stings
Times and seasons too did God create for

him.

forgets his

the service of

poor

man

;

but when

prospers,

"

indeed."

and

He

if

the Lord wills

wills it

At the end

man

it

he can make him

of the

say

world,"

they, " there will be a general resurrection, and on

day the world

tliat

will

Then those who

melt.

have done good and those who have done
together from their tombs

rise

;

evil shall

the good shall rise

with their hands above their heads, and the wicked
with their arms close down by their
there shall come
assail

a dreadful

Then

sides.

of vultures

fliofht

them, and the good, having their hands

shall repel their attacks

to

free,

and receive no harm, but

the wicked will remain helpless until their eyes are
all

The Arabs

pecked out."

sacrifice at

the tombs of

still

tlieii-

certain other spots, such as the

Miisa, to

practise the rite of

saints, as well as at

summit of Jebel

which some peculiar sanctity

is

beheved to

attach.

Like most untutored people, the Bedawin have
a profound belief in the efficacy of charms and philters,

which are generally prepared from birds and

animals

;

the Rakhameh, or Egyptian vulture, fur-

nishes a favourite

charm which

is

thus prepared

:

take the body of a vulture "tinted by the hand of
the

prophet's

breast,

At
and

daughter,"

and bury

it

in the

i.e.,

with

ground

a

variegated

for forty days.

the expiration of that period put

it

into a pot

boil until all the flesh has disappeared.

Next,
7
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take the

first
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white bone that sticks up from

a-

mongst the others in the pot, and retire with it to
some secluded spot, where neither men nor dogs are
The evil spirits will then aplikely to approach.
pear and seek to terrify the operator, but if he have
a stout heart they will take
will appear,

and usefid

who

flight,

will reveal to

and other genii

him many wonderful
This bone too

secrets of nature.

is

sup-

posed to be an efiicacious love-charm, nothing more
being required than to nib
girl to secure

her

it

upon the dress of a
The owl and

afifections at once.

the hyena are also used as charms, and the burnt
feathers of the former,
latter, are

merous

and the boiled

considered as infallible specifics for nu-

They have many strange super-

disorders.

stitions respecting animals
is

flesh of the

;

the coney, for instance,

said to be " man's brother," and they point to the

peculiar conformation of its hands, feet, &c., in proof

that

it

formed

is
;

the descendant of a

they will not eat

human being

its flesh,

trans-

and declare that

if a man were to do so, he would never look upon
The leopard and liudhis mother or father again.
htid are also supposed to have been originally human

beings.

The

named

last

also hudliud in Arabic,)

may

is

not the hoopoe, (called

but a mysterious bird which

be heard in the mountains uttering a cry that

name; the Bedawin declare that no
it, and
they looked upon our
attempts to discover the creature, that was often
resembles

its

one has ever seen
screaming out
in a

its

few yards of

monotonous note apparently withus, as

both impious and

futile.
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were unable to discover a specimen, but con-

jectured

to be a species of owl.

it

There

also a

is

quaint notion prev^alent throughout the desert with

may

regard to snakes, which, the Arabs say,

occa-

sionally be seen fighting for the possession of a

or precious stone.

bead

If the combatants can be killed,

and the stone found, the lucky owner will be protected from the bites and sting's of all venomous
long as he keeps

reptiles, so

about his person.

it

There are no professional snake-charmers amongst
the Towarah, as in Egypt, Morocco and elsewhere,

but every tribe has an

who

is

called

official

the

Ha\^'i,

supposed to be venom-proof, and to have

the power of staunching wounds and curing hurts

by

his breath.

office

The necessary

qualification for this

that his mother, before he has tasted any

is

other sohd food,

should cause him to swallow a

cake composed of seven barley-corns, seven

gi'ains

of wheat, a small scorpion, and a hornet, all pound-

ed and mixed

too-ether.
o

Old Sdlem ibn Husein, the chief guide of the
expedition, professed to have become a Hawi, but

we

observed that

venomous snake,

own

joowers

when we encountered a
he put

but

little

and preferred stoning

it

faith

really
in

his

from a safe

distance.

The Towarah are

entirely free from the lawless,

predatory mstincts which distinguish other Bedawin
tribes.

Their

nature

of their

protected

isolated

position,

mountains

them from

the

inaccessible

which have

hostile

incursions,

for

ao-es

o

and the

7—2
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iiiimediate influence of a settled government, liave
all

contributed

to

make the Arabs

of Sinai

an

exception to the curse pronounced against Ishmael,

"his hand will be against every man, and every

man's hand against him."

(Gen. xvi. 12.)

CHAPTER
MOUNT
Camp

VT.

SINAI.

Salem and the hyena. Ascent of Mount
The Pilgrims' Road; Moses' Fount; Chapel of the OEconoLegend of Our Lady of the Fleas. The Confessional Arch-

at Jebel Miisa.

Smai.

mos
way.

;

Chapel of Elijah; the cypress.

The Delivery
Rahah.

Summit

Mount

of

Sinai.

Ras Sufsafeh and the Plain of Er
Continuation of Pilgrims' Road.
The Convent of the

Forty Martyrs.

of the Law.

The Rock

in

Horeb.

The Mould of the Golden

Calf.

Having paid
we proceeded

our introductory visit to the monks,

upon a

to fix

site for

question of some importance, as

Jebel Miisa six or eight weeks.

was

our camp, a

we were

to stay at

The spot

selected

a pleasant, sheltered one, lying in a slight de-

pression at the foot of Aaron's Hill.

True,

we were

given to understand that the place was infested by
hyenas, but this only added to the romance and ex-

citement of the thing.

Wonderful

stories the

told us of the cunning of these beasts
instance, a hunter lay

:

Arabs

how,

for

down to sleep with his dog and
when the hyena, of whom

powder-flask beside him,

he was in quest, seized the opportunity and the dog,
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devoured the
flask,

latter,

,S7XI/.

and walked

off

Math the powder-

without arousing the hunter from his

One hyena,

sleep.

attracted by the savoury odours of the

cook's tent, did visit us for several successive nights,
carefully selecting a

was engrossing

all

always skulking

moment when dinner

or sleep

our energies, and consequently

any one could snatch up

off before

Emboldened by long impunity, he ventured

a gun.

into the small tent in which the stores were kept,

and at last appeared before the astonished gaze of
our two Arab "helps" who had sought shelter there.
Sdlem, one of the Arabs aforesaid, and our own

most trusty guide, determined to revenge himself
on the intruder, and having borrowed a gun, sat

up the following night in hopes of gettmg a shot
About midnight an echoing report
at the foe.
startled the camp, and rushing out we met old
Sdlem,

who

in a

triumphant whisper declared that

he had done the deed.
cited

procession,

w^e

FoUowincy him in an ex-

beheld, stretched

the

before

door of the tent, the mangled remains of an Arab
cur!

To

this

day the word dhaha

abomination to Salem's ears, andanimal of the canine species

if

(hyena)

reduces that

it

is

an

applied to an
intelli-

gent Bedawi to the temporary condition of a drivelling idiot.

of which he

Tliis

reminds

was the

hero.

me

of another incident

One

operation of "flashing the base"

night, during the

—that

is,

of ascer-

taining the direction of the base-line with reference
to the true north, as indicated
of the pole-star

— old

Salem was

by the culmination
set to w^atch

over

MOUNT
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the safety of an altitude-and-azimutli instrument.

As

lie

sat at his lonely post, his imagination peopled

the darkness around him with
horrors,

all sorts

of undefined

and on our return he declared that he had

heard the devil himself uttering an awful shriek.

While he spoke, a well-known sound issued from a
rock, and Mr Holland making for

neighbourmg

the spot, brought

a fine white owl, the cause

Thinking to laugh him out of

of Salem's alarm.
his superstition,

down

we held

and told him that was

the bird up before him,

An Enghsh

his fiend.

pea-

sant youth, under somewhat similar circumstances,

wept that he had shot a cherubim, but Sd,lem reair and merely

garded the corpse with a resigned
said sententiously,

"Ah!

just as I expected.

That's

one of his tricks."

Camp

life

in these latitudes is the

enjoyable thing possible, but

ful,

tudes too.
find

it

most health-

has

its vicissi-

One must expect now and then

one's self buried

to

amid the debris of an up-

rooted tent, to behold one's dinner hopelessly mixed

up with sand, which a sudden storm brings

on,

or to be obliged to turn out barefoot in the cold

and rain to slacken the tent ropes. A whirlwind is
the most curious of all the visitations to which one is
exposed; it is as violent as the most awful storm,
tearing up every thing in its path, but it is so
partial that you may stand a yard or so off and
watch its progress undisturbed.
When, as once
happened to me, it is your neighbour's tent which
is

blown about

his

ears

while your

own canvas

3fOrXT SIXAF.
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is

motionless,

derived from

there

is

a great satisfaction to be

witnessing this strange atmospheric

Such httle casualties, however productive of indigestion and rheumatism they might
phenomenon.

be in onr northern climes, are rather amusing than
othenvise in desert hfe, but like most luxuries they

must be enjoyed in moderation, or they are apt to
pall upon the taste.
Having established our camp, the survey was
begun

in right earnest,

and

as soon as the prelimi-

naries could be completed, the

servations

commenced.

at least one night

work

of taking ob-

This necessitated passing

upon the summit of Jebel Musa,

and as the ascent of this mountain is the first
aim and object of the Sinai traveller, I will describe
it

The monks have grouped around

here more fully.

their convent all the sacred places mentioned in the

Exodus, in order to bring them within a convenient

walking distance

for the

poor Russian pilgrims to

whom

they have to play cicerone.

by the

latter will therefore afford

The route taken

me

the best oppor-

tunity for detailing the various stations of the ascent
in consecutive order.

A

rough

flight

of steps

up the deep ravine

behind the convent leads to a

little recess in

the

where there is a cool and hmpid spring.
The Arabs say that this is the identical fountain at
which Moses watered the flocks of his father-in-law
Jethro, but the monks only venerate it as the hermitage of a cobbler saint.
Some way farther up the

rocks

ravine

is

a Chapel dedicated to the Virgin of the
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Qllconomos, of the foundation of which they tell the

followmg story:

—

Once upon a time the supphes from Egypt failed,
and our monks had nothing to eat. But famine was
nothing to the plague of fleas which infested the

made

convent; these
their

determined to

fortunes elsewhere.

marched
to

Before leaving, however, they

a

last

pilgrimage to

The (Economos,
lock the doors, and

Sinai.

behind to

up

uninhabitable from

size,

solemn procession up these very steps

in

perform

Mount

quite

it

and the brethren at last
forsake the place, and seek their

numbers and

the summit

of

or Bursar, remained

was hasteniner

as he

to rejoin his companions, he beheld the Virgin

Mary, with her Child, seated upon a rock.

She

bade them return, and promised to help them out
of their difficulties.

On coming

back to the convent,

they found a hundred camels laden with provisions

and not one of

their tiny persecutors

that time, said

my

informant, such

left.

Since

a thing as a

has never been seen within the convent walls.

flea

But they have heew felt,

At

as I can testify.

this point the road crosses to the other side

of the ravine, at the top of which you catch the
first

sight of the splendid cypress

of Elijah.

A

few steps farther up

by the chapel
is

a small arch-

way, at the gate of which St Stephen, the dead
porter of the crypt, sat in olden time, to
pilgrims and give them,
to the friar

By him

if

found worthy, a

who guarded the second

shrive

certificate

gate, higher up.

they were again subjected to an examination
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and, that oideal passed, they were allowed at length

upon the sacred summit of

to tread

Near

Sinai*.

trough in the rock, wherein

this gate is a natural

the rain-water collected and served for the hermit's

On

use.

the second of the two gates

inscription,

be quite
arches

but

it

now

is

we come upon a

of which

stands a

weather-worn as to

so

Passing

illegible.

a Greek

is

beneath

these

two

large basin, in the midst

little

building

containing two

chapels,

one dedicated to Elijah and the other to

Elisha.

On

inner chapel

the
is

hand

ripfht

the altar in the

of

a grotto, said to be the identical

cave in which the prophet dwelt during his sojourn

Both chapels are now dismantled, and,
with the exception of a rude stone altar, and the
remnants of a fresco here and there, no other decorations remain but the scribbled names of travellers and pilgrims.
Your true "tourist," be he
from London, New York or St Petersburg, is
eminently exclusive, and though he cannot claim for
Sinai.

in

himself the sole right of visiting every interestmg
spot and thenceforth closing
is

it

against the world, he

determined that no one shall follow him without

learning that he John Smith could also afford to
*

Here, an old traveller

formerly to

sit to

tells

us,

"Many

confessionary priests used

hear the confessions of the pilgrims that came to visit

these places, and were not permitted to proceed any further,

till

they had

made

clean by the participation

of this sacrament they might obtain a benediction

from the Lord and mercy

received remission of theu" sins; so that being

from God our Saviour, repeating
Psalm,

'

Who

as they

went the third verse of the xxivth

shall ascend into the hill of the

Lord ? and who

Even he who hath clean hands, and
Journal from Grand Cairo to Mount Sinai by the Prefetto

in his holy place?

shall stand

"
a pure heart, &c.'

of

Egypt

(1722).
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and expensive journey. If the
spot be one where he is expected to feel some holy
perilous

emotions he writes up laus Deo after his patronymic,

and thus conceals
httle

cheap

his snobbish ostentation

piety

and

brummagem

with a

enthusiasm.

Muslim, visitors are no less devout and have blazoned
forth

upon the walls

their conviction that

Heaven

has brought them there to testify that "there

god but God and that

Mohammed

&c.;"

is

no

though what

they could find in this dirty, dilapidated den to confirm their belief

m

Mohammed's prophetic

oflice is

more than I have yet been able to discover. The
whole of this part of the mountain is called by
the monks the

Mount

of Elias.

A

flight of stejDS, like

ment

of the ascent, leads

those at the commence-

up to the summit, but
before reaching this we come to a small plateau
on which is the mysterious camel's foot-print which
I noticed in a previous chapter.
Our own ascent,
on the occasion to which I have just alluded, was
made in the morning, and at sunset we sought refuge for the night in the deserted shrine of Elijah,

where we dined and made our beds.
Like

most

lodging was

which

I

romantic

or

monkish

but dirty, and the

me back

to

paper lantern, shed

my

scene

blankets

mediaeval times.

an

over the recumbent figures of our

threw the

our

institutions,

contemplated from between

seemed to take
fdmts,

other

luicertain

own

party,

A
ray

and

rest of the quaint old chapel into deeper

shade, in the midst of which sat our Syrian servant;
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coloured attire absorbed nearly

light of a candle

all

tli«

which he held in his hand, leaving

only just sufficient to reveal the wild form of an

unkempt Greek monk

reclining on a

bed of rushes

behind him.

The next morning we saw the sunrise from the
summit of Sinai, a sight which few of us will, I
The effects were, if possible,
think, ever forget.
those of sunset, and a few
than
more beautiful
clouds which still Hngered around the peaks heightened and concentrated the lovely colouring of blue
and gold and rosy light.

VIEW FROM THE SUMMIT OF

SINAI.

The view from the summit does not embrace
so

comprehensive a prospect of the Peninsula as

that from the more commanding peaks of Katarina.
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or Serbcll; but the wild desolation of those majestic
crags, solitary ravines,

to the solemn

cannot

fail

and awe.

and winding

valleys,

and sacred associations of the

added
scene,

to impress the beholder with wonder
Yet the desolation of Horeb does not

oppress the soul, for in the clear sky, the pure

air,

and the unbroken stillness of the ancient rocks
and labyrinthine valleys, there lurks the "still small
voice" that tells us of a present God.
alone —

-a

storm

One thing

—could enhance the sublimity of such

a scene; and what a storm was that

when

there

were "thunders and lightnings and a thick cloud

upon the mount

—and

mount

was altogether
on a smoke because the Lord descended upon it
in fire, and the smoke thereof ascended as the
smoke of a furnace and the whole mount quaked
greatly."
(Exod. xix. 16, 18.) No wonder then,
Sinai

that "all the people that was in the camp

The most

bled."

striking view of all

is

trem-

that obtained

from the Riis Sufsafeh, the bluff at "the nether

end of the mount." Passing through a narrow glen
and across a wide basin, you come to a little chapel
dedicated to the "Holy Zone of the Virgin Mary,"
beside which grows a scanty willow-tree, or rather
osier, which gives the name (Sufsafeh) to this portion of the block.

a

stiff

To the

chmb up which

left of this is

will lead

a ravine,

you to the

cleft.

Here the full size of the enormous plain is even
more forcibly realised than from below, the mountains standing
it

in

on either

out like monstrous walls to fence
side,

and the Nagb Hawa, or "Pass

no

MOUNT STNAT.

Wind," with the desolate liills beyond, forming an appropriate background to the whole.
of the

VIEW FROM THE CLEFT OX EAS SUFSAFEII.

The summit

of Jebel

Musa

is

occupied by a

chapel and a mosque, standing within a few feet
of each other.

They

are built of

hewn

blocks of

red granite, the material of the original

edifice,

which the Arabs are said to have destroyed.

Many

similar blocks have also been used in constructing

up the mountain.
The chapel possesses nothing of interest beyond
its position, its decorations being of the ordmary
tawdry kind in use in the Greek Church. At the
the flight

of steps which leads

north-east corner, outside the

containing a grotto

building,

sufficiently large

a person creeping into

it;

is

to

the upper side

is

a rock,
a-dmit of

indented
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with a mark soiiiething like the impression of a
man's hand and head.

Here, the monks say that

Moses hid himself while

lie

received the

into this, say the Arabs, he crept,

the Divine command,

when

not bear

my

Law

;

and

obedience to

the Lord spake to him,

"Creep thou m,

saying,

m

Moses, for thou canst

glory."

The mosque

a square building, and has

is

fallen entirely out of repair; the

mihrdb

now

niche

(or

indicating the direction of Mecca) and the various

scrawls of

Arab pilgrims being

indicate the nature of the place.

serves as the

foundation

is

all

that

is

left

to

In the rock which

a small cave with a

mihrdb, and a flight of six or eight steps leading

down

into

it.

This

is

said to have been the resting-

place of Moses during the forty days of his sojourn

upon the mount.
Before entering upon the question of the exact
scene of the delivery of the Law,

me

it will

be necessary

meant by the summit of
Sinai.
Jebel Musa is not a single peak, but a huge
mountain block, about two miles in length, and one

for

to explain

mile in breadth,
side,

what

is

with a narrow valley on either

a somewhat larger one at the south-eastern

extremity, and a spacious plain at the north-eastern
end.

A well

watered basin or plateau occupies the

centre and this is surrounded by numerous peaks
of which two only, those at the extremities, are

promment

in height or position.

south-east

Is

rises

called

Wady

The valley to the
Seba'iyeh, and above this

a sheer precipitous mass, which, from

its

being
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point in the block,

lilgliest

tlio

SINAI.

garded as the true

Sinai, the

is

generally

summit

re-

moun-

of the

tain.

But, imposing and grand as the spot undoubtedly
is,

a single glance at the valley beneath

to

show that

it

is

is sufficient

way adapted

not in any

for the

encamj^ment of so large a host as that of the Children of

Israel,

nor for the battle of Rephidim; for

the

monks most

the

encounter

ception of the

summit

itself

inconsistently place the scene

the Amalekites and the

^^itll

Law

is,

in one

and the same

of
re-

The

spot.

moreover, invisible from any part of

the spacious plain of Er Rahah, situated at the other

end of the block, but there the mountain terminates

m

a magnificent bluff,

wliich fronts the
its

plain

you

to approach which

to that in which the cypress

At

are situated.

Sufsafeh,

and commands a view of

This bluff

entire extent.

cleft,

the Has

called

is

divided by a deep

cross a basin similar

and chapel of Elijah

this secluded

spot

Moses may

have separated from the Elders who had accompanied him thus far on his ascent, and

but

httle

cleft itself

I

imagination
the Ten

to

believe

it

requires

that from

Commandments were

the

proclaimed.

have already alluded to the traditional evidence

Musa with
now endeavour to show how

in favour of the identification of Jebel

Mount
far

Sinai;

I

will

the physical aspect of the mountain

the requirements of

the

satisfies

We

Sacred Narrative.

must consider Sinai from two points of view as
mount on which God spake with Moses and
:

the

MOUNT
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and as the mount from which the law was

Elijali;

proclauned to the assembled people of
then, considered

First

Israel.

God

the mountain on which

as

spake with Moses.

It is clear,

from the accounts

given in the Bible, that there must have been a

ground on the mountain but
independent of the summit; for it was after Moses
secluded

tract

had gone up

of

into

Sinai

meditate

to

from

apart

the people that "the Lord called hmi up to the top
of the mount."
It

may

summit

be urged that tradition points to the

itself as

the spot on which the

and that no legendary

delivered,

the Has Sufsafeh

attaches to

Law was

interest

or to

whatever

the plain

at

the northern end of the mountain; I do not however think that this

The physical

is

a very formidable objection.

characteristics

the mountain,

of

considered as a whole, satisfy the

conditions

re-

we

are

quired,

although the tradition by which

guided

to

portion;

the

attaches

identification

but as that portion

is

grandest and most imposing of

have been otherwise.

we
any

all

only to

the summit

—

it

a

—the

could scarcely

Having: found our mountain

are not compelled servilely to follow tradition
further, but

may

in determuiing the rest.

exercise our

As

there

is

common

sense

no other spot

but the plain of Er Rahah upon which the Children
of Israel could have all assembled as spectators,
as

and

from this plain the summit of Jebel Musa

invisible,

we

site of tlie

is

are compelled to reject the latter as the

proclamation of the Law, although

it is
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from improbable that

words of the Bible:
called

was the scene of the

it

This indeed seems almost implied in the

delivery.

mount

SINAI.

"And

the Lord came

on the top of the mount

Sinai,

:

down upon

and the Lord

Moses up to the top of the mount, and Moses

went up." (Exodus xix, 20.) First, there is the awful
descent of the Lord in thunder and fire upon the
mountain in the sight of the assembled host> then
Moses is called up to the secluded summit to re-

and again he

is

and

from God's own mouth,

down

sent

The sequence

the people.
natural,

Law

words of the

ceive the

to proclaim

of events

in strict accordance

topography of the
It is clear

is

them

to

perfectly

with the present

place.

from the account in Exodus that the

camp was within heaiing of, though not visible
from, the path by wliich Moses and Joshua came
do^^^l

from the mount.

If,

therefore, the

people

were encamped on and in the neighbourhood of
the plain, this path was probably at that end of
the mountain which

Er Rahah.
are five paths up Jebel Musa
1.
A camel-track made by the late 'Abbas
Pasha, and leading up from the head of the convent
is

nearest

Now there

:

valley.
2.

A

path at the head of Wildy Leja, and

leading up from the ruined convent of El Ai'ba'in.
3.

The

Katharme,

"steps"

behind

the

convent of

by which from time immemorial

St
pil-

grims have made the ascent.
4.

A

ravine leading up from the head of the

"
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on the north-west

Sli'reich'''%

side.

A

5.

second ravine called

Sikket Shoeib, or

Jethro's road, at the north-east corner of the

Wddy

by the mouth of

close

tain,

moun-

ed Deir, and

consequently nearest to the plain.
This path emerges into the valley at the foot
of the

Golden

of the

Hill

Calf,

where our own

camp was also situated; it was therefore selected
by the members of the expedition as the most convenient and quickest road.
Often in descending
while the precipitous sides of the ravine hid

this,

my

the tents from
of

voices

had

from below, and thought how Joshua

Moses as he came down from the

said unto

mount, "there

We

is

a noise of war in the camp."

have now to consider Sinai with regard

to the Proclamation of the
clear

is

the sound

gaze, have I heard

Law

to the people.

from the Biblical account that

prominent,

it

It

was a

not an absolutely isolated mountain.

if

Such passages as "and ye came near and stood
under the mountain" (Deut. iv, 11), and, "they
stood

at

conclusively
*

One

nether part"

the
to

the

of the peaks in

"The Thunder

fact

that

Wtidy Sh'reich

some

is

it

xix,

slight

called Jebel

it.

It is

Mount

its

Abu Mahriireh,
summit having

of

the traditional

Sinai, that in the

Mohammedan

account of Moses' interview with the Almighty on the Mount,
that "the Lord revealed himself to the Mountain, and

thousand fragments

;

and Moses

fell

senseless

point

a noteworthy fact, as

additional argument in favour

identity of this locality with the true

12),

was what the

Stricken Mountain," a large portion of

been detached by a thunderbolt striking
affording

(Ex.

it

it

is

stated

shivered into a

on the ground as though a

thunder-clap had smitten him.

8—2
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Apostle describes

it

be touched."

tains

"A mount

that could

Here, again, the block

xii, 18.)

way

to the

de-

it

mounwould be

"set bounds about the mount"

(Ex. xix,

it is

:

so separated from the adjacent

by narrow nigged

easy to
23);

to be,

Miisa answers in eveiy

of Jebel
scription

(Heb.

SIXAI.

a cordon

across

valleys that

the mouths of Wddies ed

Deir and Sh'reich, and a few

Moneijah to

keep

the

Seba'iyeh would be

men

pass

posted upon Jebel

leading into

sufficient

Wddy

accomplish this

to

The "nether part of the mount," namely,
the bluff of Kas Sufsafeh rises so abruptly from
the plain that you may literally stand under it
and touch its base.
Again, it is clear that at
the foot of Sinai there was a plain commanding
a view of the mountain from every part, and
task.

sufficiently large to

admit of the people manoeuvring

—

upon it for them, at one time, to " come near
and stand under the mountain," at another, "to
remove and stand afar off." It is not necessary
to

suppose that

all

the

encamped ripon the plain
of the
told

Bible even imply

Israelites
itself,

it; for

were

actually

nor do the words

we

are expressly

that "Moses brought the people forth out of

the camp to meet with God." (Ex. xix, 17.)

They
would doubtless spread over a considerable area, and
occupy many of the neighbouring glens, valleys and
mountain-sides, especially w^here there was plenty
of water and pasturage for their flocks and herds.
All that

is

required

is

a plain capable of affording

standing room for the Israelites as spectators, and
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Kdhah more than satisfies this
calculation made by Captain Palmer,

the plain of Er

A

condition.

from the actual measurements taken on the spot,
proves that the space extending from the base of

the mountain to the watershed or crest of the plain
is

large

enough to have accommodated the

host of the Israelites,
souls,

estimated

two

e^t

entire

million

with an allowance of about a square yard

for each individual.

The neighbourhood of Jebel Miisa
watered

m

the

is

the

best

whole peninsula, rmming streams

being found in no

less

than four of the adjacent

valleys.

Josephus, speaking the language of Jewish tra-

Mount Smai was "the

dition, tells us that

mountain in the country."

Now

highest

the observations

taken by the Survey Expedition have shewn that
the highest point in the Peninsula

is

Jebel Zebir,

The Arabic
mterpret tliis name as

one of the peaks of Jebel Katarina.

and all,
meaning "the mountain on which God spake to
Moses," derivmg it from the word mhara, of which

lexicographers, one

the primary signification

peak in question

is

is

to write or engrave.

The

not visible from the plain or

any of the valleys beneath, and can therefore have
no pretensions to rivalry with Jebel Miisa, but the

name and

tradition

would go

far

towards excluding

the other mountains of the Peninsula which have

been proposed as the scene of the Law-giving, but

which are in a

different range of hills

;

furnish strong presumptive evidence

it

in

would thus
favour of
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time Sinai in

tliis

group, of which

Jebel Miisa forms a part.

The whole southern portion of the mountain is
by the monks Horeb. It is difficult to de-

called

termine the exact application of this name, as

it

appears to be used in the Bible with reference both

mount itself and to the district in which it
From such considerations, as tlie
was situated.
meaning of the word, Horeb, "ground which has
been drained and left dry," and such expressions as
''thou stoodest before the Lord thy God in Horeb,"
"the rock in Horeb," it would rather seem that the
whole desert of Sinai was so called, and that the
name was subsequently attached to the Mountain.
Antoninus Martyr in his Itinerary applies the
name Sinai to the block of Jebel Miisa, and that
of Horeb to the "Mountain of the Cross," Jebel
But Jebel
Salib, on the opposite side of the valley.
Sahb is only a peak of Jebel 'Aribeh, and that word
to the

is

etymologically identical

mth

Horeb.

The Arabs look with profound veneration upon
Once in every year they sacrifice a
sheep or goat upon it to the IsraeHtish Lawgiver, and
the doorway of the Uttle mosque upon the summit is
all stained and blackened with the blood of victims
sprinkled " upon the lintel and on the two side
Jebel Musa.

posts."

When

they also

the year has been a fruitful one,

sacrifice

a camel to Aaron, at the

the valley below which bears his name.

ceremony
animal

is

is

hill in

This last

called the rihtib, or "cavalcade."

The

gay streamers,

each

decked out with
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of the party contributing

of cloth for the purpose, and

it

some rag or

is

strip

then led three

tunes round the monastery, slaughtered, boiled in

a hugh pot borrowed from the monks, and eaten.

Of

the festivities attending these and similar cere-

monies I shall speak more fully in a future chapter.

But

to return to the description of the topogra-

Following the road taken by the Russian

phy.

we descend mto Wady

j)ilgrims,
is

Leja,

where there

a monastery, dedicated to the forty martyrs of

Cappadocia, and called the Arba'm.
fallen into disuse,

It

and ahnost into decay, but

rounded by a magnificent garden and a
olive-trees.

This place

is

fine

is

now
sur-

grove of

looked upon by the Arabs

They

as peculiarly sacred.

can

lias

believe that no robbeiy

be per]3etrated there without immediate de-

tection,

and that

if

a

man

afflicted

whatever were to sleep within

with any malady

precincts he

would

" spiiits "

are
Here the
hold nightly revel, and celebrate fantasias

experience instant
said to

its

relief.

to the sound of sweet music.

It is

kept in partial

and used as a resting-place for the night
by pilgrims who have ascended Jebel Miisa, and
repair,

are preparing for the

ascent of Katarina on the

following day.

About the middle of the garden is a little
hermitage and chapel in which the celebrated St
Onufrius lived and died. The saint appears to have
slept in a pigeon-hole, in a cave entered by a small
square doorway, the rest of the opening being built

up with

loose stones.

On

the left-hand side, at the
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moutli of the wddy, there

SINAI.
is

a nimed convent dedi-

Twelve Apostles; and in the open
space a httle farther on is shown the site of the
rebeUion and punishment of Korah, Dathan, and
cated to

the

Abirani.

In

Wady

Lejd

which traditional interest

them the
struck.

Rock

so called

we

find several rocks to

attaches,
in

and amongst

Horeb which Moses

There are sundry niches, or

this stone

which are construed

fissures,

in

by the credulous

twelve mouths, whence they say that water

into

gushed forth to supply the twelve

Monk-

tribes.

legend, founded on a too Hteral interpretation

ish

of a passage in St James, supposes that

followed

the

children

of

Israel

this rock

throuofhout

the

whole of their wanderings, and continued to furnish

—

them with water regarding the stone in fact as a
tame waterbarrel always on tap.
A httle nearer to the mouth of this valley are
some rings of stones placed on flat rocks; they
have been described by learned travellers as appertaining to some rehgious rite of the Bedawa'n, but

who can

those

wall find that

question the Arabs for themselves

they are used

for

drying tobacco.

mountain at the entrance to Wady
Lejd on the west side, at the foot of which stands

The

fine

the ruined convent of the Twelve Apostles,
Jebel er Kabbeh.

is

called

Ammonius, an Egyptian monk,

writing in the 4th century, speaks of a slaughter

monks of Sinai by the Saracens, and tells us
"they found thirty-eight corpses, twelve of

of the

that

which were in the monastery of Gethrabbi."

This

MOUNT
word

is

of the

almost identical witli the

name by the Bedawin

common

corruption

at the present day,

who

mountain Jerrahheh, and the

frequently call the

convent of the Twelve Apostles

same
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is

undoubtedly the

as that alluded to in the ancient chronicle.

Continuing our

way round

Mount

the foot of

we come to a curious hole m the
known as the Mould of the Calf.

which

Sinai,

rock,

is

It requires,

however, considerable faith to detect

m

it

a like-

ness to that or any other animal.

Near the same spot is shown a hole dug in the
ground and supposed to mark the spot where the
broken Tables of the

Law were

however, merely regard

it

as the

buried; the Arabs,

work of some

infa-

tuated treasure-seeker.
But, whatever

we may

tliuik of the authenticity

we cannot quite divest
ourselves of reverence as we look upon the places
They are considered
to which they are attached.
of some of these traditions,

sacred

spots,

and

as

such they do serve to recall

most vividly the events which they are supposed
But the interesting and solemn
associations of the place were marred by the mingled

to commemorate.

and superstition of the monkish crew;
was only in the solitude of the mountams, or

indifPerence

and

it

in the retirement of our
felt

that \YQ were at Sinai.

own camp,

that

we

really

CHAPTER

VII.

THE NEIGHBOUEHOOD OF JEBEL MUSA.
Wady

Rocks with legends.
disaster.

Collection of

T'lah.

Arab

Bedawin Camp.

Ascent of Jebel Katarina: the Partridge Fountain
summit.

'Abbas Pasha's Palace.

Jebel Hadid.
Finders.

Our camp was

j

Jebel Moneijah.

Primeval stone Remains.

"Wady Nasb.

Stonns

;

a

Doctoring the Bedawin.

stories.

view from the
Excursion to

Maghrabi Treasure-

Christmas at Sinai.

stationed

in

the Convent

valley

for nearly two months, so that we had ample opportunities for making ourselves acquainted with the
various objects of interest, traditional and natural,

in

which the neighbourhood abounds.

On the

pro-

jecting spur of the mountain immediately above our

was the burial-ground of Sheikh Nahameh,
to whose tomb the sick or decrepit amongst the
Arabs resort in great numbers and offer sacrifices;
tents

they believe that in
that he
rious

A

still

life

he was a physician, and

has the power of

heahng their va-

disorders if properly propitiated with blood.

httle

farther

on

is

a

large

rock

dotted

over with white marks and looking as though

might have served as a target

all
it

for rifle practice; it
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by the Arabs as a standard for
measuring their height, whence its name "the
Measuring Stone."
In addition to the monkish
traditions mentioned in the last chapter, the valleys
around Jebel Musa contain several spots to which
is

in reality used

native legendary interest attaches.

In

Wddy

ed

on the right hand side and not far from

Deir,

Aaron's Hill, there

a small boulder covered with

is

"cup markings" such as Scotch antiquaries are
mihar with, and which
impression,

an Arab to

it is said,

me

as I

also bears

"Look," said

was regardmg

one day with

how

has jobbed

with his staflV

Wady

an indentation, the

of Moses' back.

curiosity, "look
it

fa-

the Prophet, on

Leja, too, there

is

a rock

it

whom be peace,

At the mouth

mth

of

a large pro-

by the Bedawin
Hajar
Gidar, "the Pot Rock," ftod is beheved to
contain hidden treasure.
Every Arab as he passes by
tuberance on the side

;

this is called

el

taps

it

with his

staff or

throws a stone at

it,

hoping

that the mysterious pot will burst open and enrich

him with a golden shower. Near the head of the
same valley, by which, the Bedawin say, Moses
descended from Mount Sinai, they point out the
Shagg Musa or "Moses' Cleft;" lower down, also,
they shew the Hajar el Magarin, "The Pock of the
Conjoined ones," two huge rocks on either side of the
narrow footpath, which, hke those in Wady Berrah,
they believe to have been originally a suigle mass
miraculously spHt apart to admit of Moses passing
through.
Sinai

to

"When

Moses went

up

into

Mount

speak with God," they say, "the world
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was subject to liis command, mountains cleaved
asunder, and hard rocks melted like wax before
him." It is a curious superstition, and one by no

means confined

Bedawin,

the

to

that

all

holy

personages possessed the faculty of leaving their
impression on rocks and stones.

Perhaps this

may

some measure be accounted for, by supposing it
to be the result of a vague intuitive perception of
.geological phenomena, imperfectly understood and
The partherefore referred to the supernatural.
in

ticular case, however, of the rocks in question cleft

by Moses in his descent from the Mount,
may contain some luigering record of the scene
when "Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the

in twain

tables

out of his hands, and brake them beneath

the mount" (Exod. xxxii,

19).

The nature of our work took us into many
an unfrequented nook, and we often lighted on
little pieces of mountain landscape of which the
ordinary traveller knows nothmg.
Perhaps the
most jDicturesque and beautiful of these is the

Wady

T'lah,

plain of

a valley running parallel with the

Er Pahah, a

which one would

fertile

little

Between steep and

rocks you look

down

and

to

gardens,

listen

glen,

expect to find in the midst

of such utter desolation.
tic

and well-watered

a long vista

the

grateful

fantas-

of verdant

sound

of

a

brawling stream that dashes along past thickets
of fruit-trees,

and

fern-clad boulders.

falls

ever and anon over smooth

You seem suddenly to have come

upon some peaceful

vale,

3uch

as

one sees here

—

;
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and

tliere

amidst the mountains of the Apennines,

and

for a

moment yon may

forget the barren, awful

But

wilderness in the midst of which you stand.
is

only for a moment, and the fact soon forces

upon you, that the pleasant gardens are

self
all

it
it-

after

but vestiges of monastic industry of earher times

no hand now tends the flowers or prunes the vines,

and the very beauty of the scene adds only
general

desolation

from the oppressive

neglect and desertion which

it

to the

sense

of

leaves behind.

In the neighbourhood of Jebel Musa were several

encampments of the Bedawin,'
frequent
rise,

visits.

As

repast

;

whose tents

approached, the

I

and courteously

to

invite

me

I paid

men would

to partake of their

the children would roar, the ladies look

scandahzed, and, especially the old and ugly ones,

more

conceal their features

blue

cloaks,

while

all

carefully

m

their dark

frantic chorus

in

screamed

out the word in which an Arab's hopes, aspirations

and memories are concentrated hakhshish. On one
of these occasions I noticed an old woman weaving
Her loom was a primitive one,
at the tent-door.
consisting only of a few upright sticks

upon which

the threads were stretched; the transverse threads

were inserted laboriously by the

fingers,

without

the assistance of a shuttle, and the whole fabric

was pressed

close together

with a piece of wood.

Beside her stood a younger female spinning goats'
hair to supply

the

old

necessary for her task.

lady with the

Many

materials

such a group as that

which we saw before us must there have been

in

1:16
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camp when the people brought the
"Lord's offering to the work of the tabernacle of
the congregation," "and all the women whose hearts
stirred them up in wisdom spun goats' hair" (Exod.
the Israelitish

XXXV, 21,

26).

The weather, though cold, had been hitherto
beautifully clear and favourable to the work, but
on the morninsf of the 11th of December a fiercer
gale than

we had

and a mass
majestically

yet experienced began to blow,

of black

came

sailing

Er E-ahah portended a coming

over

Nor was the

storm.

clouds which

long deferred, for

visitation

about the middle of the afternoon, as the

officers

were busily occupied in their computations, a sud-

den gust of wind arose which loosened every peg
of the tent they were sitting in, and without a
moment's warning smothered them in a confused
heap of canvas, books, and papers. The barometer
Captain Palmer had the presence of mind to seize

upon

at once,

and

Some

injured.

so prevented its being seriously

valuable papers, however, containing

a great part of the calculations of the preceding
day,

were carried

off

wind before they

by the

be secured, and were lost amidst the in-

could

Every

tricacies of the

neighbouring mountain-paths.

one of

immediately rushed up to the scene

coiurse

of the disaster, old Salem, our

Arab factotum, be-

ing amongst the earliest arrivals.

At

first

the

—

one officer was
seemed to unnerve him
fruitlessly strugglmg to extricate his head from a
sight

fold

;

of

canvas,

another was heroically wrestling
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with a mountain barometer; while above the general ruin

the emancipated sheets of paper were mer-

whirling in the

rily

appeared

to

At

air.

he said phlegmatically, "this

smoke.

air

the old

comprehend the situation:

taking out his pipe, he sat

with an

last

of resigned

is

man

"This,"

from God;" and

down upon

the ground

composure, and began to

Salvo our cook, however, induced him by

the persuasion of a thick stick to exchange his

contemplation for action, and assist in setting the
tent

was not accomphshed
This was the beginning of

to rights, a task that

for nearly

two hours.

the bad weather which ultimately drove us from
Jebel Miisa to seek the less lofty and consequent-

more temperate region of Feii'iki.
The gales
were soon followed by a snow-storm, and the effect

ly

produced by this was one of the
ever witnessed.

As

finest that I

the mist rolled

away

have

before

the rising sun, great masses of clouds were seen

overhanging the plain, the valley faded away into
a dim vista of apparently interminable length, while
the mountains,
their

now capped with snow, seemed

usual height,

and here and

there, as

twice

they

caught the morning rays, shone out with prismatic
colours

that

were refracted by the mist into

myriad sparkling points of

During

my

a

light.

stay at Jebel Miisa I

endeavoured

make myself acquainted with the thoughts and
sentiments of the Towarah, and to gather as much
to

as

My

possible

of the

folk-lore

of

the

Sinai

desert.

usual practice was to devote a portion of every
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evening to a conversation with the Arabs over their

down

camp-hres, and. to take

in their

own words

the tales and stories which each had to recount.

These I tested by subsequent enquiry whenever I
reached a spot to which I either knew or supposed
a legend to attach, and in this
bringing to light
are

not

but

even

many

way succeeded

interesting traditions, which

only undoubtedly native
distinct

in

from

or

in

their origm

antagonistic

to

the

monkish accounts, and which have an important
bearing on the history of the Exodus.

Such are

the Arab traditions in the neighbourhood of

Wddy

Feirdn of the rock struck by Moses, the legend of
the lost caravan near Hazeroth, and several others,

which
place.

will be related at full length in their proper

Where

was possible, I took down these
the very words of my Arab informants,

stories in

it

and thus succeeded in obtaining a

practical insight

Bedawi idiom, which served me in good
stead on many subsequent occasions.
Old Sdlem
was invaluable to me in prosecuting these researches,
into the

being one of the greatest authorities of the Peninsula

both for legends and topography.

I

was frequently

congratidated by the Bedawin upon having so
cient

an

ally,

who, they assured me,

"

knew

effi-

the

whole history of the world from beginning to end."

Nothing would convince them that we had not a

camp and Holland, having one morning
referred some invalided Towarah
to me as a great haJcim, I was forced to accept the
greatness thus thrust upon me, and found myself
doctor in the

in a playful

;

moment
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was a venerable elder of the

tribe,

pa-

who one

afternoon seated himself at the door of the tent,

and commenced the usual complaint: Yd hhawdjah
yujdni galhi,

"My

inside pains me, Sir."

a decidedly 7iegUge costume

at the

I

was

in

time, but the

books and papers that were strewn about the tent,

my

and

long chibouk, gave

me

a sufficiently learned

appearance I therefore put on a grave air and began
;

to ask

him about

his malady.

I

found that he was

with a confirmed asthma of

afilicted

many

years'

he had cold ^nd bad living to

standing, and, as

contend with, I did not entertain great hopes of
a cure.

efiiecting

of chlorodyne, I
told

him

However, bringingx forth a bottle
mixed him a dose on the spot, and

to repeat the Fatiliah or opening chapter

of the Coran, before swallowing

that faith and
giving

him

it

;

for I felt

sure

warmth would go some way towards

relief.

It

was quite touching to

see

the simple trust of that old son of Ishmael, as he
set the

hands,

cup before him, held up the palms of his

and repeated the prayer

in a fervent tone,

"Amen"

as

he swallowed the mixture, and regarding him

for

all

the spectators uttering a solemn

some minutes afterwards with an air of the greatest interest, as though 'they expected to see him suddenly leap up in

We

all

the vigour of restored youth.

were desirous of leaving

for Feird,n as soon

as possible, but could not do so until observations

had been taken from the summit of Jebel Katarina.
9
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We

were therefore obliged to brave the weather,

and make the

An

hour's

ascent.

walk up the

Wady

Leja brought us

to the Shagg Musa, "Moses' Cleft," immediately

past the convent of the Forty Martyrs, where the
actual ascent of the mountain

our

but not a

It is a long

mence.

acquaintance with

first

midst of snow and

ice, it

may

be said to com-

difficult climb,
it

though,

being made in the

proved rather

less agree-

There

able on that than on subsequent occasions.
is

much

not

to interest the traveller on the road,

familiarity will

for

have led him by this time to

look on the huge granite precipices, not certainly

with contempt, but at least with composure.
pretty spot there

way

half
cliffs,

and

up, a

little

Skinndr).

it

was

spring

closed

by

in

"partridge fountain"

called the

es

flying

is,

One

at the top of the ravine about

monks

The

miraculously

have

discovered

a

lofty

[Mayan

legend that

by a

partridge

out therefrom, as their thirsty predecessors

bore St Katharine's body from the summit, where

had been mysteriously placed after her decapiThe Arabs know nothing
tation at Alexandria.
it

of this

story,

named because

and declare that the spring
partridges abound there

is

so

—

inably rationalistic are these followers of

so abomMahound.

you reach the top of the ridge, and step
upon a broad plateau, from which rise three immense

At

last

rounded peaks, the centre one called Jebel Zebir,
the most southerly Abu Rumail, and that to the
north Katarina.

On

the last-mentioned peak stands

;
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chapel dedicated to the saint, and built upon

the spot to which the angels are said to have carried

her body.
Jebel

Katarma had been generally regarded

as

the highest peak but one in the peninsula, and

Unun Shomer

most elevated point of

as the

doctors, however, disagreed,

many

who

partizans

all

and each mountain had

fiercely

supported

its

claims.

The observations taken by the Sinai Expedition
have shown that Katarina has the advantage of
Umm Shomer by some few feet, and that both are
outstripped by Jebel Zebir.
Of the three sister
peaks, Katarina,, Zebir, and Abu E-umail, the first
is incomparably the
most imposing, consisting of
one huge rugged block of porphyry, x
For about the

first

hour of our ascent we got

along very well, as the stones which covered the

lower portion of the mountain-side were tolerably
free

from snow

;

but when we approached the summit

The wind blew bitterly
and the road lay over a smooth white expanse

our real troubles began.
cold,

of snow, which instead of being firm as

was a mere trap to
sharp

slippery

let

stones,

one

down

it

appeared,

knee-deep, amidst

imperilling

one's

limbs

at

was a most exasperating walk our
legs had entirely their own way, and one or other
of us was constantly disappearing between some
every step.

It

;

concealed boulders, or slipping gracefully
slope

and having to begin

flatly refused to

Salem

offered to

again.

One

down the

of the Arabs

insisted, and old
way,
the poor shoehim
the
shew

go on, but as I
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vagabond started

less

on his shoulders.
again to

my

off

again with

my

For

part,

tlie

theodolite

having slipped back

starting-point for the sixth thne, I

arrived at the conclusion that

had

was not worth

life

having under the circumstances, and was about to
lie

down and

of one of

me

suddenly caught sight

companions struggling on a

little

ahead

wdth the thought that I was not alone in

my misery
I

I

His evidently intense physical suffering cheer-

of me.

ed

my

when

perish,

;

and

after a series of startHng gymnastics

succeeded in reaching the summit, perfectly ex-

hausted and frozen, and at once lay down to sleep in

In spite of

the snow.
I

awoke

all

traditions to the contrary,

in a few minutes

much

refreshed,

and pro-

ceeded to enjoy the prospect, which was simply mag-

To the north-east

nificent.

rises

the green summit

of Jebel Miisa, its colour contrasting strangely with

the w^hitewashed buildings which surmount
the right

is

Jebel ed Deir, and nearer

great dome-like mass of the E-ds

which

is

still

on
the

Sufsafeh, beyond

seen the narrow gorge of the

Westward

it;

Nagb Hawa.

are the graceful peaks of Jebel el

Bendt

and El Jozeh, with the grander range of Serbal
and its neighbour Beidhat Umm Takhah. The foregroimd of

this portion of the landscape is

of monster masses of rugged granite, which

burnished copper in the sunhght.
forest

of peaks

may

composed
glow

Amongst the

be distinguished a mountain,

Jebel Tiniyeh, with a small white edifice upon
highest point.
late

This

like

is

its

the half-finished palace of the

'Abbds Pasha, Viceroy of Egypt, who carried his
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and mortar even into the wilds of
Reckless debauchery had begun to tell upon

for bricks

Sinai.

Pasha's constitution, and his medical advisers

the

ordered hmi to try the desert

air.

He

accordingly

with a num.ber of troops, and took up his

set out

Feeling

quarters at the convent of St Katharine.

the beneficial

of the pure mountain

eflPects

air,

he

determined to build a palace in the neighbourhood;

and

order to

in

which was

ascertain

the

most

salubrious situation he adopted the following original expedient.

on

Joints of fresh meat were exposed

the accessible mountain-tops around,

all

and

that on which the flesh should remain for the longest

time without corruption

The

the healthiest spot.
Tiniyeh;

was to be

choice fe|l

declared

upon Jebel

a road to the summit was constructed

and the foundations of this
palace laid.
But before the building had progressed very far, his Highness changed his viceregal
with

great

labour,

mind, and, being influenced by the fables of the

monks, decided to dwell upon the holy mountain
itself,

and so enjoy the benefit of Moses'

especial

protection, as well as the advantages of the climate.

As a

preliminary measure, a road was

commenced

over a spur of the northern end of the mountain
at the

mouth

of the

Convent Valley.

was abandoned, and the

This again

road now known

as

"the

Road" was idtimately constructed at the
south-eastern end of the block, and still forms the
most convenient approach to the summit. Bedawin

Pasha's

tradition

furnishes

us

with

the

sequel

to

the
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"The Pasha," the Arabs say, "went up the
inountain by the road which he had hhnself made.
But his heait was full of evil designs, and he
story.

wished

to

desecrate

the

sanctity

of

the place.

Wherefore our Lord Moses caught him before he
reached the summit, and shook him sorely, so that

he came down again in a terrible
land and

all

made the

that were therein, and

way back

of his

best

Witlim a few weeks

to Egypt."

of his return to Cairo, he

the

fright, cursed

was murdered by a Mam-

wdiom he had discovered in an intrigue with

louk,

one of the ladies of his harem; but the uirfinished
stands upon the mountain

palace

memorial of human fickleness and

still,

a strange

folly.

The junction of wadies which come down from
this point forms a very pleasing feature in the pros-

pect; for, being

all

lined with well-watered gardens,

theu' verdure softens to

some extent the stern and

rugged grandeur of the scene.

Turning towards

the south, the eye wanders over the broad plain
of El

Gd'ah,

with

the

Suez and the

Gidf of

shadowy outline of Jebel 'Akrab on the African
coast beyond.
Next in the mighty panorama come
the jagged j3eaks of

Thebt
the

Shomer and Jebel eth

the blue waters of the Arabian gulf, with

hills

lastly,

the

;

Umm

of the

Hejjaz upon

the bright red mass

sandy labyrinth behind

of
it

oj)posite

its

Umm

'Alawi, with

stretching

the distant mountains of the Tih

;

shore;

up

this seen,

to

you

have gazed, without moving from your place, over
nearly the whole of the Sinaitic Peninsula.
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The view from a mountain in Sinai differs esThere is no
from any other landscape.

sentially

single ridge over

which the sight ranges, or the

memory wanders,

to fair fields

beyond

;

it

is

in

is, is

valleys

is

bomided only by the desert

or

The beauty of the scene, for beautiful it
no way mdebted to the accessories of forest

or of stream

view

fertile

one mighty prospect of bare and

barren peaks, and
the sea.

and

;

distance lends no enchantment to the

the tmts are those of suidight on the coloured

;

stones, the outlines are the natural contours of the
rocks.

The descent was almost as fatiguing as the
ascent, and we did not reach camp until some
time after dark.

and had

to

be

liofhted a fire for

One

of the

Arab^ knocked

up,

behind with old Salem, who

left

him and administered

consolation in

As they did not appear by the
time we had finished our own dmner, we began
the shape of tobacco.

to

get rather anxious, and Holland was even con-

templating another journey up the mountain

m the

dark to take them some food, when they arrived in
camp, and soon forgot

theii'

fatigues over a tin of

soup and a handful of coffee with which we regaled

them.
I

must not leave

my

accomit of the neighbour-

hood of Mount Sinai without making mention

of

Jebel Moneijah, the small conical mountain at the

head of the convent

Mount

valley.

In

of the Conference," there

ditional remmiscence

its

still

name, "The
lingers a tra-

of that event which gave to
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this wild

and barren region an interest

far greater

and more human than that possessed by scenes
wliich have witnessed the mightiest struggles in
the world's history.

view of the plain of

commands a magnificent
Er Raliali, more imposing

It

perhaps than the prosjDect seen from the Riis Sufsdfeh

itself,

since

the vista

is

here lengthened by

the addition of the convent valley.

THE CONVENT VALLEY FKOil JEBEL

On

the 21st of December

make an

it

IIONEIJAH.

was. determined to

excursion to Jebel Hadid, for the purpose

of investigating the geological features of the district,

and

especially of

examining the ancient toanbs

and other remains which
Hadid. itself

is

exist in its vicinity.

Jebel

so called from the quantity of iron
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found there in large dykes, often ap-

is

pearing upon the surface of the ground.

So much time had been occupied in getting prostore-room at the convent and in

vision from our

packing up, that

we

did not get off until past eleven

o'clock in the morning.

Jebel Moneijah

which many

Crossing over the pass of

we descended

into

mount.

Jebel

Musa

Seba'iyeh,

with the monks, con-

travellers have,

sidered as the scene of Israel's
tlie

Wady

encampment

before

certainly does present an

imposing front from this valley, but, grand and

rugged as are

marked
in

its

precipitous

isolation of the

Has

sides,

it

Sufsafeh,

lacks the

and appears

no way adapted to the events attending the

The name Wddy Sebaiyeh is interpreted by most modern travellers
"the Keeper's valley," connecting it with sebd, "a
Proclamation of the Law.

Wombgardens.
An

wild beast," by an etymology suggestive of
well's menagerie,

allusion

or the

evidently

is

keeper" of Jethro's

Zoological

intended to Moses as "the

flocks,

but

I

need hardly say

that no such connexion exists, and that

does not signify the valley of the
rather of the "Brave Youth," an
I

tlie

name

"Keeper" but

appellation that

should hardly imagine can refer to Moses.

wady
even

itself

in

is

area

bours,

and

simple

smooth

mention
tion, it

to-

many

forming

other

uneven

a broken

a

expanse

of

its

striking
of

arguments

valley,

The

inferior

immediate neighcontrast

Er Kahah.
against

the

to

Not

the
to

identifica-

would be simply impossible to "set bounds
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mount," or even to come close

rouiul the

the foot of Jebel Miisa from Wd-dy

\\\)

to

Seba'iyeli.

SUMMIT OF SINAI FROM JEBEL ED DEIE.

On

reaching the watershed, another magnificent

landscape bursts upon the gaze, in which the bold
outline

and

leh

the most promment feature.

is

these

clear, delicate colouring of

valleys

Jebel Nakh-

In most of

the watersheds are very strikingly

marked; they are not, as elsewhere, long gradual
slopes from a high plateau of land, but are, what
their

name

implies,

narrow ridges which,

were a torrent, would divide

its

them

on either

in

half-past

opposite
four

directions

we camped near

if

there

waters and shed

Jebel

side.

At

Nakhleh,
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was impossible to reach Jebel Hadid while

daylight lasted

;

but by sunrise the next morning

we were up again and on
five hours'

the march.

After about

walking along very picturesque valleys

with steep sloping

we reached our

sides,

havhig passed nothing

of

interest

destination,

on the road,

except a small white cairn set upon a corner rock

Wadies Kutig and Rahabeh, which
was decorated with a few votive tufts of dried grass.
The Arabs were not able to tell us anything more
at the junction of

about this than that
Cairn," and that

it

was

landmark to guide

as a

the Convent.

called the "Lamplighter's

had probably been intended

it

travelleis

on their way to

Jebel Hadid, the scene of our pro-

posed excavations,

a rather long day's

distant

is

journey from the Convent

our camp was pitched in

;

a beautifully sheltered spot, immediately in the neigh-

bourhood of the ancient tombs, and the only drawback to the pleasure of our picnic was that the
water, brought from

tance
tliis

off,

was

Wady

execrable.

Kliasib some little chs-

Although I did not on

occasion assist at the resurrectionist operations,

I subsequently visited the spot, and can therefore

give some description of the smgular remains which
exist there.

They resemble the

jDre-historic

and are of two kinds:

first,

remains of Europe

circular houses about

ten feet in diameter, built of

unhewn

stone and

covered with a carefully constructed dome-shaped
roof,

the top of which

is

closed

by a

large slab of

stone and the haunches are weighted to

prevent

1
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them from

sj)iinging out; the entrance is

by a low

They evidently once

door about two feet wide.

formed human dwellings, and, in some more perfect

we have

ones which

since

examined in another

bones and charred wood were found in a

place,

small cist in the centre which had apparently serv-

ed

the

as

They exactly resemble the

hearth.

hothan (shielings or beehive huts) of the Shetland
Islands,

and the chambers discovered in the large

Some few

cairns at Clava near Inverness.

had a
were
the

almost

talaijot,

of

them

path running round the outside and

spiral

their construction

in

identical

with

or so-called ancient watch-towers, found

The second, and seeminghuge stone circles,
some of them measuring a hundred feet in diameter,

in the Balearic Islands.
ly

more

ancient, kind consists of

having a

cist in

larger boulders.

the centre covered with a heap of

These are nearly identical in con-

struction with the " Druidical Circles " of Britain.

In the

cists

antiquity

we found human

of which

skeletons, the great

was proved not only by the

decayed state of the bones, but by the fact that
the

and

bodies

buried

had

in

in

such

and knees met.
closures

in

the

every case been doubled up
a

position

that

the

head

There are also small open encircles,

charcoal were found.

in

which burnt earth and

The tombs belonged appar-

ently to a race and age different from that of the

round houses mentioned above;
occupants of the- former

of the

we have

now

silent

since discovered

the deserted dwelUngs in great numbers in other
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parts of the
considerable

beehive huts

These

country*.

and

extent,

distinct

employed

being

character

as

those

walls,

the

precisely

the same

used

the

of

in

very

of

from the

they consist of a collection of

;

withm rudely heaped

enclosed

are

last

quite
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circles,

stones

and

size

construction

They were

the sepulchral rings and cairns.

of

pro-

bably the permanent camps of an ancient pastoral
people, a conclusion to

which we were led by hav-

ing observed similar enclosures in use at the present

day on Mount Hermon,
walls for

pennmg

these branches

There we noticed low rude

in the sheep

of

acacia

and goats, and into

and other thorny trees

were inserted, the whole forming

an^ impassable

Both houses and tombs are

barrier.

called

by the

Arabs of '^mdl nawdmis (singular ndmus), or "mosquito houses," their tradition being that the chil-

dren

of

Israel

built

them

as

a shelter

from

a

plague of mosquitoes which had been sent against

them by Heaven as a punishment for their rebellion
and sins. Wlio and what the people were who
constructed them it is perhaps impossible now to
decide;

but one

tiling

must have existed
sula,

seems certain enough, they

in large

have buried on

at the tombs of the dead.

was not on
that hungry

this

*

At the

describe

and

sacrificed

can say that

it

was tempted

to sin, and.ate the

dead ?

foot of Jebel el

them more

Who

in the Penin-

very blackened earth before us

Israel

offerings of the

numbers

" liigh places,"

fully.

'Ejmeb, in treating

'of

which locahty

I

shall
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I

must

confess to a certain ghoul-like propensity

for these investigations,

my

lines

defunct

know,

and even

as I write these

hands are begrimed with the dust of

Amalekites dug up three days ago
well-washed reader, that I

am

known

An Arab
tions in

to

me

only as a vehicle for

for

the

in

"great and terrible wilderness," and water
present

:

is

at

tea""'.

has but one theory as to your inten-

you have, of course,
hidden treasure, and your Be-

any kind of excavation

:

come to search for
dawin guides will always lend a wiUing hand with
the spade or pick-axe, in the hope of coming in for
a share of the

spoil.

The Maghrabis,

Western Arabs, are the most
accredited treasure-finders, and many wonderful tales
are told of their mysterious powers.
The following
story, related to me by Salem, curiously illustrates
this belief.
"Some twenty years ago," said he,
or

who had
Every Friday

"there was a girl amongst the Towarah
intercourse with

the other world.

night the spirits would throw her into convulsions,

and crowds of people used to assemble and listen
to the prophecies which she uttered on these occasions.

Once,

when

in a trance, she declared that

immense treasures lay hidden

in

the nawdnus at

Hadid.
Now," continued Salem, "a year
two back Khawajah Holland came to the Peninsula and dug up some of these very nawdmts and
Jebel
or

found skeletons therem.

This brought to our minds

the words of the prophetess, and
*

The

greater part of the present

my brother Ahmed

work was written in

tlie

Desert.
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determined to go to Cairo and consult a Maghrabi.
Having- found one, he presented him with a few

copper

but without

coins,

the object of

stating

The 'cunnmg man,' as usual, burnt some
incense, and placing a book in my brother's hands
bade him open it wherever his finger might happen
his visit.

to

Ahmed

fall.

did

so,

and the Maghrabi, havmg

inspected the page, said: 'there

is

a treasure con-

Khawdjah dug into
accompany him at the

cealed near the spot where the

the ndmus,^ and offered to
expu-ation

of twenty

the appointed day

days,

Ahmed

search for

to

it.

On

returned, but found the

Maghrabi dead."

While the excavations were
tain

Wady

the neighbouring

and romantic

Cap-

being striped

mth

it,

on the left-hand

Umm

This

is

a beautiful

and the rocks on either

dykes of the most

A

fantastic patterns.

called

Nasb.

valley, a grove of far/ah trees extend-

ing for miles along

and

proce"&ding,

Palmer and I made a surveying excursion down

side, is

brilliant

side

hues

mile or so up the wady,

an aperture in the rocks

Zarabeh, a glance at which will well

repay the traveller for a shght deviation from the

The passage

beaten track.
boulders,

lying one across the
carelessly

space,

formed by granite

other like

thrown down.

upon the

mass of

is

the smallest of them forty feet square,

solid floor of

dome

many

This leads into

fallen rock, in size

again as the

so

which

lies

is

an open

an unbroken

and shape about as large

of St Paul's Cathedral.

entrance of the passage

faggots

a.

little spring,

At the
modestly
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ooziiig out

from behind a linge stone, and garnished

some pretty

vnih.

.}frSA.

Farther on, the valley nar-

ferns.

rows into a magnificent gorge not more than twenty
yards across, with sheer precipitous sides some fifteen

hundred

Before leaving the neigh-

feet in height.

Mr

bourhood of Jebel Hadid, Captain Wilson and

Holland ascended Jebel
of

Abu Mas'ud

for the

making trigonometrical observations

was

purpose

as that point

to form the south-eastern limit of the sui'vey.

On

way back

our

Jebel Hadid into

to

Wady

we came round
Dhelleh, where we

Sinai,

Umm

found a number of the more ancient nawdmis ; the
stone

were some of them ninety

circles

feet

in

circumference and composed of boulders from three
to five feet long.

On

a neighbouring

hill

was a wall

constructed with similar stones, and a covered passage,

all

apparently belonging to the same

From

this

we emerged

into

age.

Wd^dy Wa'ard, a valley

which presented the rather remarkable feature of a
smooth terrace or gravel-bank, about two hun-

large

dred yards wdde, and sloping in the same direction
as the

bed of the wddy which ran at a

feet lower

on the right-hand

level thirty

Presently

side.

we

struck into our old track, and by sunset were once

more

in our quarters at Jebel Musa.

We

had returned to Sinai

our Christmas
of

Day

Him who was

in

time to spend

there, to celebrate the

Advent

Law

beneath

the Fulfilment of the

the very shadow of the mountain from which the

Law was

first

proclaimed.

Christmas morning broke

bright and clear; in the desert

it

was not

likely to

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF JEBEL M USA.
be ushered in by

many

but we observed

as a

it

extraordinary festivities,

day of

in a very a,greeable manner,

morning

service

Mr

forget the good old customs

we had

and passed

rest,

it

Holland performing

Nor did we

the mess tent.

in
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of the season.

True,

neither holly nor mistletoe, and the nearest

approach we could have contrived to a Yule Log
Would have been to borrow a walking stick from
the

(Economos at the Convent

Maltese cook, had

extracted

but

;

much

Salvo,

our

festivity

out

of some olive branches and cypress twigs, and the
tents were

decorated."

tastefully
glories

of

followed

And who

paint the

shall

our Christmas dinner of stowed

by a

real,

months before by
inertue,

pronounced to be "most

unanimously

palpable

fair

ibex,

plum-pudding, made

hands at home

?

The

vis

the power of laziness, which followed that

meal proved that we did

As our stay
close, we invited

ample

it

at Jebel

three or

justice.

Musa was drawing to a
four of the Greek monks

to lunch with us on the following

provision of suitable viands

Sunday.

was a somewhat

Tlie

difficult

task, as, besides being professed

vegetarians, they

were then keeping the

the

fast

of

lesser

Lent.

Jacobos coquetted for some time, with the temptation

of

Julienne

soup,

but at

last,

yielding to

the persuasive odour of the "Liebig" and the en-

couraging nudge
to

fall to.

of his

companion, he consented

Their objection to flesh was fully counter-

balanced by their fondness for preserves and their
unlimited capacity for cognac.
10

CHAPTER

VIIL

FROM SINAI TO SERBAL.
Er Raliah and the Nagb Ilawa. Supperless halt.
flood.
A Bedawi Poet. Feiran. We
dismiss our Arabs; amusing scenes in consequence.
Sheikh

Striking camp.

"Wady Solaf; destructive

Hassan. Repliidini; the rock in Horeb; battle with the Amalekites;
route from Repliidim to Sinai

The

;

Jebel Tahunah.

Hermits'

Musa was now

special survey of Jebel

cells.

so far

advanced that nothiDo- more remained to be done

but

the

delineation

of

the

hill-features

"hill-sketchers" of the Royal Engineers,

had brought with

us.

But, as

this,

work on the bleak mountain
remove to

in tlie

Wady

whom we

involving tedious

tops,

was impossible

while the severely cold weather lasted,
to

by the

we decided

Feiran and begin operations

neighbourhood of Jebel Serbdl: accordingly

by ten o'clock on New Year's day the once neat
and symmetrical arc of tents, with the clean swept
Space in front, was one mass of bales, boxes and
confusion.
Nagl")

We

had determined

Hawa, taking with

to go through the

us the

camels which
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carried the tents, but both 'Eicl, our former sheikh,

and
as

Embarek,
adjutant,

ticable

;

whom

he had brouofht with him
road was imprac-

declared that the

the discussion of this point caused a great

At

deal of additional noise and squabbling.

allowed them to take the

Wady es
Wady

Gharbeh

and

a

in

after

last

we

round by

longer road

on their promising to meet us

Sheikh,

at the other side

lunch

frugal

of the pass;

bread and

of

figs,

we

started off for the appointed spot.

The morning was
liot

;

22**,

95^

fine

and

and we were now marching

As we walked along the

effect of light

beautiful.

though rather

clear,

the thermometer had

breakfast

at

in a

stood

at

temperature of

plain of

Er Rahah the

upon the mountains was inexpressibly

On

our

left,

whence the sun was

shining,

the rocks were tinted with various shades of the
softest blue; while
fell

directly

on our right, where the sunbeams

upon the mountains, they shone out

with a yellowish grey
clearly

defined

light, their outlines

that they looked

like

against the liquid mirror of the sky.
of the plain

we came upon

being so

silhouettes

In the middle

a small boulder, with

"cup markings" such as Scotch antiquaries are
familiar with, and of which the following account

was given us by the Arabs.
deposed from their
of the Convent,

ofiice

"The Aulad
as

and the right of conducting pilgrims

ceded to the Jibaliyeh, the chief
tribe

came

Jindi being

Ghafirs or protectors

to this stone,

and

men

of the former

in their anger declared

that no Jebali should ever pass

that limit again,

10—2

;
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confiriiiation

of

wliicli

spears into the stone."
to this story

;

TO SEHliAL.

^/.\A/

oath they thrust their

There are slight objections

the Arabs of Sinai do not carry spears,

and the stone has evidently been removed, marks

and

to its present position.

all,

fact that the Bedawin do

and often

stones,

inscribe

It

mark

is,

however, a

their borders with

rude symbols of their

upon them. We found several other stones
with similar marks in various parts of the Peninsula, two in the Nagb Hawa, and the one in Wady
ed Deir to which I have already alluded.

tribe

At the

-^entrance

bed of rushes and

we come

of the Nao-b

is

is
;

a thick

after this

to a slight rise in the ground, from which

the last glimpse of Sinai
here

Hawa

a tiny trickling stream

is

of a dark green colour,

obtained.

and

is

The

soil

called Kohli,

being supposed to contain a quantity of Koid or

antimony.
tastic

Several huge scattered boulders of fan-

form are lying about; one of them, like the

"Speaking Stone" before mentioned,, has the appearance of being cleft in twain, and is called

Madhrab Saif 'Edai,. "My enemy's sword-stroke."
The view beyond the pass from the crest of Er
Rdhah is extremely beautiful. The plain seems enclosed by lofty mountain walls, and the gorge itself
looks like a narrow gate, through which the open

country and distant
aerial perspective.
cal effect of sunset

hills

appear in the perfection of

As we saw

it,

with

all

on the scene, these

the magihills

were

glowing with a purple light against the ruddy sky
the foreground was of green and red, with golden
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on every mountain peak, and streaks of crimson

shot across the whole.

Presently the background

changed to a deep blue, wliich
a dark neutral tint;

the time

the pass

myriad stars shone out with

and night began.

silvery i-adiance,

By

we had reached

was quite dark, and,

it

both hungry and

we

tired,

the other side of

we were

as

getting

hailed with dehght the

appearance of a large bright flame in
belovv^

gave way to

in turn

Wady Gharbeh,

the spot which had been appointed for our

rendezvous and camping ground.

we found

for this,

Wilson and Wyatt

But, on making

neither tents nor

camels,

only

sitting over a log fire (for there

was a tarfah grove

here),

and, nearS^y, our four

R. E. surveyors, with their Arab attendant Juma.

Now,
of

undertaken on the strength

after a long walk,

a few

figs

the fatigue

and a piece

of striking

bread, and after
camp and anathematizing
of

Bedawin from 7 A.M., the inward man requires
refreshment and repose.
A sandy bank and a pipe
of "Cavendish" are insufficient of themselves to sup-

ply this want

my

;

need

it

therefore be

wondered at that

remarks upon the conduct of the camel-drivers

bore sarcastic reference to their grandfather's graves,
a,nd that I

spoke the sentiments of the Expedition

There was nothing

therein

t])e

and

wliicli

At

last Juinli Juiji|>(mI

ja'in,

however, but

our Arabs kindled

ing

vdiicli

it.

we passed the time

to wait patiently, and
fires

for

|)r()duced a

watch-

in

all

around,

weird and picturesque
iij)

aiiiL

screamed At

effect.

hcuirdit

''The camels are coming."' and grateful visiout^
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of potted

meat rose up before our

a false alarm; no one appeared but

who had

driver,

now turned up

But

eyes.

it

was

a solitary camel-

lingered behind at the starting, and

and supper-

at the tryst as puzzled

less as ourselves.

At

last

who had gone on an

Siilem,

exploring

expedition of his own, appeared with two fdnuses
(paper

some

lanterns),

distance.

having discovered the camp at

He

reported that the camel-drivers

had halted in a cold windy spot, without water or
fuel, and were all sitting listlessly over their fires,

We

not having even pitched the tents.

followed

the old fellow in the dark through a labyrinth of

rocky paths, and ultimately found the camp just
as he
tent,

had described

Hastily putting up one

it.

we had such dinner

be

could

as

under the circumstances, and, having
bused our sheikhs, sank into a peaceful

provided

liberally a-

sleep.

In the morninfj we found an ao^reeable change

which was here much warmer,

in the temperature,
as

we had descended about

fifteen

we had kindled our

fires

and tamarisks, a
bed

;

on

other signs of former cultivation.

we came

filled

with palms

w^alls,

and many

About

four hours

to a sharp turn in the

which here narrows into a

we had passed through

defile,

this,

we

stream running in

clear bright

there were also garden

farther on,

feet

the evening before,

passed through a beautiful gorge

its

hundred

Before reaching the spot where

the previous day.

wddy,

and, as soon as

found ourselves in a

broad expanse, the entrance to Wildy

Soldf.

We

rno}[ srxAi to serbal

had kept the peak

Serbal

of

now

greater part of the day, but

up

tain rose

This

in all its azure

Wady

the whole mounus.
seil,

Arab encampment was
with

souls, together

and other

the

for

Solaf was the scene of the great

washed away, and forty
sheep,

sight

grandeur before

or flood, in 1867, M^ien an

camels,

in

I5l

cattle,

perished

many

in

the

Mr. Holland was in Sinai at the time of

waters.

the calamity, and narrowly escaped losing his

He

on the occasion.

life

describes the scene as some-

thing terrible to witness

a boiling, roaring torrent

;

down huge boulders
though they had been so many pebbles,

the entire valley, carrying

filled

of rock as

while whole families swept by, hurried on to de-

by the resistless course of the flood. The
marks of devastation which it caused are still too
struction

plainly apparent,

and

I

have seen the trunks of

wddy-bed

large palm-trees lying in the

at a distance

of more than thirty miles from the place where they
had grown. A single thunder-storm, with a heavy

shower of
tains,
effects,

rain, fallincr

will be

and

on the naked

sufficient

sfranite

to produce these dreadful

to convert a dry

and

a roaring river in a few short

level valley into

hoiu's,

thus

ing the awful picture which David has
the

eighteenth

moun-

Psalm: — "The

Lord

realis-

drawn

in

also thunder-

ed in the heavens, and the Highest gave his voice
hailstones

and

coals of

fire.

Then the channels

;

of

the waters were seen, and the foundations of the

world were discovered
(Psalm

x^^ii, 13, 15.)

at

thy rebuke,

O

Lord."

—

;

-
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The following

the translation of a

is

posed on the occasion by Saldmeh
one of our

own

and

several friends

who had

camel-drivers,

is

dreamed a dream which

When

grief

filled

it

may

is

be not unin-

my

soul with fear.
said,

hovering near.

I looked along a forest glade.

And marvelled

greatly

how

Their heads to heaven;
Their trunks

lan-

:

came on me, but the wise have

sorrow cometh, joy

Methought

The

as the hond-JhJe composition of

;

terestino- to the Eno'lish
reader
o

Fresh

himself lost

shnple and unaifected, and

an untutored son of the desert

I

Ta'imeh,

relatives in the flood.

guage of the original
the rhythm correct

poem com-

Abu

all prostrate.

the trees did rear

when lo! a whirlwind laid
Then I looked again,

And what but now like fallen trees had seemed
Were forms of warriors untimely slain.
Again

my

fancy mocked me, and I dreamed

Of storms and

floods, of fierce resistless rain.

me gleamed; —
men around me lay,
myriads around me slept,

Of vivid lightnings that above

And

yet again, dead

Dead men

in

Like the Great Gathering of the Judgment Day.
1

woke

—a

torrent through the

wady leapt,
away

Nile had his ancient barriers burst

And

over Feiran's peaceful desert swept

Nor spared he any
Save one

Between

—to

five

in his angry

mood

be the river-monsters' food!

and

o'clock w-e

six

reached

our

camp, which had been pitched in a shady spot, w^ith
colocynth gourds growing

all

ideal of an Arabian scene.

followed the

The year

flat

around, the very heau-

The next mornino- we

sandy watercourse of

before, it

tamarisk trees, but

Wddy

Sold,£

had been a flourishing grove of

now nothing remained

to

show
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was but a few scattered roots
with boulders, which had lodged there
it

lialf

covered

in their pas-

down the valley. After a walk of seven miles,
we reached El Buweib, the "gate," a narrow passage
sage

between the rocks about one hundred

feet long

by

twenty wide, passing through which, we came presently to the

palm-grove of Wiidy Feiran.

was one of the most
since

our sojourn in Sinai

aflPorded
feet,

delightful walks

a delicious

and, above

all,

;

the

This

we had had

tall graceful trees

shade, fresh water ran at our
hulhiih flitted from branch to

seemed to

me

a realisation of those dreams which the poetry of

my

branch uttering

tlieir

sweet notes.

favourite Persian poet, Hafiz,

Our camp was

It

had so oft^n

inspired.

pitched, at length, in a lovely spot

W.\ny Feiran.
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Fi:o.\r

at the

mouth

siXAf TO serbal

Wucly

of

open space

'Aleyiit, a large

completely surrounded by steep shelving mountains of

and variegated colours

gneiss, the fantastic cleavage

of which

added greatly to the beauty of the

Palms and tamarisks were dotted
on every knoll and mountain

scene.

and

aroinid,

all

were ruined

slope

houses, churclies, and walls, the relics of the ancient

Behind our tents rose the

monastic city of Pararu

majestic mass of Serbal, and beneath the rocky wall
opposite ran a purling brook, only a few inches in

depth, but

When

still

sufficiently cool, clear,

and refreshing.

the heat of the day had gone by,

out in the open

air,

who played upon a

a native minstrel,

we dined

accompanied by the strains of

treated us to a romance of

Abu

and

rehdheh,

Zeid, the great hero

of Arabian song:

While we were at dinner,
disgrace since the affair at

'Eid,

Wady

who had been

in

Gharbeh, came up,

and, in spite of our struggles, insisted on kissing our

hands

all

round.

On

our arrival at Feiran there had

The

been a great disturbance with the Bedawin.
journey from the Convent

two days, and,

as they

is

generally performed in

had caused us

so

much

in-

convenience by delaying us until the third, ^ve de-

termined to deduct something from their pay.
of course gave rise to
gestures,

ners

many high words and

This
violent

which to one unacquainted with Arab man-

would have seemed very

himself at

first

terrible indeed.

'Eid

protested loudly and vehemently,

but when he foiuid that we were inexorable, he lay

dowm

at

my

feet,

literally

grovelled

in

the dust.
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and, plucking his beard out by handfuls, besought

me

At dinner he

to beat him.

the

request, and,

"we were
pleasure

off to

money from the

take his

had refused

as he

consigned

finished our meal," he exclaim-

"good", in a tone of intense satisfaction,

ed, tail/eh,

whom,

him with

too busy then, but would beat

when we had

and went

piteously repeated

on being told by Holland that

we had
evening we heard

to accept the sum,

In the course of the

it.

cook, to

a great noise outside the tent; rushing out to see

what was the matter, we found a large wolf fighting
with some dogs which had strayed in from a neighIt immediately made
bouring Arab encampment.
and, although

off,

we

turned out,

all

^rmed

with

guns, revolvers and any thing that came to hand,

and joined the dogs in the hunt, the beast managed
to escape in the darkness

of the night.

All this

would have been amusing enough, but we were
anxious to finish our letters, and did not relish the
interruptions.

The
lowing
'Eid
to

despatching of our post-bag on the

morning occasioned a fresh

and Embarek,

whom we had

had been

discharofe,

the messenger

he should not

we had
set

out

exercising:

difficulty,
felt

fol-

for

compelled

terrorism

over

and declared that
However, by
Suez.

selected,
for

threatening them with direst vengeance at the hands
of the Consul,

—the representative,
—we at

of supreme earthly power,
off.

But

any peace

it
;

in

an Arab's eyes,

last started

him

seemed as though we were not to have
scarcely

had he gone than

I

noticed the
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knot of Bedawi'u

ao-ain

in a state of

bandying something to and

tion,

fro

This on inspection proved to be our

i>:reat

commo-

amongst them.

own Arab

old Salem, who, with his face bleeding, l)roke

from his tormentors, and informed

me

guide,

away

that he had

been accused of stealing a purse containing a thou-

The origin of this absurd charge was
that Mr. Holland, amongst the debris of the flood
in the previous year, had found an empty bag, and
had taken it away as a curiosity. For want of some
sand

piastres.

better

on which to vent their ill-temper,

object

they had magnified this bag into a purse of money,

and accused Salem of

stealing;

We

it.

had borne

a great deal, but here was the last feather of the
proverb,

so,

bringing out the choicest stores from

vocabulary, I rushed in

among the

punched each turbaned head as
and, following

them

my

sons of the desert,

it

presented

itself,

to the outer limits of the camp,

administered a heaii:y kick upon the hindermost, and

saw

their faces no more.

Having dismissed our Arabs,

it

was of course

necessary to provide ourselves with another sheil^h.

We

had not

lono-

to wait

;

for,

hearingf the

state

of the case, Hassan, the chief sheikh of the Towarah,
lost

no time in paying us a

visit.

He

M^as a well-

to-do Bedawi, with an easy but respectful
address,

us in his favour.

much

mode

of

and a quiet demeanour that prepossessed

coffee

We

did not come to terms until

had been consumed and the greater

part of three days wasted in frequent discussions

but at

last all

;

was arranged, the contract written and
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sole sheikh, vice

Here a circumstance
occurred whicli brought out his Bedawi cunning in
an amusing way. Just as he was taking his departure, a son of old Mansur's came up to the tent
'Eid and

with an

deposed.

offer of service

from his father, but we told

him that we had just engaged some one else, and the
young man retired. Hassan immediately bustled
up, and asked what our visitor had said, and, on
being told that it was no business of his, promptly
demanded a copy of the document which we had just
This we gave him, and he went off in great
signed.
satisfaction at our honesty and his own acuteness.
As he sat in our tent, many of the^rabs of the
neighbourhood came up to salute him. I was much
there
struck with their mode of addressing him
was no obsequiousness, no sense of inferiority, and
;

yet they treated his orders with a deference that w^as

more respectful than any cringing recogniFor instance, we had
tion of his superior rank.
expressed a wdsh for a hedan, and Hassan, turning
to a hunter who was standing by, told him to go

infinitely

and look out

for one.

man, and throwing

IldcUdr, "ready," said the

off his cloak

indication that he intended to

shouldered his gun and set

off'

and tarbush, a sure

hunt

in earnest,

for the mountains.

In the evening he returned with a

fine ibex,

in the then unsatisfactory state of our larder,

most welcome

he

which,

was a

arrival.

At Feiran we engaged

as guide one of the natives;

of the place, who, being an experienced hedan hunter,.
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was better

than

ac(j[iuiinted

liis

topography and nomenclature of the

He was

Serbal.

one of the

with the

fellows

uo^liest

district

Bedawin

around
I

have

ever seen, but a very cheerful willing fellow, never

shrinking from the most fatigumg climb or grumb-

He

ling at the heaviest load.

rejoiced in the

name

and came of the 'Awarimeh, a

of Hisan el Harbi,

respectable clan of the

Towarah

;

he was extremely

proud of his descent, and, though clad

literally in

rags and tatters, strutted about with an amusing

assumption of aristocratic dignity.

We

inaugurated our stay at Feirdn by a great

came to my turn to
operate, I assumed the scissors with some diffidence,
but, encouraged by the simple confidence with which
mutual

my
to
it

haii'-cutting

;

when

it

my hands, I set
When I had finished,

companion resigned himself into

work boldly upon

his head.

presented precisely the appearance of a moth-eaten

fur-reticule.

At

the base of Serbal, in

and comparatively

Wady

tract,

fertile

Feiran,

flood, for miles
fertile

along the valley.

a large

with a palm-grove

which extends, notwithstanding the

most

is

It

late destructive
is,

in fact, the

part of the Peninsula, and one which

the Amalekites w^ould be naturally anxious to defend
against an invading force
it

;

in this respect therefore

answers to the position of Rephidim.

not expect a mere desert

tribe,

We

should

such as Amalek

to sally forth in well- organized troops to

w^as,

meet the

advancing hosts of Israel while the latter were yet
in

the

comparatively open wilderness.

Their im-
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mediate impulse, on the
enemy's approach, would

first

intimation

the

of

to collect around their

Ije

and concert measures

for pro-

tecting these their most precious possessions.

When

wells and palm-groves,

the hostile body

had

encamped within

a

short

distance of the oasis, they would no doubt watch
for

an opportunity of attacking them unawares, in

them

to take

order

at a disadvantage before they

camp

could establish their
fatigues.

from their

Such would be the tactics of the modern

Bedawin, and such,
count,

or recover

it

appears from the Bible ac-

was the nature of the opposition which

encountered at Bephidim.

Israel

They had "pitched

in

Bephidim", but the wells were defended, and they
Avere obliged to halt

on the outskirts of the

fertile

"and there was no water for the people to
Disappointed and fatigued, they "murmured against Moses, and said. Wherefore is this that
thou hast brought us up out of Egypt, to kill us and
The
our children and our cattle with thirst ? "
district,

drink".

miracle of strikino; the rock released
difficulty, and, as

we

them from

are told immediately afterwards

"then came Amalek, and fought with
phidim."
that in

(Ex. xvii.

Wady

this

8.)

But

it is

Israel in

Be-

a significant fact

Feiran, immediately before the part of

the valley where the fertility commences, I discover-

ed a rock which Arab tradition regards as the

site

of the miracle.

This rock, which has never before

been noticed by

travellers, is

tin,

and

is

caUed Hesy

el

Khatta-

surrounded by small heaps of pebbles,

placed upon every available stone in the immediate

—
FROM
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nei^'libourhood
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these are accounted for as follows

;

down by

the Children of Israel sat

raculous stream and

rested

:

the mi-

after their tliirst

was

quenched, they amused themselves by throwing- peb-

upon the surrounding pieces of

bles

This has

rock.

passed into a custom, which the Arabs of the present

day keep up

memory

in

of the event.

It is sup-

posed especially to propitiate Moses, and any one

having a sick friend throws a pebble in his name,
with the assurance of speedy

The great objection
with Rephidim

is

relief.

to the identification of Feirtin

that the Bible describes the next

stage of the journey of the Israelites thus

:

—

"

For

they were departed from Rephidim, and were come
to the Desert of Sinai,
ness.

And

(Exodus

and had pitched

camped

there Israel

m the wilder-

before the mount."

xix. 2.)

Now,

Jebel Miisa be Sinai,

if

could hardly

it

be reached in a smgle day's journey by any large

From

host with heavy baggage.

Feiran the road

is

Nagb Hawa,

broad and open enough as far as the

but the laden camels must make a detour of some
six

a

or

little

eight

hours by the

valley which comes in

lower

down

left,

The

Sheikli.

the

to

difficulty

on several hypotheses.
Feiran
as

the

the

to
last

had come

may
First,

of the

to that pass,

Wady

explained

journey

the

Nagb Hawa may

stage

es

away
from

considered

lie

march, and when they

which forms, as

gate of the Sinai district, they
to

namely

be

may

have reached "the Desert of Sinai."

it

were, the

be fairly said

The words,

FROM
"and there
to

Israel
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before the mount,"

me to imply a separate operation, and

be inclined to interpret the passage thus

were departed from Eephidim, or

Feird-n,

reached the wilderness of Sinai, that
district at the

mouth

:

—They

and had
the Sinai

is,

Nagb Hawa

of the

seem

I should

;

and here

they began to look out for a suitable place

for

a

The spot chosen was the plain
of Er Edhah, "and there Israel camped before the
mount." The operation of pitching the camp for so
protracted a stay as they were about to make would
permanent camp.

occupy a longer period than usual, and

may even

have extended over several days, and yet be in
strict accordance with the words of the Bible.
Again,

it is

quite possible that Moses and the

through the

chiefs of the elders took the short road

leaving the

pass,

heavy baggage to

rest

of

follow

the

caravan

them round

with the

Wddy

es

Sheikh and come into camp next morning. Captain

Wilson and myself, being desirous on one occasion
of

pushmg on

to Jebel Miisa

by a certain day,

ac-

tually adopted this expedient.

If

it

be objected that the distance from Feirdn

to the Pass
I

is

too long for a single day's journey,

would answer that a day's journey

sarily restricted to eight or nine hours,

is

not neces-

and that the

Israelites probably travelled lightly equipped, as

the Arabs of the present day.

These,

do

when they

wish to reach a particular spot in a given time, often
travel for six or eight hours,
rest,

and then,

after a short

resume their journey and perform the remainder
11
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by

niglit.

The Arabic language has a word used
mode of travelling.

specially to express this

On
first

of

reaching
all

Wady

Feinln, the traveller should

make a pilgrimage

to the hill which I

have just mentioned, as the probable station of Moses
at the battle of Rephidim, not only because of the
interest which, if the supposition be correct, attaches

to the spot, but also because from this point he will

obtain a clearer notion of the

lie

of the country than

from any other.

VIEW FROM JEBEL TAHUNEH.

The hill, which is called Jebel Tahuneh (the
Mountain of the Windmill), is not more than seven
hundred feet high, and is situated on the northern
side of the valley, immediately behind the

mound

on Mdiich the walls of the ancient convent stand.

FROM
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Several chapels are found

1G3

at short intervals along

the path by which the ascent

summit

is made, and on the
the " oratorium," of which I have spoken,

is

a small church with some ruined outbuildings at-

tached to

it.

The

original

was of dressed

edifice

sandstone, but over the ruins of this are the remains
of another and later building, constructed of rude

stones taken from the mountain

itself,

and having

the apse towards Jebel Serbal.

At the

foot

Wady

meanders

grove of palms and tamarisks,
either flank of

Mount

Serbal,

of

red

rock,

gneiss

down from

which faces you, run

two steep wadies, 'Aleyat and
basin

Feu-an, with its

while

A

'Ajeleh,

and porphyry,

huge

lies

to

el

Benat

standmg out against the sky, and far away
south-east, through aw opening in the liills,

to the

the north,

with the

tall

peak of Jebel

the long blue range of the Jebel

is

seen

Musa mountains.

Clusters of ruined houses (remains of the ancient
city of Paran) are dotted over the surrounding hills,

and the rocky

sides of the valley are perforated

innumerable tombs and hermits'

with

cells.

know of no ruins upon which one can gaze
with so much satisfaction as on those of convents
and hermitages we do not, at least I do not, exI

;

perience the same sadness which half mars the pleasure of contemplating a picturesque ruined

the sadness of

low-workers
destroyed.

sympathy

—the

town

;

for a perished race of fel-

sadness of rei^ret for useful works

Here one

feels that

consummation has been attained.

only a just and

fit

The hermit has

11—2
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renounced his portion on earth, has sneered at nature's

gifts, and in these ruins Nature is
Looking only at the fancied merit of

bounteous

revenged.

avoiding and shunning the temptations of the world,
the recluse forgets that he

is

at

the same time

shu-king the duties of that state of
it

has pleased

salvation

by a

God
life

to

call

him

of penance, he

;

is

life

and

to

m

which
seeking

rather, like the

Hindoo devotee, puttmg forth a claim against Heaven than endeavouring to deserve God's favour by a

To shun temptation
reach argues both want

cheerful submission to His will.

by putting

oneself out of its

of confidence in one's
trust in God's help.

power to

resist evil,

and of dis-

CHAPTER

IX.

FEIRAN.
Burial ground of Sheikh

Abu

Shebib.

Date-pahiis

Mdharrad; ruins of the ancient convent.

Wady

Serbal.

Moneijah
.

bal

;

;

'Aleyat;

treasure-finders again

death in the Arab camp.

tke summit

r Hosein, the

;

beacon-fires

fo.\;

;

Wady

aB4 gardens.

Monkish tombs.
a

;

Ajeleh.

storm;

Jebel

Ascent of Ser-

meaning of the name Serbal.

Visit to Sheikh

El

Jebel

Abu

Hassan; a heavy dinner; an

Arabian night's entertainment.

Near

our camp, in the midst of the palm-grove,

was a diminutive Arab village, consisting of a few
wooden huts, the residents in which make a scanty
livelihood by growmg tobacco and selling it to the
Bedawin who pass that way. Our own Arabs used
the place as an hostelry

when waiting

for orders

about the camels, and on such occasions made night
hideous by the monotonous and unseasonable music
to

which the sons of the desert are addicted.

Here too

is

a burial-ground with several nicely

kept graves, one of them ornamented with a white
marble headstone carved in a pretty

lily

pattern,

a relic of the ruined convent church close by.

This

FEIRAN.
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cemetery, a« usual, contains a "Well," the tonih of

Sheikh

Abu

It is a

small stone l)uildino', rather neatly ke})t for a

Bedawi

Shebib, the patron saint of the district.

institution,

and the cenotaph

in the centre

cotton

is

actually covei'ed with a kisiveh, or

A

powerful odour of sanctity pervades the place,

and

believed to be particvdarly pernicious to false

is

swearers, so that,

consent to "
is

pall.

if

a person suspected of any crime

swear by the tomb of

Abu

Shebib,"

it

considered as a conclusive proof of his innocence.

I'he Peninsula of Sinai is divided into so
tricts,

each of which has

every

" parish

secrated,

and

an acacia

"

is

its

own

many

shittim) tree

(or

In

private saint.

not nuitilated by having

its

dis-

con-

is

branches

rudely lopped off to feed the Hocks withal, the fate

The pods

of every other tree of the species.

shaken

when

off

ripe, as

they form a favourite and

nutritious food for the camels

;

but even

saint's permission is first foraially

The Arab

to

upon

him

for this the

asked at his tomb.

regards his patron with as profound a

raverence as
looks

are

that

with which an Italian peasant

his little copper Januarius.

for help

on every occasion of

He

appeals

difficulty,

and

a very edifying acta sanctorum might be compiled

from the accounts given of their miraculous inter-

Abu

ference.

appeared

in

Shebib himself

his

leg

have conveyed him

home.

reported

to

have

answer to the prayers of a hunter

who had broken
to

is

on Jebel

safe

el

and sound

Bendt,

and

to his

own

True, however, even after death, to his Arab

instincts, the saint stipulated for a

handsome hakh-
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a white-faced sheep to be ottered once every

year at his tomb.

The dates of

this

Egyptian

in

finest

pahn-grove are some of the

Each

territory.

tree

has

its

owner, whose rights are respected without the necessity of setting fences or Avails

the fruit

property

;

is

in the tree itself,

and many of the

richer

plantation.

The

fruit

and not

in

oil

freshness

or butter, in

and flavour

when gathered
which state

for a

is

tion

is

entirely performed

of

pressed

retains its

it

considerable

length of

many

sidr trees,

{bearing a small acrid fruit called nehhuk,)
sional patches of corn or

soil,

and moistened with

Besides the palms, there are

time.

in the

groups throughout the

tightly into bags of goats' skin,
little

to protect

Bedawin own a number

palms scattered singly or

a

around

indeed this would be impossible, as the

and

occa-

garden land.

The

by the

a long pole,

tiliddaf,

ii'riga-

vdth a bucket at the upper end and a heavy weight
attached to the lower and shorter one, by which

means the water

is

drawn from the

well

and poured

into channels, or distributed over the land with the
least possible labour.

Palms

ai-e

always pretty and picturesque, but

here their beauty
left for

is

enhanced by the branches being

the most part untrimrned, by the gorgeous

diversity of colouring in the rocks on either side of

the valley, and by the pleasant

little

stream that

flows alonsf its bed.

Emerging from the grove, we come upon the
ruins

of the ancient city, situated upon an eleva-
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tion

El

Maliarrad,

in

the centre of the

between the mouths of wd,dies 'Aleydt and
'Ajeleh.
They consist of the foundations of an old

valley,

now

monastic establishment, of which notliing

re-

mains above ground but part of the church walls and

Amongst

a few broken columns and entablatures.
the latter

we found a

ing the figure of a

arms raised

aloft

;

it

curiously carved stone, contain-

man

in a sitting posture with his

was probably intended as a repre-

sentation of Moses at the Battle of Kephidim, and,
if so,

would confirm the supposition that

the traditional

At

site of

the defeat of the Amalekites.

the north end of the Maharrad

a cave or

well,

this spot is

is

the

mouth

of

supposed to communicate with sub-

terranean vaults beneath the ruins, and the Arabs

wheat and treasures of untold

declare that stores of

wealth He concealed in

We

its

mysterious depths.

spent one or two very pleasant afternoons

grubbing about in the ash-heap and crypt of this
old monastery, and were rewarded for our labour

by finduig sundry pieces of monk, pottery,
and other interesting rehcs of antiquity.

Many

coins,

of the stones from the church have been

removed and employed by some
ing rude dwelling houses.

later race in build-

A little

colony of these

stands on the north side of the valley

;

but they

have been deserted in their turn, and are now used
only as storehouses by the Arabs.

we found
Greek

pieces of carving,

inscriptions.

The

On some

of

them

and one or two imperfect

sides of

Wddy

excavated with innumerable tombs and

Feu'dn are

cells,

and

in-
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deed the place must have been a perfect hennitwarren in

The

palmier days.

its

tops also are

hill

covered in every direction with small square nawdmis, apparently

and west, and

monkish graves

the bodies

lie

east

two which we opened there

in one or

were traces of a coarse shroud
bove the body was a

;

and wooden

flat stone,

the upper part of the tomb

;

coffin.

A-

forming a shelf in

but this did not seem

in any instance to have contained a second interment,

and we were unable to discover the use
it
is

was intended.

A little below

for

which

Jebel Tahiineh there

a group of these erections, forming a series of

catacombs or chambers which might at -a^ distance be

mistaken

for a two-storied house.

When

seen from a distance

Serbal presents a

boldness of outline and an appearance of massive

which entitled

isolation

it

rank as one of the

to

grandest and most distinctive features of the Pen-

Although

insula.

inferior

the other mountains

it

height to

in

the southern side

plain of El
ble slopes.

Ga ah
From

of

commands a more extensive

prospect than even Katarina or

On

many

it

in rugged

Umm

Shomer.

descends towards the

and almost

the extremities of

its

inaccessi-

northern

front two rough and stony valleys run down into
Wady Feiran; that at the eastern end is called

The
and that at the western, 'Ajeleh.
chaotic
mass
space between these is a tumbled and
'Aleydt

of mountains, rising at

Abu

their highest point, Jebel

Shiah, to an elevation of 2500 feet above Feiran.

There

is

no plain at

its

base and, indeed, absolutely

-

I/O

FKIUAN.

no spot which would

afl'ord

standing room for any

large iiuinber of persons even within sight

mountain.
considers

"

The author of

Wady

be the true

The tent and the Khan"

'Aleydt "sufficiently ample to have

contained the tents
while others

of

all

the children of Israel,"

who support the
Sinai would make

claims of Serbill to

the

space between

the two valleys the site of the encampment.
-

-

of the

Now

—

=^^

I^zT-

--

-

-

-

— ^•^^s^t--

-----

-™-:^mi^
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^^^&
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JEBEL SEKBAL.
it

happens unfortunately

Wady

'Aleyat

is

so

for the first theory that

thickly

strewn with huge

boulders and so worn and broken up by the torrents

which have from time to time rushed through
that

it is difficult

to pick

your w^ay along, and there

are but few places in the whole valley

a small

number

it,

where even

of tents could be pitched.

With
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feiran:
regard to the second hypothesis,

have ah'eady

I

shown that the two wddies are separated by a
rupfofed mountam mass and this would have been,
to say the least, an exceedingly inconvenient camping ground for the

The view

of Israel.

children

from Jebel Tahuneh, on page 162, will illustrate

my

any description could do;
and a comparison of the sections of Jebel Miisa and
Jebel Serbal must convince even the most sceptical
position far better than

how incomparably

better

the

mountain

former

answers to the requirements of the Bible narrative.

Views

may

Serbal

of

be obtained from various

parts of Feirdn, but they are mere

there

is

and

gljinpses,

no spot wliere a large number of specta-

tors could assemble together

and be said

to stand

"before the Mount,"

A

well-known writer on Sinai and
remarkable

tions,

alike

its

for tlie ingenuity luid im-

possibility of his theories, has fancied that
in

the

name

he detects

'Ajeleh an allusion to the calf

Israelites worshipped,

which the

inscrip-

and adduces

('Ejl)
it

as a

strong argument in support of the identity of SerbiU

with

Sinai.

The

real fact is that the

word implies

"haste" or "quickness," and, on enquiring of the

Arabs why

it

was, " Because
it

undoubtedly

Wady
trees,

so called, the invariable

is

it

a quick road

to

Tor,"

answer
which

is.

'Aleyat

is

filled

with dark-green acacia

which, standing out in bold relief against the

grey rocks, give
vard.

was

At

it

the appearance of some huge boule-

the upper end are two groves of palm-trees^
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the higher containmg a charming

little

piece of land-

scape which well repays the traveller for a })ilgrim-

A

age to the spot.

large white boulder rests

upon

the rocky bed of the valley, and from beneath

runs a tiny

mountam stream

;

on the

left are

it

some

and on the right a wall of
the most lovely pink porphyry, its colour relieved by
the herbs and flowers that grow in the clefts and
graceful feathery palms,

Arabs show a hole dug
in the ground, in which they say that an immense

Near

chinks.

this spot the

was discovered by one of the Maghrabi
soothsayers of whom I have before spoken.
The
story has rather more of romance about it than most

treasure

A

Bedawl was walking one day
in Cau"o, when a man whom he had never seen before
accosted him and invited him into his house.
After
of these accounts.

hospitably entertauiing him, the stranger, a Maghrabi
of course, informed

hun that

his

magic arts had

vealed the existence of an inunense

treasure

Wady

with him

'Aleydt,

and

offered to share it

he would conduct him to the

spot.

together, found the treasure as

it

ed, and,

re-

in
if

They

set out

had been

describ-

having laden their camel with gold, were

returning home,

when the Bedawi conceived the

idea of murdering his benefactor and appropriat-

ing

all

the

for him,

spoil.

But the magician was

and just as the Arab's

finger

too subtle

was upon

the trigger of his matchlock he suddenly threw a
little

dust behind him, and the traitor

ground blinded.
ever, the

On

his

way back

to the

fell

to Suez,

how-

Maghrabi repented, and not only sent back
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a remedy wliich restored the other's sight, but
said

have

to

taken

the

unnecessary

Bab en Nasr

writing over the

is

of

trouble

(one of the old gates

who

of Cairo) the words, "Cursed be he

blinds a

Bedpowi."

My

first

acquaintance with

made on the eve
it

Wady

of a heavy storm

;

'Aleyat was

and grand indeed

was to hear the wind roaring amidst the crags of

the gigantic mountain.

I hurried

home, telling

my

Arab guide to make haste, unless he wished to get
wet through. He, poor fellow, had no notion of
reading the sky for indications of the weather, and
professed the greatest astonishment at

When,

of the coming rain.

him

^y prophecy

in order to enlighten

further, I carefully explained the use

still

and

construction of a barometer, he listened attentively,

and observed,
well as bring

''

it ?

I suppose
"

you can stop the rain as

—a nice example of the

advantage

of popularising science.

About half way up Wildy
hand,

is

'Aleydt, on the left

a mountain named, like that at Jebel Miisa,

Moneijdh,

"the Mount of the Conference."

The

Arabs, while they attach no sanctity or importance

whatever to

Serbd-l,

regard this

profound veneration, and
once every year.

On

little

sacrifice to

the summit

mountain with

Moses upon
is

it

a small en-

which they are accustomed
some votive offerings whenever they visit
the spot, and the ground is covered with beads,
pieces of old camel rope, human hair, and other relics
closure of rude stones, in

to leave

of the faithful.

When

I

made the

ascent, I

borrowed

—
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a zemzcnui/ch, or small waterskin, from an old
in

neighbourhood, as

the

woman

wished to take some

I

paper squeezes of the Sinaitic inscriptions with which

At

the walls of the enclosure are covered.

owner was unwilling to lend
that " I

the

to]3

here

might take

it

into

head to leave

as an offering to the saint

are,

as

usual,

the

fearing, as she said,

it,

my

first

I

The

"

it

on

sacrifices

followed by a mesdmereh, or

serenade, the whole assembly singing in chorus
"Ya

m'ueijat

Musa

talibiu testurak,

Te.slim el ajtiwid kull senueh enzi'irak."

" Oh, place of Moses' conference,

lege

!

Save the good

folk,

we
and we

seek thy priviwill visit thee

every year."

In

Wady

'Aleyat was an Arab encampment, and

during our stay in the neighbourhood a death oc-

The wailing of the women on the occasion was loud and passionate, and
would have been touching had it not been too energetic.
I saw the mother and sister of the departed
sitting by the roadside howling horribly the old lady
especially distinguished herself, and appeared to me
curred in one of the tents.

:

as an impaitial observer, to be continually watching
for

opportunities of boxing her

own

ears unawares,

and when she had thus succeeded in arousing herself, she renewed her lamentations, shriekmg out,
*'l"a Unaiye ivaiii elgdk!''
"Oh, my son, where
shall I find thee "
Within a few hours of his decease, the defunct was decently interred in a nchnus

—

!

in the vicinity.

On

the right hand of

Wady

'Aleyat

is

a valley
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fetran.
called
hills

Naklieleh,

heading in the rugged mass of

which stretches down from the

though very steep and

number
it

still

difficult of ascent,

of loose boulders brought

from the

down by the

floods,

bears traces of an ancient road passing over

the watershed into
this

foot of Serbal;

road

is

Wddy

marked by a

'Ajeleh.

The course of

line of Sinaitic inscrip-

and a side path on the left leads up to the
summit of Abu Shiah, the highest point of the spur.
tions,

WADY

'AJELF.n

FKOM THE WATEKSHEP.

Wady 'Ajeleh is much more steep and rugged
than Wady 'Aleyat, the watershed being two thousand feet above the level of Wady Feiran. It contains nothing of interest but the ruins of a small

building, probably a fort, on one of the mountains at

the western side of the. valley.

The summit of

this

FEIRAN.
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mountain consists of one huge round block of white
granite, from
It

is

which

it

receives the

name

of Sulld'.

probably identical with the Jebel Latrum, men-

tioned by Dr. Bobinson, to which the

wont

to retreat

when harassed by

the Saracens,

height and position admirably adapting

it for

its

such a

In addition to the walls and other build-

purpose.

large

ings,

monks were

stones are artfully arranged along the

edge of the precipice, ready to be rolled down on the

head of any one who might venture to approach the
sanctuary with hostile intent.

As

I

was hunting about

for inscriptions in this

neighbourhood, I espied a rock covered with some

unusual characters, which, however, on nearer inspection,

proved to be merely natural markings on the

stone.

" Ah," said old Salem,

me, and noticed the mistake,

who had accompanied
*'

that's God's writing,

The simple piety of the remark
impressed me greatly. The rehgious instincts of
these people are very strongly developed, and the
frequent inshallah, hhcif allcih, and the like, with
which they interlard their discourse, seem to proceed
not a Bedawi's."

from a really conscious feeling of the omnipresence of
Deity, and not to be, as with

many

Arabs, mere

expletives or forms of speech.

The day had been a cloudy one, and as I returned
to camp the last duU pink shades of sunset w^ere
dying away, when suddenly the whole scene was Ht

up

as if

were

light fleecy clouds that

by magic, and the

flitting across

the sky were turned in a

into masses of golden light

:

a more

moment

beautiful effect
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of the after-glow I have never seen in the East either

before or since.

An

amusing incident occurred the next morn-

we

ing as

sat at breakfast.

'Eisa,

our Syrian man-

servant, rushed into the tent, ch3sely followed

frying-pan,

and exclaimed

in

voluble

by a

Arabic, and

with frantic gestures, that the cook had insulted
hmi and beaten hmi. " And now," said he, pointing
to the missile which had come unpleasantly near our
heads, "

now

he's

The ascent of
had

all

throwing the kitchen at
Serlxll

was an event

to

me

!"

which we

looked forward with pleasurable anticipation.

To avoid the long and troublesome walk to^bhe base
of the mountain, we determined to encamp the night
before in Wady 'Aleyd^t, and make an early start in
the morning.

our

Accordingly, on the 13th of January,

new sheikh Hassan appeared with

to carry our beds

had

selected.

enough

At

and
first,

three camels,

stores to the place

which we

the loading proceeded quietly

but presently a deputation of the Arabs
headed by the Sheikh himself arrived to say that
;

they could not carry the things unless they were
allowed to take another camel.
"

You

can't go, then, without a fourth camel

?

" I

asked.
" Quite impossible," replied Sheilih
fully,

Hassan

glee-

with a look of intelligence at the others, as

much as to say that the Khawdjat were taking the
matter a great deal more quietly than he had expected.
"

Very

well," said I:

"

have the goodness to take
12
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those loads, and never let nie see your faces

again."

In

five

minutes everything was packed npon the

three beasts, and

taken no tents,

we were ready to start. We had
but made our beds in the open

sleeping none the

ail',

showers of rain which

about half-past

An

earlier

broke

so

seven

soundly for occasional

less

during the night.

fell

we commenced the

At

ascent.

hour had been fixed; but the morning
cloudy and unpromising, that

we were

obliged to wait until a clearing sky encouraged us
to

proceed.

mountain,

Selectmg the western

we went up by

side

of

the

a previously unexplored

and in about an hour and a half reached the
base of the great domes of rocks which compose
the summit.
Here some time was consumed in
path,

dividing the working parties and selecting the most

Half aji hour
more brought us to the actual summit, the ascent
having been made without any other halt than
favourable points for

observation.

that just mentioned; but, from our experience at
Jebel

Miisa,

we were

all

in

capital training,

and

did not find the climb so toilsome and difficult as
it

has been described.

The topmost peak of Serbal consists of a series
by deep and rugged
ravines, and commanding a fine view of the country
around, though less comprehensive and characteristic
than that from Jebel Katarma. The highest point
is called El Madhawwa (the Lighthouse), and is
covered, as well as the roads leading up to it, with
of rounded crags, separated
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Sinaitic inscriptions:

some of these have been exe-

cuted in white paint, or whitewash, and owing to
their sheltered position on the walls

cavern

of a

On

have perfectly withstood the ravages of time.

the lower of the two blnifs of which the summit
consists

rmg

a

is

erection on

of stones, the

remains of the

which beacon-iires were lighted at the

approach of mvaders, or other danger, when Sinai

was better populated than

it is

Other similar

now.

beacon-towers are found in various mountain heights

throughout the Peniasula, and a regular system of
such signals seems to have existed along the road

That under consideration
circle," which

from Syria to Egypt.

has been described as "a Druidical

reminds

me

of other misconceptions

to which the

theories concerning Serbal have given rise.

In their desu'e to discover traces of traditional
importance attaching to the spot which they would
identify

with

the

Law, many

Mountain of the

name

writers have asserted that the

Serbal,

itself,

Lord Baal, and
declare that it was consecrated, in pagan times,
Now, the word
to the worship of that divinity.

is

but a corruption of Ser

Ba'al,

Ba'al contains the very impracticable Semitic con-

sonant 'ain, which

—however

sound to European ears

insignificant

— could

may

it

never drop out or

be confounded with the simple d of the word Serbal.

Others again have sought to identify

name

of the

fact, signifies

employed

Indian

"a

God

shirt,"

and

Shiva!
is

it

The

with the
word,

in

often metaphorically

by Arabic writers to describe a

12—2

large
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body of water pouring over such smooth rounded
surfaces as those of which the summit is composed,

and

own

our
does

is

exactly analogous in this respect to

"a

expression,

the

very

philology

sheet

which

to

Thus

water."

of

it

appeals

prove fatal to this attractive and plausible theory.

Men

ai-e

of their

too apt, alas!, to confound the overthrow

own

theories with a denial

themselves which they have taken so
to

assert.

But,

if

of the

much

facts

trouble

they were content to apply to

questions of sacred topography the same impartial

by which they would judge of scientific
facts, the cause of truth would prosper tetter than
by such attempts to establish it on weak or incriticism

sufficient grounds.

A

grand but disappointing

scape was produced by

a large

effect

land-

in the

bank of

clouds,

lit

up by the morning sun, which bore down directly
upon us and threatened to put a sudden stop to
the work of observation; but luckily they dispersed
sufficiently to

permit of angles being taken to the

most important
itself,

points, although the top of Serbdl

the plain of El Ga'ah, and the range of moun-

tains from Jebel

Musa

to

Umm

Shomer, were from

time to time enveloped in mist and quite shut out
of sight.

When

the observing was concluded,

were employed

in

the laborious

and

all

hands

somewhat

up the steep

slip-

pery rocks, for the purpose of building cairns

upon

perilous task of carrying stones

the

summit, and, this having been satisfactorily
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we descended by

accomplished,

of the mountam.

The

last

the

end

eastern

was by no means the

least fatiguing j^art of the day's work, for the only

path

is

by a

slide,

which resembles a newly mac-

adamised Brobdignagian road
it

is

tilted

on end, and

no easy thing to jolt for two hours over boul-

ders, each as large as a Pickford's van.

An

incident

exhibits, in a

during the

occurred

day which

very favourable light the docile charac-

Towarah Bedawin. We had selected five
carry up the instruments, but on arriving

ter of the

men

to

at the base of the highest peak

sixth

we found

that a

had shouldered one of the boxes, and joined

the party for the purpose of sharing in the

As we had not

we

hired him,

spoils.

told>Jaim to go back,

and assured

him that he would get nothing for
not that the statement was strictly
but principle had to be maintained at any

coming so
true,

cost to

far;

and down he accordingly

camp
to

grieved.

we

all

us,

and by

I

really to

"In peace," we

trotted.

in the evening this

welcome

our did

"Am

other people's feelings.

go?" he pleaded piteously.

On

replied,

returning to

man was among

his cheerful, willing

the

first

demean-

he could to show that he was not ag-

In acknowledgment of his good behaviour

subsequently gave him a bakhshish twice as

large as he

A

would otherwise have

few days afterwards,

accordance with a promise

prepared to pay a
Sa'id.

visit to

Mr

made

received.

Holland and

I,

in

to Sheikh Hassan,

the tents of the Aulad

The morning on which we were

to-

have
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was a thoroughly wet

started

of course obhged to put
in

camp

oflf

and we were

for that day.

Taking advantage of a
land let out a

hill in

the showers, Hol-

fox which an

little

for him, and which

is

now

Arab had caught

in the Zoological

Gardens

one of the camel-drivers

Regent's Park;

in

one,

our journey and stay

who

was standing near watched the animal's gambols
for some time with great admiration, and finally
"Ah!
delivered himself of the folio wmo; remark
:

he

is

He

a clever

little

the

catches

fellow

this

Abu

although

hares

Hosein/'"

they are

big as himself, and eats them.

as

'1

quite

He manages

them by coming up to them in a friendly
way and tickling them with his tail; then just

to catch

as they are beginning to enjoy the fun, he fastens

on theu' throat, and

kills

them."

The Arabs have, like most other nations, many
quamt stories concerning the wonderful sagacity of
the fox.
One of these is worth recording: Two
travellers had halted iii the desert, and had just
killed a couple of fowls for their dinner.

Before they

could dress the birds, the hour of prayer arrived,

and they turned,

like

good Muslims, to their de-

neighbourhood,

had been skulking m the
seemg them thus engaged, came

up and

carried off one of the fowls before

A

votions.

boldly

fox which

their very eyes.

ing over their
*

Al)ii

nick-name

'1

Hosein,

for a fox.

Prayers over, they began lament-

loss,

when, to their amazement, they

" father of the little fortress," is the

common Arab

feiran:
beheld the thief at a
tail
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distance dragging his

little

submissively behind him, and holding the fowl

in his mouth he then deposited it on the ground,
and slunk away with every sign of repentance and
contrition.
They at once hailed the occurrence as
a miraculous testimony to their own piety, and ran
to pick up the fowl which had been thus strangely
restored to them: on reaching the spot, however,
they found that Reynard had only restored the
skin, and in the mean time had slyly stolen round
to their camp-fii-e, and made off with the remain;

ing moiety of their dinner.

At last we started, and accompanied by 'Ali
and Selameh, two of the Sheikh's relations whom
he had sent with dromedaries to coltvey us, came
to

Wady

el

Akhdhar, where

his people

were en-

camped, and were received at the door of the tent

by the sheikh himself with profuse and patriarchal
expressions of welcome.
or chief apartment,
fully

Entering the hhatt

we found

swept and prepared

for

that

it

es sherlf,

had been

care-

our reception, and two

thin but pretty carpets spread along the wall of the

harem, whence the voices of
proceeded

in

night's repose.

upon the

women and

children

tones which argued badly for our

Taking

carpets,

off

our boots,

we

sat

down

and went through the ceremony

of patting our breasts and exchanging salutations

with every individual present, as Arab etiquette

demands.

mony

Next came the no

of drinking

coffee,

less

important cere-

which was prepared by

Salem, our polite but discarded

Serbal attendant,

FEIRAK
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by a poor member of

assisted

who had

tlie

Jibaliyeh tribe,

attached himself to the camp for the nonce,

by doing odd
jobs for the Arabs, receiving in turn a modicum
of their leavings.
He had a little daughter and a
bad toothache, and was silent and morose throughand was earning a scanty

livehliood

out the evening.

The Arab process of coffee-making is as follows:
berries are first roasted, and then transferred
into an earthenware pipkin,_and ground by turnmg
a large stick rapidly round in it.
The contents,

—The

when pounded,
pot^ in

which water with sugar in

viously set
cling

are poured into the hakraj, or coffee-

to

the

to

boil,

any

particles

that

swept together with a brush of palm
to

it

for the purpose.

then removes the

jiot

has been

pipkm being

of the

sides

it

The

host,

from the

may

2:)re-

still

carefully

fibre

attached

his

deputy,

or
fire,

and having

washed out the

Jinjdns, or tiny coffee-cups, drinks

himself, in

accordance with a time-honoured

first

Eastern custom, and then presents

Our

it

to his guests.

we

lit the solemn chibouk and awaitwas served, shortly after sunset,
and the apprehensions with which I had been re-

coffee over,

ed dinner.

garding

it

It

were nowise diminished by the appearance

of the viands themselves.

They

consisted of three

wooden bowls of plam boiled meat, and two other
bowls of bread, that

is

to say of unleavened cake,

mashed up with onions and the liquor in which
the meat had been boiled.
Bowls of meat containing the more delicate morsels were set before Hoi-
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we were

land and myself, and

also

provided with

The sheikhs
us.
round
the
rest
of the meat
hand
then proceeded to
to their assembled retainers and friends, and waited
patiently for us to invite them to partake of our
This, after some pressing, they consented
portions.
to do, and Hassan and I, Holland and 'AH, were
one huofe bowl of bread between

soon engaged

in

out honne-houches

picking

our fingers, and thrusting them into

mouths.

was

A

draught

which although slightly flavoured

'aheitherdn,
stores,"

for

each other's

great treat, for the season of the year,

also provided for us in the shape of a

of milk,

with

with

the nastiest of all "the desert's spicy

was not unacceptable.

Having swallowed much more than^was good
me, and after some difficulty convinced the

unbelievmg

sheikh of

my

physical incapacity to

hold any more, the meal came to an end, and water

was brought us to wash our hands, an attention
which had also been paid us before dinner. The
washing was second-hand, our friend sprinkhng
it

over us with his

mark

of pohteness.

own

fingers as

Cofliee

an additional

and pipes were then

much
—a very necessary sedative
some time we engaged
alimentary exertion — and

brought in

after so

for

in quiet

and digestive conversation.

Presently 'Ali took up a rehdheh or native lute,
and, after tuning up to his satisfaction,

commenced

singing some excruciating songs, occasionally vary-

ing the performance by improvising a verse or two
in our honour, for they are a poetical family, these

—
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AuLld Sa'id. In the course of the
was intimated that, if we pleased, a
mesdnierah should be got up for our delectation;
but, as many of the men were away at Cairo buying

slieiklis

evening

of the
it

we must not expect a grand
course we expressed the greatest deand Salem, the ladies' man of the encamp-

we were
Of
fantasia.
corn,

light,

told that

ment, was despatched to collect the necessary
males.

Being invited to join in the entertainment,

we accompanied
tent,

fe-

the sheikh and party outside the

and standing

in a row, with our

hands

clasp-

ed in a prayerful attitude, we commenced singing
for the ladies to come.

of our caterwaul
"Hai-3'a

"

God

may

The words and intonation

be thus represented

koom Allahu ya siammar't

bless you,

el laila-a-h...

:

humphfh.^^

ye nightly serenaders."

When we

had repeated this for about a quarter
women, all closely veiled, made their
appearance, and after a great deal of unnecessary
of an hour, the

fuss arranged themselves in a

group in the centre;

whereupon we recommenced our song,
an amoebeic howl.

this time in

I iiow suggested that the dancing should begin,

and our Semitic M.C. hurried the ladies on by shouting
Hdtijemalain, "Bring a couple of camels;" for under
this choice metaphor the fair sex is always addressed on such occasions.

Presently "the camel" appear-

and commenced what Burckhardt has described
as "gracefid and dehcate motions," but which reminded me forcibly of a top-heavy hollyhock, the
ed,
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dancer remaining on one spot, and merely swaying

and awkward manner.
All this time the men were encouraging her
to fresh exertions, by the same cries by which they
herself to

and

fro in a ridiculous

urge on their camels, such

Q^^lialt,

halt! 'arr-rij!

and

the like euphonious sounds.

Tked

at last of our entertainment,

into the tent,

lay

down

and

after

some more

On awaking

to sleep.

we returned

coffee

and pipes

next morning we

fire, and
was an exceeduigly simple one, we did not keep them waiting
long.
The meal was very hke our dinner of the
night before, and the mode of feeding^the same.
When I had just congratulated myself on having
finished, the graceless Hassan discovered the sheep's
I accordheart, and msisted upon my eating it.

found our entertainers seated round the
breakfast ready, and, as our toilette

ingly prepared to

sacrifice

digestion to etiquette,

my

fellow-traveller, but, as

dehght of

to the great

he was himself dextrously manipulating a large bone
at the moment, I was enabled to reply with a
tu

quoque to his good-humoured "chaff."

was a pretty sight to witness the return of
As soon as the bells
the flocks to camp at night.
were heard tinkling in the distance, the little kids
begin to skip about in the most insane manner, and,
bleatmg frantically, single out and run up to their
It

In the morning the animals range
themselves in front of the tent, and wait until
respective dams.

the word of
forth

agam

command

to their

is

given,

when they

mountain pasturage.

sally

I must,.
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however, confess that I
to

cised

appreciate

am

not sufficiently Arabi-

the goat

as

a

drawing-room

companion; he has an unpleasant habit of making
a wild attack upon you for the possession of your
tobacco-pouch, and of accepting imaginary challenges
to a butting-match,

and thus upsetting you

at in-

opportune moments.

At

our visit came to an end, and

last

escorted back to

Arab
pany

hospitality

we were

camp by the sheikh himself, for
demands that a host shall accom-

his guest a day's

journey on the road.

We

Wady Khabar, a pretty valley which
Wddy Feirdn; here we found numbers

returned hj
flows

into

of Sinaitic inscriptions, the greater portion of
clustered,

mouth

as usual,

of this

wddy

around a
affords

shady spring.

them
The

a good instance of a

geological feature peculiar, I believe, to the desert;

large jorfs,
floods,

or

gravel-banks,

and showing

of the wady-bed-.

in

cut through by the

section

the

former levels
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Journey down

Wady

their nature

Alone

in

and

Macdonald's house.

Mukatteb.

authorsliip.

Wady

the Wilderness.

The

An

employed by the miners.

Igne

;

Egyptian military

An

Mr

Maiisur.

mines and

Egyptian

outlaw.

Major

Instruments

station.

" Sinai Photographed."

the 25th of January

Sinoitic Inscrip-

Visit from Slieilch

Anecdotes of the Arabs.

hieroglyphic tablets.

On

Wady

Feiran.

tions;

The

"

Bat Cave."

Holland and I

left

Feu-an, and started for

Wady

of the Inscriptions."

Passmg through the pretty

Mukatteb, "the Valley

palm-grove of El Hesweh, below our camp,
to

Hesy

el

Khattatin

(of

as the traditional rock struck

our walk

down Wady Feiran

and encamped some time
rock called Jum'at

el

we came

which I have before spoken

by Moses), continued

for

about twelve miles,

after night-fall

Beidh.

beneath a

There was

little

to

remark on our journey down untd we reached Jebel
Here the
Mukatteb on the following afternoon.

wady widens

out almost into a plain, and low blocks

of limestone

and sandstone take the place of the

M
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nigged igneous rocks to which we had been so long

A

accustomed.
into

Wady

narrow pass on the right led us

Mukatteb

itself,

of scenery,

nificent piece

which, though a mag-

was quite

the ideal picture I had formed of
descriptions.

It

is

it

different

from

from previous

a broad open valley, with low

sloping hnis on one side and a few fine mountains

Beneath the low hills are several
isolated plateaux, from which a mass of broken rock
has here and there slipped down, and it is on
on the other.

the smooth faces of these stones that the inscriptions occur.

Like those which we had met with on

WADY MUKATXEB.

the granite

district,

they are mere

scratches

on

the rock, the work of idle loungers, consisting, for

MUKATTEB AND MAGHARAU.
most

the

of

part,

rude figures of

mere names interspersed with

men and

In a philological

animals.

point of view they do possess a

but

otherwise the
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"Sinaitic

certain interest,

inscriptions"

are

as

and unimportant as the Arab, Greek,
and European graffiti with which they are interworthless

The language employed

spersed.

Semitic dialect which in the

is

Aramaean, the

earlier

of

centuries

our era held throughout the East the place

now

occupied by the modern Arabic, and the character
differs

the

in

Thus

from the Nabathsean alphabet used

little

inscriptions

far

of Idumasa

and central

Syria.

they accord with the account given of

them by Cosmas Indicopleustes
why, without

see no reason

a too remote origin,

m the Gth^ntury

for a

;

I

moment admitting

we should not beheve

that

Jewish fellow-travellers read, as he asserts that

his

they did, inscriptions in a language and character
so cognate to their own.

are

It is not true that they

found in maccessible places high up on the

rock, nor do

we

ever meet with

them unless there

some pleasant shade or a convenient camping
ground close by. In such places they exist in a
is

confused jumble,

reminding one forcibly of those

which tourist Cockneyism

spots

has

marked

for

The instrument used appears to have

own.
been a sharp stone, by which they were dotted

its

in

;

a single

glance

is

sufficient

to convince

the

inquirer that neither care nor uniformity has been

aimed

at

in

their

execution.

They have been

attributed entu*ely to Christian pilgruns,

but,

al-

MUKATTEB AND
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though some of them are undoubtedly their work,
the other locaHties in which they are found renders
it

extremely improbable that they can be assigned

exclusively to this

class.

Wady

Mukatteb, being

on the main road through the countiy, has, as might
be expected, a large, even the largest, share, but

many

are

tliere

other remote spots in Sinai where

they are scarcely
flourishing tunes

less

numerous.

In

of the peninsula,

the

and

more

especially

durmg the monkish
been

or

silhs,

occupation, there must have
pubhc marts, and even permanent

colonies of traders, to supply the

habitants

wants of the

and those who frequented the

;

in-

fairs,

speaking and writing the then prevalent dialect of
the East, would be as likely to leave graffiti behind

them

as do their successors

in

as well as

Greek

other parts of the

Thus we

desert in the present day.

inscriptions

find Sinaitic

not only on

all

the

principal roads, but wherever shade, water, or pas-

men

ture would attract a concourse of

occur as far as the
in

the

where
rocks

of

vicinity

these
or

at

are

are,

bd.1,

which served

and they

the ruined monasteries;

perched

upon

the

but,

inaccessible

with few exceptions, seldom found.

sequently

became

many such

chapels

;

extend, especially

the places of pilgrimage themselves,

they

has

camel-roads

as

a beacon tower,

a secular

inscriptions,

place

but

of

Sinai's

and

Ser-

con-

gathering,

hallowed

and confessional archways are without a

trace of them.

part of the

I

imagine, then, that the greater

inscriptions are

due to a commercial

MUKATTEB AND MAGHARAH.
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and

people, traders, carriers,

No

less

settlers

bilingual, being written

in

one and the same hand.

it

dijffers

rest in being carefully cut with a

closed

by a border

were Christian

is

and en-

proved by the number of Christian
it is

equally clear from

them

evidence that a large proportion of

were Pagans.
into

from the

chisel

That many of the writers

line.

signs which they used, but
internal

the land.

Greek and Sinai tic by
The existence of one of

was previously known:

these

in

than twelve of those which we copied were

the later

spread of

el

They must have extended
Monkish times, possibly

down

until

the

Islam brought the ancestors of the

present inhabitants,
proper, to

far

Bedawi'n hordes

froiji

Arabia

the mountains of Sinai, and dispersed

or absorbed that Saracen population of which the

Monks

stood in such mortal

Soon
a

visit

after our arrival,

fear.

we were honoured with

from our former sheikh, Mansur, and his

reception and entertainment

occupied at least an

hour and a half of our valuable time.
of desert etiquette,
describe his arrival.
his

head wrapped

it

may

A

As

a specimen

not be uninteresting to

weather-beaten old sheikh,

in a bright-coloured kefiyeh,

and

and a sheepskin loosely
shoulders, rides up on a gaily

wearing a black 'ahbah

thrown across

his

caparisoned dromedary, accompanied by a younger

person on a less pretending animal.

go the

salival glands of both, as

"

Kh—kh—kJi'

an intimation to the

camels to kneel, and these intelligent animals at
once set up a hideous moan, as though in direst
13
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anguish, and, twisting round

mingled

gard their riders with
contempt.
beasts flop

and

indignation

At last, and quite unexpectedly, the
down upon their fore-legs, and after an

interval follow

old Mansiir

long necks, re-

tlieir

is

But

with their hinder parts.

suit

a practised rider and slides off with

an easy and dignified

Mansurr "Welcome,

air.

"Ahlan

iva

saldan

ya

Mansiir I" exclaim both Hol-

land and myself, striking at the same time a senti-

mental attitude with our hands upon our breasts.
''Selmndt," "Peace," rephes the old fellow,

and we

then proceed to inquire after his health, repeating
the question half a dozen times, and on receiving

a satisfactory answer, exclaiming, " Al hamdu lillah"
"Praise be to God,"

m

down round

a tone of deep

and

We

relief.

might

be

imagined that the ceremony of welcome was

at

then

sit

an end, but "not

the

fire,

it

The
same expressions are repeated over and over again,
the

so, far

otherwise than so."

new-comers addressing every one present in

turn, and, as each

volley

of selamdts

some one or other takes up the

dies

cue, and, as

away,

though

he w^ere utteriug an entirely novel sentiment, exclaims,

"Selamdt ya Mansiir."

Even

in the inter-

same remark
The object of the
old sheikh's presence was to demand a black-mail for
our visit to his domaia, and assert his right to a

vals of conversation
is

which

follow, the

from time to tune jerked out.

share in our camel hire;
propositions

we

but both of these modest

decisively negatived,

and dismissed

our visitor with a handful of coffee and our blessing.

.
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As we were
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work upon the inscriptions, a
messenger from Suez passed us, and brought a
letter calling

ed to
foot,

at

Holland home.

obey the

He

at once prepar-

summons, and starting

with no other provision than a

off

on

bag of

little

flour,

reached Suez, a distance of some 110 miles,

early

in

the afternoon of the third

walked the

last

having

day,

forty miles without a rest

;

thus

performing a pedestrian feat which has been rarely
equalled,

and the memory of which

stiJl

lives

in

the country.

was with no small emotion that I watched
him out of sight, and found myself with no other
companion but my trusty old Bedawi, Siilem. That
worthy's grief on the occasion was profound and
characteristic; he watched the retreating form for
some minutes with an expression of incredulous
amazement, and, when he had sufficiently realised
It

the painful

fact,

applied his dirty sleeve to his eyes,

and, sobbing outright, retired to hide his

behind a neighbouring stone.

sorrow

After a few minutes

he returned with red eyes and unwiped cheeks,
and thus delivered himself: "God bless him! Four
times has he been in this country, mid never cursed

me

onceJ^

Making the

best of my lonely situation, I applied

myself with additional vigour to the task of copying

and deciphering the
hausted

Wddy

and, having ex-

Mukatteb, went down

Igne (properly Gena),

WAdj

inscriptions,

or,

as

it is

to

sometimes

Wddy
called,

Maghdrah, to examine the Egyptian mines

13—2
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was indeed a day

and

tablets there.

one

realise the wilderness

rocks,

It

— alone

to

make

with the barren

and surrounded by works of industry

inter-

rupted or relinquished in patriarchal times, with
the

stiff

looking

conventional portraits of Pharaoh's ancestors

down upon me from the

wall.

I

and

sat

copied the mscriptions which recorded the might

and conquests of the Egyptian king, and thought
how much of unintentional sarcasm was contained

made to me by Salem the day before
we will copy Pharaoh in his pride."
** To-morrow
This, then, is what his pride has come to at last

in a speech

;

his thousands of captive miners, his conquests
his

wealth

—a

sohtary traveller, three

years after, finishes

him

off

and

thousand

with a note-book and

a pipe.

The tablets are beautifidly executed in bas-relief, and are of the usual familiar type; gigantic
Pharaohs immolating diminutive captives, whose
faces seem to express satisfaction at the honour
of perishmg by the royal hand; priests presenting
offerings to hawk-headed divinities in attitudes
which suggest boxing academies and the noble art
of self-defence;

troops

of

captives

marching no-

where, and industriously chiselling nothing by the

way; the background being occupied by hieroglyphic devices recording

the exploits of

the kings

whose reign the mines were worked.
Wddy Ignd is a narrow valley between

two

steep walls of sandstone, along the left-hand

bank

in

of which, as

we ascend

the wjldy, run a series of
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large

caverns or

galleries.

The
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walls

these

of

and cuttings
show chisel-marks which indicate the
vast amount of labour expended on them.
The
caverns, as well as the various fissures

in the rock,

instruments
chisels

the

employed

of bronze

or

believe

I

other hard

have

to

been

and not

metal,

which are found in such quantities

flint flakes

The Egyptians, we know, were
expert metallurgists, and flint implements could
hardly have made such marks as those visible
on the stone.
The flints, if used at all, were probably employed in the sculpture of the hieroglyphic tablets; and this conjecture is confirmed by
the fact that they are found in large numbers near
the monuments of Sarabit el Khadim, but do not
the vicinity.

in

Egyptian mines of

Sinai,

where

no hieroglyphic tablets have been placed*.

The

exist at the other

mines were apparently worked for turquoises, as
they are by the Arabs of the present day,

who

not unfrequently injure or destroy the sculptures

by the too

free

use of blasting

probable also that some copper-ore

powder.

may

also

It

is

have

been found here, as in one place in the valley we
found a small slag-heap and two cuttings on the
vertical

surface

intended
ingots.

*

as

One

of a rock,

moulds

for

running the metal into

of the tablets indeed mentions the

These remarks were written on the

communication

which were evidently

to the

spot,

and before Mr Bauerman'a

Manchester Literary and Philosoi^hical Society, in

which that gentleman propounds a similar theory respecting the use
flint

implements.

of the
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"Goddess of Cop2)er" as the presiding deity of the
place.

As

camp one evening, accompanied
we fell a-talking, as was our

I returned to

by the

faithful Sillem,

wont, upon the legendary associations of the country,

many wondrous

and, having lieard from him so
of " our

my
it

"

Lord Moses

and the people of

stories

Israel, I in

turn told him the true histoiy of the Exodus as

vdth rapt attention throughout the

me now and

terrupting

Hlah

!

when

and,

I

the other gentlemen

knew the

all

listened

recital,

only in-

then with a devout Masha-

had
?

!

why

don't

I explained that

"

"

By

you
they

history as well as I did, to wliich he

merely replied sententiously,

understand

exclaimed,

finished,

Heaven, these are beautiful words
tell

He

written in the Inspired Word.

is

it;

thei/

"Ah, but they

dont know

Ajxthic."

can't

Some

of

the old fellow's queer sayings are worthy to be put

on record.

On

one occasion Captain Wilson returned

from a mountain ascent, bringing with him a piece of
coral

which he had found uj)on the summit.

vastly puzzled old Salem,
*'

it

was a sea

tain top."

justly remarked that

and had no business on a moun-

affair,

We

who

This

playfully explained to

him that the

world had been turned upside down, to which he
rephed in a solemn tone, " Ay, that

it

has,

by the

sins of wicked men."

After a week's work by myself, I was not sorry
to hear the cheery voices of

struck the
at

camp

Mukatteb.

at Feii-an

We

my

companions, wlio had

and come down to join me

had intended removing the tents

MUKATTEB AND MAGHARAH.
to

Maglidrah as

soon

our pliotograpliing was

as

completed, but just then a
the

roads

slippery

too
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fall

the

for

made
and we

of heavy rain
camels,

were consequently compelled to remain a few days
longer on the

One

spot.

afternoon, between the

down

showers. Captain Wilson and I went

which

bilingual inscription

in order to ascertain if

it

have before mentioned,

I

were possible to remove

uninjured by blasting the rock beneath

Arabs had

to the

failed in cutting it

out,

it,

it

since the

owing to the

want of proper tools and the hardness of the stone.
While examining the rock for this purpose, we
pointed out to one of the Arabs the figure of a camel

among the

inscriptions.

He

regarded

it "svith

intense

delight and astonishment, declaring that his father

and grandfather had lived

all

their lives

in

the

and had never seen such a thing before
and yet similar figiu'es occur in numbers wherever
there are mscriptions on the rocks.
Another Arab,
who had been sent for a fuze, now came up, and
country,

;

was informed by
discovery.

He

his

sat

companions of the wonderful

down

before the stone pointed

out to him, and peered for some moments at the

with a vacant and bewildered

figure

stare,

when

suddenly the light dawned upon him, and he uttered
a howl of childish delight, which resounded through
the valley and threw us into

Bedawin
close

fits

of laughter.

The

are certainly not remarkable for habits of

observation

:

it

was only a day or

so before

that Captain Palmer and I were admiring a lovely

sunset

effect,

when an Arab near us

halted, stared

"
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vaguely into space, and asked us what we
looking at

On

!

another occasion, as I

were

stood

in

Wildy 'Ajeleh and gazed at the noble peak of
Jebel el Benilt, which was then bathed in a glorious
crimson light, I involuntarily remarked to

my

companion,

looks

"Oh

I"

beautiful

—

When

it's

all

*'

How

no!" he

replied,

very hard to clmib

mountain

that

beautiful

"it's

Sdiem

not at

all

!

was ready we applied the

but the

fuze,

rock burst away so dangerously near to the inscription, that

we dared not

repeat the experiment, and

were reluctantly compelled to rehnquish the attempt

and content ourselves with a
interesting
antiquaries,

monument.
I

plaster cast of this

most

For the guidance of future

may mention

which stands in front of this

that a stone platform
inscription, has

no con-

nection whatever with the worship of Baal, having

been erected with great labour by
facilitate

Mr

Holland to

our working at the stone.

In the evening of the same day we were visited

by an outlaw, who sought the shelter of our camp.
He had struck a man with his sword, under circumstances of great provocation, the blow had proved
fatal, and he was now flying from the thdr or "blood
revenge," travelling over the mountains
in order to avoid the public road.

all

Such a

way

the
life

must

be a more deterrent example than even the gallows,

and

its efifects are visible in

the fact that

human

life

more respected by the Arabs than by any other
nation in the world.
The Bedawi'n know no dis-

is

tinction

between murder and homicide, and the stern
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pro\dsion of the ancient law has

the sons of Ishmael,

by man

On

among

force

"Whoso sheddeth man's

shall his blood

blood,

be shed."

Wady

reaching

still full
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Ign^, onr

was to

first visit

the dwelling of the late Major Macdonald, an English
officer, who, tempted by the exaggerated accounts of
the wealth of the turquoise mines, took up his abode
in the wilderness,

and employed the Arabs

in search-

They turned out

ing for the precious stones.

of little or no commercial value

;

to be

and, after passing

some years in his self-imposed exile, he returned to
Egypt, where he died a ruined and disappointed

man.

\

He

had selected a sheltered spot

imme-

in the

diate neighbourhood of the mines, and, having levelled

the ground and removed
blasting or cutting

all

obstructing rocks by

them away, had

rude but commodious house.

built himself a

In front

is

a pleasant

and just below this
are the kitchen and other offices, and a plot of
whereon to take the

terrace

ground

laid

air,

out for gardening purposes.

A

path,

too, has been made for camels and foot-passengers

to the spring about a mile distant,

Near the spot we
"Blackie," the Major's cat some

mit of the neighbouring
found the remains of
hair and teeth were

poor desert puss.

and to the sum-

hill.

—

all

When

that was left to

tell of

the

inhabited and kept in order,

the house must have looked pretty and picturesque,

but

is

now

and

is

it

state,

Behind

it is

in a very deserted

and dilapidated

used as a storehouse by the Arabs.
a low mountain of sandstone, the sum-
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mit of which consists of a rounded peak set n])on a

commanding a view of the whole of
This plateau is covered with
the opposite mmes.
the ruins of small stone huts, and was no doubt
occupied by the captive miners and their military
guardians.
Crossing the Vady a little higher up is
plateau and

flat

a broad line of stones, which has been mistaken for

a wall, but

is

evidently the remains of a causeway by

which the gangs of miners were driven to and from
their work.

From

this hill

we observed some

cut-

tings in the opposite rocks, at a considerable distance

above the other mines

;

and, as the Arabs reported

that they contained hieroglyphic tablets,

we

ed into the valley and made straight

Owing

descend-

for

them.

and the treacherous nature
of the sandstone, we did not reach them without
considerable difficulty and some danger, but were
to their height

rewarded by the discovery of two tablets in an
excellent state of preservation.
is

cut upon the

flat

vertical

The lower
surface

of these

of a

rock,

and represents a group of miners at work, superintended by a soldier armed with a bow and arrow,
the prototype of the present Egyptian police-officer,

who
is

is still

called a cawwds, or archer.

exceedingly interesting,

as

it

shows the

of tools employed in working the mines.
sist of

This tablet

fonn

These con-

a chisel of the ordinary pattern, and a kind of

swivel hammer, which would

seem to have been

used by placing the hea\y part upon the ground,

The hammer itself
it from the handle.
was probably of greenstone, many such being found

and working
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The handle

in the neio;hbourhood of the excavations.
is

half the length of the rest or stem

in the galleries ordinarily visited,

;
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lower down,

we found what was

evidently a rough representation of the same tool.

The second

was upon the walls of a cave,
of which had given way, and, as we

tablet

the rock in front

hesitated even in the interests of science to trust
ourselves to a projection of crumbling sandstone at a

we

height of nearly eighty feet on a sheer precipice,

were not able to obtain a "squeeze" impression of

On

the

of the

known.
of rock,

hills

opposite the mines and near the

valley
It

we

mouth

found a tablet hitherto

also

was executed

it.

^^n-

in bas-relief on ailat ledge

and represented a miner of the period taking

was much

the air with his wife and son.

Its style

ruder than that of the

official

hieroglyphs by the

mines themselves, and

had evidently been cut by

it

one of the Egyptian artists to beguile a leisure hour.

As

well as the hieroglyphics there are several

Greek and Sinaitic inscriptions amongst the mines,
and these are for the most part cut with a chisel,
and not dotted in with sharp stones, showing that
some at least of the writers of the inscriptions were
predecessors of Major Macdonald on this antiquarian

Tom

Tiddler's ground.

One

instance of this

is

very instructive, as

it

completely demolishes the theory which ascribes an
Israelitish origin to these

Aramaean scrawls.

To the

philologist this theory needs no disproof, but, as the

jwell-meant but mistaken enthusiasm of the author of
*'

Sinai

Photographed

"

may

still

mislead the un-
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learned and credulous, I shall perhaps be pardoned
for discussing the question here.

Unsound and

surd as the arguments of that book

are, it is

ab-

but due

to the author to say that he writes as an earnest

who himself believes in what he
much to be regretted that a life's

Christian gentleman
asserts,

and

it is

labour should be so

work one

mth

In the above-mentioned

lost.

of the tablets

described as bilingual,

is

m

contemporaneous inscriptions

Sinaitic characters, a

Egyptian and

photograph taken from a paper

impression being inserted by

way

of illustration.

The "Sinaitic text" is followed by what is called
*'the living and breathing figure of an ostrich;" to
this, as "

the symbol of the Children of Israel," the

inscription

is

made

grammar and voca-

to refer, the

bulary used in the interpretation being perfectly
unique.

In reaUty, the tablet

is

an Egyptian one,

consisting of a series of three cut surfaces, the last

On

unfinished.

this temptingly

smooth face a Greek

has written an inscription, of which time has defaced
all

but a few

letters,

and over

this is chiselled

paratively recent Sinaitic inscription.

turns out to be a
of

slip of

The

a comostrich

the chisel flaking off a piece

the smoothed surface

multiply instances of this

of the
sort,

stone.

I

could

but do not care to

break a butterfly upon the wheel.

Not

far

from the

mmes

is

a small

Umm Themaim, which runs into the
Here,

we were

terious cave, of

told,

called

Seili Sidreh,

debouchure of the wadies Mukatteb,
Ign^.

wddy

the

Sidreh and

might be seen a mys-

which the Arabs could give no other
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account than that

it

was

full
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of bats and very ex-

This cave Captain Wilson and I determined

tensive.

to explore,

distance

and having found the mouth, some

up the

hill-side,

we proceeded

little

to divest our-

selves of our outer clothing, and, taking lighted can-

dles in our

hand and one end of a large

as a clue,

entered the small, dark opening.

windmg

crept serpent-wise along narrow,
for aVjout four

hundred

passages to explore.

feet,

The

air

ball of string

and

We

galleries

found other

still

was hot and

stifling,

bats flew out with shrill and startled screams, and

festooned themselves upon our hair and beards

;

the

smoke of lamps, extinct,
and in one
cutting had been made, the

walls were black with the

like their owners' lives, long ages ago,

where a small side

place,

miners had propped up the roof with a branch of
shittim wood.
certainly,
first

set

was

built.

Egyptian

There

it

stood, dry

and brown enough

but as perfect in shape as when
up,

perhaps before

the

That these mines,
is

it

was

Great Pyramid

like the

others, are

proved by the existence of two hiero-

glyphic tablets in the valley beneath, and their age

may be imagined when we

Wady

reflect that,

while those at

Igne close by, which are certainly as old as

Cheops, are in excellent preservation, these are so

time-worn as to be perfectly
stray hieroglyphs

were.

We

what they
conjecture what could

remaining to

were unable to

only a few

illegible,
tell

of

have been the object of the miners, as no trace
could be discovered
veins.

either

of metal

or

turquoise
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The special survey of Serbal being completed,
and Wiidy Miikatteb and Maglulrah carefully examined and photographed, we began a more general
But
reconnaissance of the routes of the Peninsula.
the description of these wanderings must be reserved
for

another chapter.

CHAPTER

XI.

WANDERINGS IN THE WILDERNESS.
Red Sea. Wady Dhag-hadeh. A mud bath. The
Ga ah. Wady Sigilliyeh. Beautiful landscape efifects.
an unknown gorge, and take to the water horror of
Another desert walk. The Mirage. Abu Suweirah.

Desert shore of the
Phxin of El

We

explore

old Salem.

;

Jebel Nagus; curious acoustic phenomenon; legend of the origin

Wady

Excavated chapels.

Moses' Hot-bath.

of the sound.

Wady Hebran.

of Tor.

Sigilliyeh.

More

The

Wady

Ruined Convents.

village

Head

i^rimeval dwellings.

An

Feiran.

of

Ai'ab

strike.

A

DREARIER walk

Wady
be

that from the mines in

tliaii

Red Sea can

Ignd to the coast of the

imagined.

Leaving on our right

scarcely

the

Nagb

Buderah, the pass by which travellers from Egypt
usually approach Mukatteb,
of the Seih Sidreh, past

we

followed the course

monotonous banks of

creta-

ceous conglomerate, which, becoming gradually lower

and lower,
level of the

lose

themselves at last in the general

sandy

plain,

and by noon on the second

day we found ourselves on the

Famihar

as

sea-shore.

we had grown with

we were not prepared

for

desert scenes,

such utter and oppressive
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desolation as this; the blue waters lay calm or rather

dead before

a realisation of the "Ancient Mari-

us,

ner's" dreary vision, whilst on either hand, as far

as eye could reach, there stretched a dull flat sandy

waste, unrelieved by any green or living thing

barren wilderness and the
side

by

It

side.

was

this spot to point out

as

still

more

"sterile sea"

though, nature

man how

to

—the

had

left

awful indeed

were the fulfilment of the ancient sentence, "Cursed
is

did not her boun-

the ground for thy sake,"

teous and regenerating hand temper the dreadful

doom.

A

walk of sixteen miles over yielding sand, be-

neath a scorching sun,

is

not interesting either to

perform or describe, and the task of writing our
journals

of the

when we reached our camp

Wddy

at the

mouth

Feiran was therefore not a long one.

The next morning we again

set

out,

and passed

over a tract of sand equally dreary with that of

the day before, but, being covered with a sombre
carpet of hard,

black

flints,

fierce glare,

and

faces

scorching and

and, as there was

;

we were

to be had,

afforded

a firmer

The sun shone with

foothold for the pedestrian.

a

it

blistering

our hands

not a particle of shade

fain to trudge

on wearily

day without our customary halt or lunch,

for

all

to

have rested without shelter would have inevitably
entailed sun-stroke or roasting alive.

At

last,

of a small

to our delight,

wady

called

through which ran a

we reached

the

mouth

Dhaghadeh, a lovely valley
clear,

cool stream bordered
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by a grove of palm-trees
on these the dead
branches hung in many a gracefid and fantastic
shape, and theii* colour contrasted prettily with
;

the bright green of the feathery young leaves.

we had

After such heat and fatigue as

recently

undergone, the water was too tempting, and Captain

Wilson and

I

were soon enjoying, as

myriads of sand-flies would permit us
tiny pool.
ever,

for

a dip in a

Our bath was more remarkable, howits

effects, since it

As we

to,

far as

refreshing

than

had a bottom of

strolled

for
soft,

its

detergent

black mud.

back to camp, there darted up

from under our very feet a large snake,^ with a

venomous head and a wicked whip-Uke tail.
Science whispered, "Catch hun alive," and sug-

flat

pickle-bottles and alcohol
but prudence
"Stand back and let somebody kill him,"
and I flatter myself I am not an imprudent man.
Old Salem quickly appeared upon the scene
answer to my summons, and after he had made a
vigorous assault upon it with stones we regarded
complacently its scaly and mangled corpse.

gested

;

urged,

m

In the morning we proceeded a short distance

up the wddy, and mounted a projectmg shoulder
of the mountain which promised a commandmg
The landscape
view of the surroundmg district.
was novel and picturesque: we looked down upon
a large amphitheatre of sandstone
into niunberless little jagged peaks

in

the

hills,

broken up

which gleamed

sunlight with bright and vivid hues like

the minarets of some fauy city of Eastern romance.
14
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Above

mass of

this variegated wall rose the majestic

and the smaller but no less beautiful mountain of Umm Lahm. All around, the hills were interSerbcil,

sected by labyrinthine torrent-courses, a grove of

palm-trees lining the main bed of the valley, and

stream

a gentle

From

the beauty of the scene.

greatly to
in\'itmg

flowing past their stems added

spot

we

retraced our steps, and, braving

once more the burning plain, set out

Wady

jacent valley,

tliis

for the

ad-

which we had de-

Sigilliyeh,

termined to explore, and at the mouth of which

had

Arabs

our

This plain

is

a

been

flat

and

told

pitch

to

the

tents.

arid strip of desert

which

stretches

from the base of the Sinai mountains

down

the sea,

to

and extends along

the whole

of the south-western coast of the Peninsula.
is

called

emphatically El

although

and,

it

description given

does

Ga ah,

not

quite

one

of the

of which
half

"the Plain";

answer to the

by Burckhardt that

that water will not run uj)on

flat

or

" it

it," it is

to

so

is

perhaps

most uncompromising pieces of desert

Arabia can boast.

For an hour and a

we plodded on without meeting with a

object

It

relieve

single

the monotony of our walk; but

at the expiration of that time

tary sliittun or acacia tree,

we reached

a

soli-

which afibrded a few

feet of shade, and, regardless of the long stilettolike

we

thorns that strewed the ground beneath
tlurew ourselves at full length on the sand

enjoyed a slight repose and slighter lunch.

it,

and

Two

hours more of sun and sand brought us to our tents,
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the Seil Sigilliyeh, the debou-

iii

chure of the system of valleys which drains the

southern face of Serbdl.

and uncomfortable

;

The

situation

was bleak

on the one hand lay the deso-

expanse of desert, skirted by a low range of

late

featureless hills

which

effectually concealed the sea,

from our view; on the other rose a mighty granite
wall,

broken only by a narrow gorge which forms

the outlet for the waters of Sigilliyeh.

This gorge was declared

by the Arabs to be

we were

quite impassable, and

therefore compelled

on the following morning to seek an entrance mto
the valley by a pass leading ovei one of tjie lower

mountams, which form

From

the group.
glen,

this

as it

we descended

between precipitous

smooth

wliite granite

murmuring stream,
trickled over some
a deep pool

or

;

were the outposts of

chffs,

and

paved with

along this there flbwed a

which ever and anon, as it
larger rocks, formed itself into

tiny waterfall,

by
and desert

overshadowed

and graced with

fantastic rocks

into a lovely

ferns

herbage of the richest green.
It

is

these

sudden glmipses of scenery, these

unexpected transitions from
to grand landscape

monotonous

sterility

and exuberant vegetation, which

impart so great a charm to desert travel.

Our

object

was to

reach, if possible, the ruins of

an ancient convent on the slopes of Jebel Sigilliyeh
itself; but as we found, after walking some eight
miles or
off,

so,

that the mountain was

we deemed

it

still

a long

prudent to defer our

visit

14—2

way
and
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approach the niins on some future occasion from
the upper end

of the

valley;

halting,

therefore,

beneath some shady rocks which overhung a pool
of clear cold water,

we

prepared, after a short rest,

The valley, from its mouth
some distance up where it is joined by

to retrace our steps.
to a point

a tributary from the neighbouring mountain of

Lahm,
name

of Sigilliyeh.

front

of

is

and

called Jebaah,

the

It

immense

Umm

after this takes the

drains the whole seaward

Serbdl

water-worn appearance of

its

cluster

granite

rugged devastation that characterize

and

;

floor,
it,

the

and the

testify to

the immense volumes of water that at certain times

and seasons pour through the valley. The Arabs
declare that, when there are seils, or "floods," the
narrow gorge through which the wady debouches is
sometimes filled from top to bottom with the torrent,
a depth of more than four hundred feet

and the
and the positions of the
immense boulders which block up its entrance, cerpohshed walls of the

;

cleft,

tainly lend countenance to their statement.

ing to examine the spot thoroughly,

Wish-

we determined

by the chasm, instead of by the pass over
which we had entered the wddy, and turned a
deaf ear to the vehement assertions of our Bedamn
to return

guides,

who

impracticable.

was dangerous and
Casting a farewell glance up the

declared

that

it

valley, the scene presented to our

view was, if posmore wild and wondrous than before. Mountain walls towered up sheer and precipitous on
either side; huge boulders of rock either bordered
sible,
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the course of the stream, or obstructing
falls,

with

little

pools

beneath

;

it,

wavy

tall
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formed
rushes

with feathery heads grew to the height of twelve
or fourteen feet, at intervals along the

way; grass-

and locusts of gigantic

hoppers, dragon-flies,

size

skimmed around; the glittering gravel was
marked with mnumerable tracks of beasts that shun
{jikhdiz)

the haunts of men, from the small cloven hoof of the
ibex to the huge round leopard's paw; partridges
rose whirring from beneath our feet at every step;

—and
an

yet,

with

air of lone

all

these signs of

but lovely desolation

life,

all

there was

around.

No

European, the Arabs declared, had ever visited the
place before; and even of our

own escort no one
way except a little

who knew the
who had once upon an emergency been
find his way across the mountains from

could be found
boy, Freili,

sent to

Femin to Tor, and had chosen this very road.
The sun was already sinking as we prepared to
The
essay the passage of the mysterious gorge.
first

glance did not reveal an inviting prospect,

for

on one side rose a perpendicular wall of granite

to

a height

of

about

fifteen

hundred

feet,

and

some thirty feet high, as
been polished by a lapihad
though
it
smooth as
Between them was a pool of water,
dary's hand.
breast deep on one side, and about twelve feet on
the other, and the only means of entering this
were, on the shallow side by stepping upon a heap
on the

other a rock

and on the other by a plunge. Captain
managed
to scramble barefoot up the slipPalmer
of stones,
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pery rock, and, being

some

taller,

let

himself down, at

on the other side of the pool, while

risk,

Captain Wilson and I prepared to take to

himself, with a com-

Old Salem had seated

water.

jDlacent smile, until

we

the

should come to a more ra-

tional frame of mind, but at this stage of the pro-

ceedings he l)ecame

frantic

in

remonstrance,

his

and was with some difficulty persuaded to hand
"For heaven's sake, don't go
us on our clothes.
in there!" he exclaimed.
"It's over your heads."
"Ma lish, Never mind," said we: "What, never
mind, when

and

sitting

liimself like

it's

over your head

?

"

down he groaned

old Salem replied,

conducting

aloud,

a prudent-minded hen

who

sees

her

When we

brood of ducklings taking to a pond.

had reached the other side, he packed up his things
with a deep sigh and prepared to go back to camp
by the way we came. "Ah, Salem," I cried, "you
never left us in the lurch before!" "Never!" he
replied, stung to the quick by the reproach; and
rushing wildly at the rock, he selected the steepest

and most impracticable part, and proceeded to make
vain and frantic efforts, determining either to walk
up the sides or perish in the attempt. He was about
successfully to accomplish the latter feat, when, see-

ing that he was really distressed,

we

explained that

we had

only been laughing at him, and allowed

him

seek the

pass.

to

Our next

safer

step

road

was

over

the

mountain

as difficult as the first;

but here the water was inaccessible, and the rock

ended in

an abrupt drop of about

fifteen

feet.
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as we

Sliding
as well

the edge

to

could,

and
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we stuck on

of this,

upon the best

reflected

course to pursue, until at last Palmer, with a desperate

effort,

let himself go,

and saving Wilson

as

best he could, they rolled over in a heap at the

bottom, where they formed themselves into an obe-

Making a run
and caught me on the top.
over a smooth and narrow sloping ledge, which
overhung an unpleasant precipice, we reached a
flat piece of rock; but, just as we were congratu-

lisk

lating ourselves
culties,

upon having mastered

we found

difl:-

in depth,

feeit

Our chance

with water at the bottom.

of

reachmg

that night appeared a very doubtful one, as

the sun had already dipped behind the
in a

our

that this terminated abruptly in

a yawning chasm about two hundred

camp

all

few minutes more

get back again, even

if

was simply impossible.

it

hills,

woidd be dark

there were

At

last,

;

and

and to

light enough,

however, we dis-

covered a kind of broken path, apparently an attempt in former times to reach the higher pools

from the mouth of the gorge, and scrambling along
at length into the open country,
it, we emerged

where we were received by our Arabs with enthusiastic congratulations on our escape from the myswhich human eyes had never before
Until a late hour that night we heard

terious ravine

explored.

Salem narrating over the camp fire how the
Khawdjat swam through huge lakes and mounted
slippery precipices "by making ladders of themold

selves,"

and how they were

as

mad

as

mad

could be!

G
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we set off to cross El Ga'ah
Another dreaiy prospect awaited,

Early in the morning
to the sea-coast.
us; for

twenty miles there lay before ns a bare plain

of gravel, without a single tree or stone upon

might

shelter from the sun,

afford a

every promise of a broiling day.

it

that

which gave

For ten miles we

walked on, the heat and glare becoming every moment more insupportable at last, finding a small
bush about two feet high, we sat down, and hiding
;

our heads,

lil^e

the traditional ostrich, in

its

On

enjoyed a few minutes' rest and a pipe.
w^ay across

shade,

our

the plain w^e witnessed a striking in-

stance of the

phenomenon

away on our

left

of mirage.

Some

distance

appeared a huge lake of clear and

rippling water; rows of large trees were growing

by
and their shadows being reflected on the
surface wore a strange semblance of reality.
Some
Arabs riding on camels passed the spot and their
its

side,

shadows, also lengthened in the sunlight,

fell

upon

the surface of the lake; one of them dismovmted

and

sat

down upon the ground while

his

beast

cropped some parched desert herb, and this completed the illusion.

We

could with difficulty per-

suade ourselves that the clear inviting expanse was

nothing but a tremulous vapour, and that the noble

upon its banks were only stunted shrubs. The
reahty was even more vivid than I had been led to
trees

expect from the descriptions which I had read of

phenomenon; unlike the ignis fatuus,
it does not appear to recede from you as you approach, and it is only when you are comparatively

this curious
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upon

that

it

it
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away and the

begins to fade

real cause of the illusion is revealed, a sort of trans-

parent mist such as

may

be seen any day by holding

a flame between the eye and the bright sunlight.

At

last

we

reached the base of the hdls which

and passing through a narrow

defile

found ourselves on the shore of the Ked Sea.

The

skirt the plain,

place which

pleasant

and the

we had

selected for

palm-grove,

little

our camp was a

Abu

called

cool green of the trees

Suweirah,

was most refreshmg

to the eye after the yellow glare of the desert.

On

the opposite African coast the sun w^as just

setting behind the grand

solitary

mountain of El

'Akrab, and shed a stream of golden light across
azure waters, while the

tlie

murmur

of the waves,

which washed up almost to the door of our
fell

gratefully

tents,

upon our ear and whispered of baths,

and perfect Mf, to which we had long
been strangers. Taking the hint, we braved the
narghilehs,

sharks and bathed our weary limbs before dinner,

which we lay upon the beach and smoked
narghilehs beneath the melancholy moon.

after

Our

first

care the next

Nagiis, the object Avhich

of the country.

morning was to

visit

had brought us to

This mountain receives

Jebel

this part
its

name

from certain curious sounds which proceed from

and which
that

is,

it,

are supposed to resemble those of a ndgds,

of the

in lieu of bells.

wooden gong used

in Eastern churches

It is situated at about three-quarters

of a mile from the sea-coast, and forms the north-

western extremity of the range of

hills

which we
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had just crossed to our camp at Abu Suweirali.
The mountain itself is composed of white friable
and

sandstone,

facing west-southwest,

about 380 feet in

and

the base,
it

branches

The sa^d
nearly

is

gnlly in the

is

so fine

side

a slope of fine drift sand
eighty yards wide

at

towards the top, where

into three or four

at so hio-h

and

large

heiglit,

tapering

off

lies

30",

a

filling

an

and

narrow

ano-le to

gullies.

the horizon,

dry, as to be easily

motion from any point in the slope, or even
by scraping away a portion from its base. When
this is done, the sand rolls down with a sluggish
set in

viscous motion,

and

it is

then that the sound begins,

at first a low vibratory moan, but gradually swelling

out into a roar like thunder, and as gradually dying

away

me

again, until the sand has ceased to

roll.

To

the sound seemed more like that caused by air

entering the

mouth

of a large metal vessel,

could produce an imitation of

turning

We

my

it

and

I

on a small scale by

flask at a certain angle

to the wind.

found that the heated surface was much more

sound than the cooler layers beneath,
and that those parts of the slope which had laid long
undisturbed, produced a much louder and more lastsensitive to

ing sound than those v\diich had recently been set in
motion, thus showing that the phenomenon
local

and

combined

is

purely

and due in some manner to the
of heat and friction.
A faint sound

superficial,
effects

could also be produced by sweeping portions of the

sand rapidly forward with the arm; and this caused
such a peculiar tingling sensation in the operator's
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arm
was

as

to

sug-a^est

that some

When

also at work.

electrical
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influence

a large quantity of the

sand was set in motion and the sound was at
height a powerfid vibration was

felt,

its

and straws

stuck into the siind trembled visibly although there

was not a breath of vv4nd to disturb them. The
sand on the upper part of the slope where it
branches off into the a'^dlies above mentioned is
and more adulterated with extraneous particles, detritus from the overhanging rocks and pieces
of seaweed blown up from the shore it is consecoarser

;

quently

be

less easily set in motion,

much

less sensitive to sound.

of the slope

is

normal state

;

in

it

to

Tliei inclination

the "angle of rest" of the sand in

its

but excessive heat or drought, wind,

animals running over the slope,

many

and we found

falling

and

rocks

other accidents might act as disturbing causes;

any of these cases the sound would

occur,

and

spontaneous production, which has caused so
speculation,

may

be therefore easily accounted

Besides the large sHde there

is

its

much
for.

a narrow slope to the

being in shade the whole

north and part of this,
day long during the winter months, afforded us an
;

opportunity of determining the comparative sensitiveness of the heated and cool sand.

We

found that

the sand on the cool, shaded portion, at a temperature of 62° produced but a very faint soiuid

when

set in motion while that on the more exposed parts,
;

at a temperature

often

of lOS**

even startling

noise.

gave forth a loud and

Other sand-slopes in

the vicmity were also exjDerimented upon, but these

—
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were composed of coarser grains and inclined

wliicli

at a lower angle produced no acoustic

whatever.

The Arabs

phenomena

declare that the sounds are

only heard on Fridays and Sundays, and
following legend respecting their origin

An

the

tell

:

Arab, whose people were encamped by the

pahii-<];-T'ove

of

by the

Abu

Suweirah, happened

to

stroll

and coming to the spot in
question, which he had hitherto believed to be
barren and unmhabited, he was surprised to find
alone

sea-shore,

a small monastery and a pleasant garden on the
side.
The brethren received him courteand invited hun to partake of their meal,
to which, being hungry and fatigued, he gladly
consented.
Having shared their hospitahty, he pre-

mountain
ously,

pared to depart, but
hosts,

first,

at the

instance

of

his

he took a solemn oath that he would never

any living soul the secret of their retreat or
own meeting with them. He was accompanied

reveal to

of his

for a portion of his

who

way home by two

of the monks,

reiterated their injunctions of secrecy

their leave.

The Arab, however, prompted

and took
either

by

curiosity or baser motives, took the opportunity of

dropping the stones of some dates wliich he had
eaten, in order that he

might have a clue by which

to find the place again

and on reaching the tents of

his tribe

;

he at once related his adventure, regardless

alike of his oath

and of the sacred laws of hospitality.

His people refused to credit
offered to conduct

when he attempted

his account until

them himself to the place

;

he

but,

to do this, he found that all the
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had been removed.
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did, however,

succeed in identifying the mountain, but the monas-

and monks had all disappeared, and
nothing remained to show that they had ever existed
save the sound of the ndgds calling them to prayers
tery, gardens,

within their mysterious retreat in the very heart of

The Arab who had thus disregarded
the sacred obligations of bread and salt, not only

the mountain.

forfeited the

esteem of his own

but misfor-

j)eople,

tune after misfortune overtook him until he perished
miserably, an outcast from his fellow-men.

The next morning

I

walked down by the shore

towards the village of Tor, picking

jagged lunestone spurs, masses of

my way

over the

fossil corals

jutting

out into the sea, until I reached the mountain which
is

described in the

Jebel

Himam,

name, I found,
rately

reported

maps by the ill-omened name of

"The Mount of Death." This
like many others, has been inaccu-

or

by previous

travellers

real

Hammam, The Mountain
and my authorities for this cor-

appellation being Jebel
of the Hot-bath;"

—the

"

two ragged Arab urchins, then and there
conducted me to Hammd,m Syedna Musa, "Our Lord

rection,

Moses' bath," in proof of their statements.
it to consist of a natural hot spring,

its

rise

in

the mountam, and

I found

which takes

trickles

down by

various canals into the midst of a large palm-grove

belonging to the monastery of St Katharine.
series of chambers, similar in

A

construction and ar-

rangement to those of an ordinary Turkish bath,
have been built over

it

for the convenience of those
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who take

its

waters
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tliese

;

being strongly impreg-

nated with sulphur, as well as of an extremely high
temperature, are considered very beneficial in cer-

met Siilem, whom I
a guide, and who now, after

Here

tain forms of disease.

I

had sent on to Tor for
making friends with the " oldest inhabitant," returned brimful of importance and information. He
had been told of some curious "houses m the rock"
in the hills behind our camp,

and

we

for these

at

once set out.

They proved

to be a series of Christian chapels

excavated in the rock, with a few hermits'
attached

in several the plaster

;

cells

adhered to the

still

and this was covered with rude crosses m red
paint, and a few pious inscriptions in Greek and
Armenian. From these and numerous other remains
which we met with in the neighbourhood, it is evident that Tor must have been a j)lace of considerable
importance durmg the early monkish occupation of
walls,

the Peninsula, and

it is

more than probable that

all

the stores, and a great portion of the pilgrims,

m the

middle ages reached Sinai from this direction.

The

present village of Tor

is

a wretched

consisting of a few fishermen's huts

ments of the convent
very small
there

to

traffic,

still

connect

it

little
;

hamlet,

the require-

with Suez by a

and an agent of the monks

resides

superintend their extensive date-groves.

The few famihes
occasionally

make

of the place are Christians,

short pHgrunages to

Mount

and

Sinai,

where I have frequently met them in the convent
church.

The clhnate

of Tor

is

very unhealthy, and

;
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owing to the low and marshy nature of the ground
there

is

a great deal of miasma even in the winter

We

season.

ourselves soon began to experience its

and were glad once more to exchange such an
unwholesome atmosphere for the bracing air of the
effects,

mountains.
I shall

my

spare

readers a description of our

second walk across El Ga'ah on our
find,

my

on comparing

way

back, as I

notes with those of

my

com-

panions on the occasion, that the only incident re-

corded by any of us during the day was the discovery
of one stunted

shittim-tree in the middle of the

plain.
^

This time

we

struck across rather more to the

and entered the mountains by Wady Hebriin.
a narrow winding valley, contaming a perennial
stream and two projecting rocks of a very remarkable
east,

It

is

shape

;

the scenery

Sigilliyeh,

is

not so picturesque as that of

but the valley

is

nevertheless imposing

in the rude grandeur of its features.

commenced from Tor

to Siiiai via

the late 'Abbds Pasha, but

some portions have

still

it

wady

is

road was

Wady Hebrdn

by

was never completed

survived neglect and the

destructive effects of the floods.
of the

A

At the watershed

an enormous collection of those

primitive dwellings, called nawdmis, which I have
before

had occasion

After

to describe.

crossmg the

pass,

and enjoying from

thence a grand view of the rugged peaks of Serbal

and its neighbouring mountains, we descended into
Wtidy er Rimm, a valley falling into the great trunk

;
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wildy immediately above Feinln, and turned aside to

camping ground, from whence we
the ruins of Sigilliyeh, which we had fail-

find a convenient

miglit visit

Here we found an
many of whom were
and who greeted us after

ed to reach from the other

encampment

known

personally

side.

of Feiran Arabs,
to us,

our absence with an unfeigned cordiality that made
our return amongst these children of the desert seem
almost like a welcome home.
deal of
in Sinai,

Arab

life

I

and character

have seen a great
since

my

sojourn

but amongst no other tribe of Bedawin

have I met with so much honour, good
simplicity as

feeling,

and

amongst the poor Towarah.

we

Early the next morning

started on our pro-

posed excursion.

A

monastic

but of this tune and frequent

floods

retreat,

camel-road once led up to the

have now destroyed almost every

our walk up Wd.dy er

trace, and
would have been trying

Rimm

to the best-shod pedestrian

;

it

was

especially so to

me, whose boots had come to so deploi^able a pass
that I was fain to tie

highest point,

our view.

them on

my

feet

with

my

When we

had reached the
a grand and impressive landscape met

pocket-handkerchief.

On

the

left

a stately rock towered high

into the air above our heads, so sheer

and precipitous

that one might almost have dropped a plumb-line from
the summit into the valley, some twelve hundred

Behind us was a huge smooth peak,

feet below.

Jebel Shinenir, the easternmost portion of Serbal
forming, as
pile.

it

were, the buttress of that majestic

Our only way down

into the valley w^as

by a
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steep and awkward-looking slide, or rather ravine
filled

with boulders, loose stones, and treacherous

gravel jorfs

the gradient was so steep that a boulder

;

kicked from the top bounded

ment amid an awful

down without impedi-

roar

and clouds of dust to the

very bottom of the gully.

Just before us, and at

right angles to our path, ran the

Wady

though nothing more could be seen of

commencement
plateau on

its

of its rugo-ed floor

Sigilliyeh,

it

than the

and the broad

eastern side split into a hundred dells

and rough ravines. On the watershed, where we
stood, were some old stone ruins, a hermit's deserted
cell,

and a leopard-trap,

in front of

which were

re-

cent traces of a huge beast of that species.

After a few yards of loose gravel,

we came upon

a portion of the old road, composed of large blocks
of granite arranged as a flight of steps

;

but

tliis

presently terminated in an abrupt precipice, where

the floods had broken away the ground, and
at least half an hour before
ticable path.

we

it

was

could find a prac-

Arrived at the bottom,

we found

an-

other admu'ably constructed road, quite a model of

engineering

skill,

which ran along the shoulder of

the opposite mountain, and shortly brought us to

Here we stood upon the brow of a

our destination.
hill

looking

and other

down

into a deep ravine filled with palms

trees, indicating the presence of a

stream of water

;

hving

and amidst the verdure were the

we were
we made a

walls of a small convent, the ruins which
seeking.

Descending into the ravine

careful examination of these,

and then

partially re-

15
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tracing our steps

spur of the

hill,
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we went

out on to a projecting

and found behind

another glen,

it

still

wilder and more beautiful than that which

had

left,

and

we

also filled

with ruined monkish dwell-

ings and garden walls.

Looking across the wiidy,

we saw

too,

rushes peeping above

tall

with palm-trees and

a third ravine
its

winding walls, and

evi-

dently containing similar dwellings to those beneath

road along the mountain side leading

us, since the

was the counterpart of that by which we
ourselves had reached the ruins.
Southward was

to

it,

the

Wady

Sigilliyeh

;

far

away

in the distance could

be seen the narrow gorge whose
so recently experienced,

the

difficulties

and beyond

this stretched

A

burning plain of El Ga'ah.

we had

more wildly
it would

picturesque and secluded retreat than this

be difficult to conceive, and with the luxuriant vegetation

that

fills

the wady-bed, and the almost in-

accessible nature of the place, it forms the very ideal

of a Bedawi "

that

Happy

Vale."

we found numerous

Judgmg from

Sinaitic inscriptions at the

bottom of the pass in Wd.dy er Rimm, that
as camels cordd have been brought

were better

which the

kejDt,

the fact

and none at

is,

as far

when the

roads

all after

real difficulties of the ascent

the part at

commence,

I

should conclude that the Saracen carriers gave in at
this point, allowing the

worthy monks to fetch their

stores over the mountains,

in the interval
rocks, since

hands to

by carving

and occupied themselves

their autographs

upon the

no other mischief was

left for their idle

Havincf had our

of reflection and

do.

fill
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we returned towards camp, which we

reached by moonhght, tired and well-nigh exhausted

by

the, even to us,

About one

unwonted

fatigues of the day.

o'clock the next

day we had walked

over the nine miles which separated us from our old

camp

at Feirdn,

and were soon

of the mess-tent, eating sardines.

the Arab population

whom we

on the

sitting

We

floor

found that

employed in carrying

the instruments, and other odd jobs, had risen in our

absence against the sergeant's sway, and struck for

They had even gone

higher wages.
declare

that

Sh'oeibi Arab,

own number

so far as to

we should not

emj^loy old

any

must take one

longer, but

in his stead

;

Salem, a
of theii'

and they had actually

threatened Hisan, our Serbal guide, with personal
violence if he ventured to

question was settled.

headism

work

for us again until the

This incipient Semitic Broad-

once nipped in the bud by forbidding

I at

the Feiran Arabs to come near our tents, and
ino^

them that Salem and Hisan were

the Expedition, that

is,

tell-

dakhlls of

under our sworn protection,

and that we should consider any injury or annoyance to them as

My

if it

had been

offered to ourselves.

plan had the desired effect of at once repressing

the outbreak

;

the ringleaders of the movement over-

whelmed us with

apologies

and explanations, and

thus ended the " strike at Feii*an," without a smgle

thrown into our
But then the Arabs have not the advanof education and civilisation like their fellow-

bottle of explosive mixture being
tents.
taofes

sufferers

of Sheffield in Christian England, and I

15—2
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must
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beg

the patrons

of

rattening

philanthropists, should these pages
to

make some allowance on

similar

meet their

eye,

this score for the poor

Bedawin's utter indifierence to " the
working: man."

and

riofhts

of the

CHAPTER

XII.

THE HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS OF
Wady

Return to Mukatteb and Magharah.
Egyptian remains

Wady
Wady

Bab'a

;

;

Hammam

a hurricane.

their origin

Sarabit er Khadim,

Sidreh.

and purport

plague of insects.

Taiyebch

Useit.

;

;

mines.

Plain of El Markha.

Encampment by the Rod

SINAI.

Sea.

Wady

Nasb,

AbuZenimeli.

Wadies Ethal and

Far'un; hot springs; legend of Pharaoh's bath;

Jebel

Musa

again.

A FEW days sufficed us to rest and "post up" our
back work, after which we again got into marching
order and resumed our wanderings in the highways

We

and byways of the Peninsula.
ceeded to pay another

visit to

Wady

first

of all pro-

Mukatteb, tak-

ing with us Sergeant Macdonald, the photographer of
the Expedition, and obtained some excellent photo-

graphs of the inscriptions and of the neighbouring

mines in

Wddy

Ign^.

As our journey thus

far lay

unavoidably over the same ground which we had
before travelled, there

was

little

note or remark upon our way.

Wddy

Sidreh, a narrow valley

or nothing left to

Hence we struck up
falling into Mukatteb
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on the

right, intending to cross over into Sardbit el

Khddim.

This valley, which had never before been

explored, winds

np

into the mountains for about

hours, and after this

wady, called

Wady

Umm

a broad open

turns off into

which

Ajrdf,

two

again joined by

is

Khamileh, on the road from Suez to Jebel

From

Musa.

this

over the same

place

to

our path lay

Sardbit

of road as that which

jDiece

we had

travelled on our first entry into the country, namely,

mouth

over the rough pass of Siiwig to the
Sarabit

itself,

sible to

of

Wady

where we encamped as near as posAlthough only

the foot of the mountain.

seven hundred feet in height, the ascent of Sardbit
el

Khcldim

rough

is

by no means

slide of loose

A

easy.

scramble over a

sandstone at the upper end of

the valley, a treacherous sloping ledge of rock over-

hanging an awkward precipice, and a steep ravine

which brings into play

all

gymnastic capa-

one's

leads to an extensive plateau broken

bilities,

many deep

On

ravines and rising knolls.

highest of these last

is

a heap of ruins

up by

one of the

—hewn sand-

stone walls, with broken columns, and numerous stelw,
in shape like ordinary

Enghsh

gravestones, standing

or scattered at irregular intervals about the place,

the whole being surrounded by the
wall.

The buildings

consist of

rently of different dates
of

hewn

—one

stones, the other

dehri>i of

an outer

two temples, appaconstructed entirely

formed by two chambers

excavated in the rock at the easternmost end, and

having a walled continuation in
of these chambers the walls

front.

show

In the largest

signs of having
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been once completely covered with hieroglyphics,

though a great portion have now scaled
upper end

which
is

is

off; at

the

a small niche, probably the altar, beside

is

a carved figure in

bas-relief.

seen at the right-hand corner, and

of the chamber

is

a

Another niche

m

the centre

cut in the solid rock and

pillar,

Some

covered with hieroglyphics.

of the hieroglyphics

which

in this cave still bear traces of the paint with

they were formerly ornamented, emerald green inside
tlie

characters, with a red

The

below.

tinuation of the temple
pattern,

and black band above and

cornice of the wall which forms the conis

ornamented with a pretty

and fragments of Egyptian coping

the entrance.

The

stelcE

lie

around

above mentioned, as well

as such of the walls of the building as are

still left

standing, are also covered with hieroglyj^hics, and

amongst them may be remarked the cartouches of

many of the
these

earliest

Egyptian kings.

monuments was

for a long

The purpose of

time enveloped in

mystery, but the researches of Professor Lepsius and
other learned Egyptologists have shown that they

were connected with the working of copper mines in
the neighbourhood, and that the temple was probably
that in which the miners and their guards worshipped

the national gods of Egypt.

were

first

re-discovered by

The mines themselves

Mr

Holland, during a

previous visit to the Peninsula, and were carefully

examined by the Expedition on
exist in great

numbers

this occasion

;

they

in the neighbourhood of the

temple, and several of them contain beautifully exe-

cuted hieroglyphic tablets.

From

the inscriptions
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and cartouches found there, it is evident tliat
mines were in full working order at tlie time of
Exodus, and the neighbourhood of Sanibit

and of

Wddy

tlie

tlie

Kluidim

el

Igne must have been occupied by a

large colony of

workmen, having most probably a

considerable military establishment to preserve dis-

amongst them, inasmuch as the mmers were

cipline

chiefly selected

from criminals and prisoners of war.

This consideration

may

aid us

Israelites

in

for

;

a very important one, and

is

identifying the true route
it

well versed as he

most improbable that Moses,
was in all "the learning of the

is

Egyptians," and acquainted with
their

system,

poHtical

whom

the details of

would have led the hosts

they were then

of the

volition

all

contact- with

of Israel into direct

from

of the

those enemies

Even

fleeing.

if

Lawgiver were not allowed to

fluence their course,

and the miraculous

cloud by day and pillar of

fire

people's only guide, yet, as

we

the
in-

pillar of

by night were the
read in the sacred

narrative of no collision with their late taskmasters
after the

the

Red

overthrow of Pharaoh and his hosts in
Sea, "we

may

fairly

conclude that they did

not pass by any of those roads which must inevitably have brought

them

into the very midst of a

large Egyptian military settlement.

This, therefore,

considerably narrows the question by disposmg of
at least

two of the

principal routes

Israehtes could have approached

There

is

of Sardbit el

by which the

Mount

Sinai.

another means of access to the ruins

Khadim by

a ravine rather higher up

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS OF
the main

which involves a

valley,

climb; but as

less

narrow sloping ledge of rock, with a
pice beneath, I cannot

toilsome

necessitates a walli along a

also

it
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recommend

it

terrific

preci-

to the traveller

unless he feels confident in the possession of a sure
foot

and a steady head.

The name Sarabit

Khadim

el

Arabs to have been

so called

"the

signifies

Heights of the Servant," and the place

is

said

by the

from a black statue,

re-

presenting a "servant or slave," which was removed

"by the French" during their occupation of Egypt.
Amongst the ruins we noticed a pedestal, which
miofht have served for the base of such a statue;

and

I have since seen in the

beautifully executed
stone,

which

curiosities

Museum

a

female foot, carved in black

formed

part

of

the

collection

of

found by the late Major Macdonald in

this very spot.

It is not unlikely that amidst the

antiquities in the

the

British

Louvre the remaining portion of

"Khddun" from Sard,bit may yet be found.
The hieroglyphic inscriptions from Magharah

range from Senefru of the third Egyptian dynasty
to
el

Tothmes

III.

of the 18th line; those of Sarabit

Khddim end with Rameses IV.

of the 20th, after

which period the mines and temple were abandoned.

The date

of the

Exodus

ologists in the reign of

is

usually placed by Egypt-

Menepthah, son and successor

Rameses II., but others are disposed to place it
No inscripat the beginnmg of the 18th dynasty.
tions have been discovered either at Maghdrah or
of

Sarabit of kings

who reigned between Tothmes

III.
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and the 12th dynasty, nor any

They occur
Rameses 11.

One
dim

long

at

the

20th.

intervals

after

after

of the principal tablets at Sardbit el Khii-

a certain

refers to

who

the mines,

of

and

rarely

SiyAI.

Har-ur-ra, superintendent

arrived

there

in

month

tlie

Pharaenoth, in the reign of some monarch not men-

The author

tioned, probably of the 12th dynasty.

of the inscription declares that he never once left

the mine; he exhorts the chiefs to go there also

and "if your
Athor

I

"the

he,

Behold me, how I tarried there

Egypt

ordered

goddess

give you her arms to aid you in the

will

work.
left

says

faces fail,"

;

—my face

unto them, there

and the vein

sweated,

my

is

will be

daily,

and

And

found in time.

said

mine

turquoise in the

still

had

blood grew hot,

workmen working

the

after I

it

was

so; the vein was found at last and the mine yielded

When

well.

genii, I

came

by the

to this land, aided

came and

entirely occupied

My

I toiled

face

it,

none escaped

so that

grew not frightened

cheerfully

;

I

king's

The troops

began to labour strenuously.

therefrom.

work,

I

brought

at

the

abundance,

yea abundance of turquoise and obtained yet more

my

by

search.

I

did not miss a

Another inscription runs
of

my

lord,

turquoise, at
like

:

single

vein."

"I came to the mines

commenced working the mafka, or
the rate of 15 men daily.
Never was
I

done in the reign of Senefru the

justified..."

These and the frequent recurrence of tablets

re-

presenting the various kings triumphing over and

—
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slaying their foreign captives, will enable the reader
to judge of the nature of the mines
in

and the manner

which they were worked by their Egyptian

dis-

coverers'".

The country around the mines contains numerous
evidences of the immense smelting operations carried

on by the ancient Egyptians; these could not have
been conducted without the consumption of large
quantities of timber for fuel, and this gives additional

an hypothesis which

probability to

advanced

more

—that

than

the country was at one time

plentifully supplied

fore likely to
it

have before

I

much

with vegetation, and there-

have had a much more copious

has nowf.

rainfall

\

Having photographed the

ruins,

and obtained

monuwe came to

copies or impressions of all the hieroglyphic

we

ments,

followed our old road until

Wady

Nasb.

much more

open,

the mouth of
get

to

*

For the above information

of the British

I

Here the country begins
the sandstone

am indebted

hills

to the kindness of

Mnsenm, who has read and deciphered

Dr

be-

S. Birch,

the whole of the hiero-

glyphic inscriptions copied by the Sinai Expedition.

t The following extract from King's "Italian Valleys of the Alps,"
remarks

will illustrate these

"The specimens
It has hitherto

p. 345,

:

(of

iron ore) brought to

me

were very rich and heavy.

been worked only in the most clumsy and unscientific manner

with the rudest machinery and no tramroads, the ore being chiefly carried

from the mines

to Aimaville or Villeneuve

such circumstances
of

wood

for fuel

it is

began to

fail,

The

at,

of

women.

Under

that, as the local supply

the rich profit the mines at one time used to

yield gradually diminished, until for

worked

on the backs

hardly to be wondered

some years past they have hardly been

at all."

destruction of forest by mining

same work.

is

also mentioned,

on page 182 of the
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coming lower and lower, and
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less com])act in their

Instead of following the Seil Hamr,

arrangement.

by which we had come from Suez, we here turned
into

a valley called

broad, flat and

Wddy

desolate

the

for

picturesque

as

we entered

momitams through which
ing a pleasant

spot,

it

two hours,

first

narrowed and grew naore

gradually

though

which,

Bab'a,

rugged and

the range of
finds its

we

Find-

way.

where there was

of brackish water and a few palms,

granite

a

stream

pitched our

But we soon saw that we had little reason
congratulate ourselves upon our choice of a camp-

tent.

to

ing ground; for no sooner had the shades of night
fallen

than we were visited by such a plague of

insects as it has never

or

Mosquitoes,

since.

swarmed
fillin gf

been

in

upon

us,

my

lot to

witness before

moths and gnats

literally

extinguishing the

candles,

our ink bottles,

settlino-

in

larofe

bunches

even on the pens with which we wrote, and

ulti-

mately driving us out into the dark night-air, to
be again charged at by gigantic beetles, and stung

by

flying ants.

The valley,
more wild and
last into

as

we resumed our

journey, grew

lonely at every step, contracting at

a wondrous gorge, where a small stream

rushed between steep granite walls, often not more

than eight feet apart, and so lofty that the light
of day scarce penetrated through the narrow space

above into the depths wlxerein we walked.

At

last

we emerged from

space between cretaceous

this into a broad

hills,

open

and after a few more
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came once again

turns and windings

We

the sea.
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in sight of

were on the plain of El Markha, a con-

tinuation of the wider shore-plain which borders the

southwest of the Peninsula; and a dreary, sandy,
desolate place

it

The Red Sea

was.

lay stretched

out mistily before us, a dull haze hiding the horizon

and foreboding some days of

line

a long white ridge of chalk

is

winds and

El Markha, from which the plain

sultry heat.

named,

sirocco

is

which

hills,

run down to the water's edge; the place has only
one spring, and that

As

undrmkable.

is

there

so brackish as to be quite

neither water nor pas-

is

turage, the Arabs never come near the spot unless
to cross

it

on their way to and from Suez, and,

excepting a few hzards and stray sea-biras,

we

did

not meet with a single living creature on our way.

Keeping along the base of the chalk

made
is

a

for

Wady

little

Taiyebeh, near the

sandy cape, a

mouth

we

hills,

of which

desolate strip jutting

flat

out into the sea; and at the further extremity of
this lay the shattered hull of a

cape

is

saint

called E,as

of that

wrecked

Abu Zenimeh,

name, who

lies

is

The

ivel%

buried there.

rude hut which covers his tomb
of the

vessel.

from a

or

The

constructed

lightest materials, palm-branches

and reeds

covered with coarse matting; the interior presents
a quaint heterogeneous collection of offerings, principally

maritime,

consisting

of

every mentionable

and unmentionable waif and stray
rope, matting, meat-tins, fish-bones,

—

bits

of rag,

and lamps;

it

looked like some ancient marine store which had
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been

bodily

transported

and there

desert,

The

left for

plain at the

SIXAI.

the middle of the

into

ages to rot undisturbed.

mouth

been suggested as the probable

ment by the Red Sea; and

Wady

Taiyebeh has

site of

the Encamp-

of

as,

from a comparison of

the various routes, we were unanimously of opinion
that the Israelites must have taken the lower route

by the

seashore,

we were

inclined to acquiesce in

this identification.

A
to

shoi-t

way up the wady,

the mountains began

assume a more pleasing and variegated appear-

ance

—the

hills

very decided line of demarcation, so that the

Avith a

sides

sandstone here meeting the chalk

were often half red and half white, and

many

reHeved by the bright green of

this,

a clustering

caper plant, produced an effect extremely agreeable
to the eye.

Some

distance

also a scanty tar/ah grove,

up the valley there is
and a brackish stream.

From Wddy Taiyebeh we turned into Wady Ethdl,
where we camped, and sending the camels on ahead
of us in the morning Captain Wilson and

I pro-

ceeded to explore this valley with a view to ascertainuig

if

there were any practicable road

to the seashore.

we came

However,

after

down

it

an hour's walking,

a gorge so narrow and intricate as

into

was

to be impassable even for foot

passengers;

quite clear, therefore, that the

Children of Israel

it

could not have passed that way.

When we
took
Useit,

us

had retraced our

over

the

steps, another

intervening

plain

to

hour

W^dy

down which we turned again towards the

highway;^ and jsyways of
This valley

sea.

is

narrow and

also so

passage in certain parts that

it
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difficult

of

would be impossible

for a large host to traverse it witli their baggage.

So that Wiidy Taiyebeh

is

the only valley by which

the Israelites can have descended to the seashore

Wady

after crossing

have taken, as

Gharandel, supposing them to

I firmly believe

they did, the lower

or coast route towards Sinai.

A

few hours' walk brought us again to the sea-

shore,

where we rejoined Captain Palmer, who had

us at Mukatteb, and while

left

we were engaged

at

Sarabit el Khadim, had been occupied in surveying
in

He had

other parts.

just returned from an

excursion to Jebel Bisher, at th^ base of tJie
tains of the Till,

and was encamped by the

Far'un, or "Pharaoh's Bath."

moun-

Hammam

After the fatigues

of the day, a bath in this natural hot spring

very acceptable,

A

and we made straight

large bluff of white

into the sea,

small fissures

rock

comes down almost

and at the base of
in

the

nearly boiling hot

stone,

water,

at intervals from the sand.

with a white incrustation,
can scarcely stand U]3on

it

a thick sulphurous steam

was

for the spot.

this,

trickles

which

from several
a stream of

also

bubbles up

The beach is covered
and is so hot that one
with naked feet; while
exhales from

the sand,

making the whole immediate neighbourhood of the
springs smell like a medicated vapour bath.

A

dip at the point where the hot water meets the
cool

waves

is

delightful, as the temperature

may

be

graduated at pleasure by moving a few feet either
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Our lirst bathe was brought to a premature
conchision by the appearance of a huge shark, which
way.

suddenly rose within a few feet of where

I

was

standing, and continued to sail gracefully round and

round the spot, waiting

for a favourable opportunity

who should

to snap at the legs of the first person

venture into the water
black

fin

;

we watched

his

the setting sun and then turned back

We

ominous

ghttering for some time in the light of
to

camp.

had to pick our way as best we could

in the

dark, for so short

is

the twilight in these regions,

that the golden rim had scarcely sunk beneath the
horizon

when night

set in,

"and darkness was upon

the face of the deep."

to

The waters of these springs are much resorted
by the Arabs for their medicinal virtues, esperheumatic affections, to which

cially in the case of

the poor Bedawin of Sinai are greatly

owing to the bleak

air of their

insufficient resources of food

more huportance

exposed,

mountains and their

and raiment.

Of course

attached to the superstitious

is

observances with which they accompany their bath

than to the

no Arab

efficacy of the

will

waters themselves, and

venture here to seek relief without

bringing an offering to propitiate the angry ghost
of Pharaoh,

who

is

supposed to be the presiding

genius of the place.
sists

This offering generally con-

cake made up with certain stated pro-

of a

portions of meal,

oil,

and other ingredients.

The

the Arab legend of the origin of the

following

is

Hammam

Far'iin.

UIGII WA YS

"When
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Lord Moses had quarrelled with

our

Pharaoh, and determined to lead the Children of
Israel out of Egypt, he

the salt sea, but at the

he raised his

found himself stopped by

command

of

God Most High

and smote upon the waters, where-

staff

upon they parted on the right hand and on the

left,

and the Children of Israel found a dry passage in
Then Pharaoh and his
the bottom of the deep.
soldiery essayed to follow, but when they had come
midway Moses again raised his staff, and, smitmg
the waters, said,
course,'

and the

'

Eeturn,

sea,

into thy former

w^aters closed over the Egyptians,

and the Children of

Israel

saw the corpses of their
Put Phara(^h was a

enemies floating on the waves.

mighty man, and struggled with the

billows;

then,

seeing Moses standing on the rock above him, he

waxed exceeding wroth, and gave

so fierce a gasp

that the waters boiled up as they closed over his

drowning head.

Since that time the angry ghost

Egypt has haunted the deep, and
should any unfortunate vessel come near the spot
he rises up and overwhelms it in the waves, so that
to the present day no ship can sail on Pharaoh's
of the king of

Bath."

The second day

of our stay at

Hammam

Far'un

was one of the hottest we had experienced, the
thermometer, even at an early hour in the morning,
Towards the evening
standing at 95° in the shade.
a sudden but violent storm of wind arose, the

gust of wliich

literally tore

first

our tent up from the

ground, and buried us without any warning in the
16
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Captain Palmer, who had ascended the

dt'hrix.

Hamniilm

bhiff for the purpose of taking astronomi-

cal observations,

gale,

AXD JiYWAYS OF

experienced the

and did not reach camp until eleven

when he came

at night,

the

full violence of

in bleeding

exhausted, having had to scramble

o'clock

and well-nigh

down the rugged

rocks in the dark without a guide, for the Arabs

who accompanied him were
to venture

too

much

frightened

upon the descent, and preferred passing

the night cold and hungry upon the summit.

cannot do better than reproduce here his

own

I

nar-

rative of their adventure.

"Jebel

Hammd-m

Far'un," he writes, "gave

me

one of the hardest nights' climbing I have ever
I was encamped at its base in the month of
March 1869, and had occasion to spend half a night
on its summit in order to take some astronomical
observations.
The ascent in daylight was managed
without much difficulty, the weather was calm and
clear, and all went on smoothly on the summit.
But, hardly had the last observation been completed
when there came sweeping down upon us, with a
fierce roar, one of the most violent and sudden

had.

tempests

it

has ever been

my

fate to experience.

It

broke upon us almost instantaneously, extinguishing
our two lamps in a moment, and nearly blowing us,

instruments and

all,

into the sea.

So strong was

the blast that even mercury, which I was vainly

endeavouring to pour from one vessel into another,

blew away

like spray into the air,

hardest possible work to get

all

and

I

had the

the things secured.

THGinVAYS AND BYWAYS OF STNAI.
Pharaoh must have been

in a terribly
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angry mood

that night, and so the Arabs seemed to think,

for,

what with the darkness and the tempest, the roaring of the wind, and of the sea 1500 feet below us,
the danger of the descent, and their superstitious
dread of the whole

One

to witness.

they were soon reduced

locality,

to a state of abject terror

which was quite ridiculous

of the four began to bellow,

and

except Scilem Ibn Husein, our faithful old guide,

all

implored to be allowed to

lie

down and

die,

mission which was cheerfully accorded.

bade follow me, and he did so like a

down we blundered
mountain-side,

in the

a per-

Salem, I
child,

and

dark over a crumbling

which would have

been

\

puzzling

enough by day, but on a night so dark and wild
as this, was perilous breakneck work.
It was three

we reached camp, tattered and tired,
bruised and bleeding; and now Salem, who had
been praying vigorously all the way down, was
hours before

almost as noisy with thanksgiving and praise, and

poured forth such a tale of our exploits to his com-

camp

rades in

as forthwith raised

me

in their esti-

mation to the rank of a "jedd" or athlete.

It

was no

such wonderfid achievement after aU, though Sdlem
in his fright

seemed to think

it so,

but

it

certainly

was refreshing to show a Bedawi the way over

own

his

wild mountains."

Wishing
festival.

to

push on to Sinai to witness an Arab

Captain Wilson and

I left

the rest of the

party to follow by another route, north of Sarbut
el

Jemel,

and hurried on by ourselves along the

16—2
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Suez road to the convent. At Wddy Nasb we made
a short detour, to examine the water-spring at the
head of that

valley,

and finding the remains of an

excellent ancient road, in all probability constructed

by the Egyptians

conveying the ore from the

for

mines in the plateau of Sardbit
crossed over the mountains to

On
sion

Wildy

our journey from Suez

longer route by

we made

Wady

for the

el

Khddim, we

Siiwig.

we had taken the

es Sheikh,

but on this occa-

Nagb Hawa, and approached

The spot had lost
nothmg of its grandeur in our eyes by contrast with
the other scenes amidst which we had passed the
the convent from that direction.

last three

months, and

I still

think that the monster

avenue of mountains which close in the plain of
Er E-ahah with the lone symmetrical peak of the

Kas Sufsafeh

at the lower end, stands

unrivalled

in the desolate beauty of its situation.

We

had now examined every possible route
into the Peninsula, and had before us all the data
that could be obtained for forming an opinion upon

Mount

the route of the Israelites to the
I^aw

;

it

of the

only remained to examine that part of the

country which lay between Sinai and the scene of
their protracted wanderings before it

was permitted

them

What was

to enter the Promised Land.

result of these later investigations,

the conclusions at which

we

arrived

the

and what were

upon a resume

of our work, I will relate further on.

This chapter has been necessarily deficient in
incidents

and anecdote,

for it is

not in these lonely

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS OF
deserts

that one

SINAI.
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meets with amusing adventure;

but the earnest student of Sacred History cannot
fail

to

profit

by every jot of information, howmay throw light upon the

ever simply told, which
lands where
to

man.

God was

pleased to manifest Himself

;

CHAPTER

XIII.

THE OUTLYING DISTRICTS OF
Ascent of

Umm

Shomer:

Maiden's Rock
of Gaiydfeh.

;

view from the

The

plain of

Sened and Jebel

Nebi

Zuweidiyeh.

march

;

el

Eboirig

Kibroth Hattaavah; Hazeroth

ceremonies

Saleh;

observed

there.

Wiidy Tarfah.

Preparations for departure.

across el Gaah.

The science
Copper

Umm 'Alawi.

Trip to 'Ain Hudherah ; Erweis

remains of an Israelitish camp
of

summit; legend of the

mysterious sounds on the mountain.

mines at Jebel Habashi.

Tomb

SINAI.

;

Rujeim
Kight

Homeward bound.

We

had now to make a tour of the prmcipal outlyhag moimtains and valleys in the Penmsula.
The
first

place to which

Umm

we bent our

steps

was Jebel

Shomer, whose commanding summit presented

a most favourable point for completing the work of
trianofulation.

Taking the same route over the watershed of

Wddy

Sebaiyeh which

before on our

way to

dismal valley called

the

Umm

we had

followed some months

Jebel Hadid,

Wady

we

entered a broad,

Rahabeh, where a few of

Shomer Arabs had pitched

their tents.

Seeing us approach, they spread their best carpets by
the wayside, and hastened to prepare

coffee, of

which

THE OUTLYING DISTRICTS OF

In deference

they courteously invited us to partake.
to the laws of Arabian etiquette,

we

chatted with them for some time, and

sat down and
when we rose,

to take our departure, the sheikh, to
horror, precipitated himself

me

upon
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my

intense

my neck and treated

to a stage embrace in token of fraternal amity

When we

recall the difficulty

!

which Burckhardt and

other earlier travellers experienced from this same
tribe, their reception of us affords a striking instance

change that

of the

may

be wrought in a people

during the lapse of a few years by partial contact

with

Wddy
little

A

civilisation.

short journey brought us to

Zeytuneh, where

we

pitched our tent in a

garden by a spring of water and a cluster of

olive trees.

In the morning we made an e\v\j

as the ascent of the

mountain

is

long and tedious.

Three lofty ridges have to be crossed before

Shomer

Abu

itself

Shejer,

comes in sight

is

of

Umm

the last of these,

:

1200 feet above

The view from the top

start,

Abu

Wady

Zeytuneh.

Shejer,

however,

quite

repays one for the fatigue and the labour

lost in

thus ascending ridge after ridge only to come

down

again nearly to the same level on the other

two

side.

Immediately below you

ridge,

crossing from the foot of the mountain on

lie

valleys

;

a

which you stand to some distance up the side of

Umm

Shomer, forming the watershed between them.

That on the right
that on the

wddies

left

contain

Wady Zeraigiyeh, and
Wady Bimhan. Both these

called

is

hand,

a goodly quantity

including groves of

cch-iih,

of vegetation,

palm and other

trees.
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In Wildy Zeraigiyeli also stands the ruined convent
of Milr Antus,

now

In front

Umm

rises

quite dismantled and deserted.

Shomer, a magnificent mass

divided into huge jagged peaks, with innumerable

chasms and two great ravmes running down

On

the

left

majestically into the

Shomer
farther

its sides.

the twin peaks of Jebel Rimhd-n tower
scarcely inferior to

an-,

Umm

in height or romantic beauty of form,
still is

and

the huge rounded block of Jebel eth

There was something even terrible in the

Tliebt.

desolate seclusion of the silent little convent buried
in the heart of this gaunt, stony desert

the very petrifaction, as

it

;

it

seemed

were, of asceticism, soon

to rank with other fossil monsters,

and

tell its tale

of

extinct superstition and depravity.

Crossing the ridge which divides the two w^dies,

we reached

Umm

the point where the actual ascent of

Shomer

begins.

A

up the ravine brought us

few minutes'

fair

walking

shady nook, paved

to a

with smooth granite, over which trickled a sparkling
stream,

its

banks being fringed with rushes and

clusters of zariU

or

hawthorn

trees.

As we

con-

tinued to ascend, the walking became more and more

owing to the treacherous layer of decomposed granite upon which the boulders lie, and which
difficult,

renders one's foothold very insecure.

ravme narrows

to a

Presently the

mere crack, and the path has to

be picked out amidst great masses of slippery granite,

which

afford capital exercise for

feet.

At

we rested for a few
bedaii, who looked down

the bottom of this cleft

minutes to watch a herd of

hands as well as
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upon us from the very summit of the mountain, now

now

peering timidly over some projecting crag, and

bounding on to some isolated pinnacle of rock, and
staring with a puzzled inquiring air
truders.

The

shrill

upon the

in-

whistle too, which the creature

when frio;htened or disturbed, resounded from
behind many a stone, betokening the presence of a
much larger number than those which we could see.
In half an hour more we had reached the foot of the
emits

huge granite hemisphere which forms the summit of
the highest peak; this has been described by some
travellers as so desperate a bit of climbing that

were prepared to find

it

almost inaccessible.

we
It

turned out to be nothing very formidable after

all

;

a good head and practice in stepping over^sHppery
rocks being

that

required for the ascent.

is

Wilson clambered by himself up a

tain

the

all

left,

Arab
three)

Cap-

fissure

on

while Captain Palmer and I (unaided by our

guides,

who

wriggled up

predicted broken necks for

the

travellers are usually

cheminee

through

all

which

dragged on to the summit;

having completed the distance from camp in two

The summit

hours and twenty-eight minutes.

is

composed of a number of smooth granite boulders
piled

together in majestic confusion, the highest

point being a round rock which rises about twenty
feet above the rest.

This structure

the weathering of the rock, and

common in granite districts.
From this we looked down
of

some 3000

feet into

is

is

the result of

by no means un-

over a sheer precipice

the valley beneath

;

the day

—
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was too liazy for a good view of the grand panorama
which the position commands, but the fantastic and
graceful clouds floating hundreds of feet below us,
and

mysterious

the

through

which

mountain-shapes

seen

dimly

the veil of mist, produced a weird effect

measure compensated us

in a

for the loss of

the landscape.

To the south the view was more imposing, comprising the jagged precipitous sides of

Umm

Sho-

mer's lower peak, with E-imhdn, Eth Thebt and other
portions of the noble range to back

it

up.

just distinguish the Httle conical peaks

*Utud

in El Gdah,

and no doubt, on a

We

could

of Gerdin

clear day, the

whole of that extensive wilderness, with the labyrinth of wiidies which divide
region,

might be

it

from the mountain

The Sinai and

easily discerned.

Serbdl groups were also sufficiently well defined for

purposes of observation; a vertical angle to Katarina

showed a

slight elevation, which,

correction for curvature of the earth,

added to the

would make a

considerable difference in favour of that peak, thus

demolishing the reputation which

Umm

Shomer has

so long enjoyed of being the highest mountain in

the Peninsula,

A

Httle

summit

is

way down on

the western side of the

a projecting rock, cracked in such a

ner as almost to suggest that
rent and the gap afterwards
tion of another

stone

;

it

is

it

filled

up by the

called

itself to

inser-

by the Arabs
and the fol-

Hajar el Bint, or the " Maiden's Rock,"
lowing legend has attached

man-

has been vertically

the spot

:
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"

Long ages ago,
a fairy who used to
exquisite
flute of

strains
reeds.

which she could

from her

elicit

She was beautiful beyond mortal

was the long

and her only covering

loveliness,

Umm

Shomer
travellers by the

there dwelt upon
fascinate stray
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streaming hair which flowed in rich waves over her

One day a Bedawi hunter, while pursuing
his game in the mountains, came suddenly upon the
damsel, who entertained him with pleasant discourse
and left him completely enamoured of her charms.
neck.

In the morning he determined to seek again the
mysterious beauty and to bring her back with him

by

But,

force or stratagem.

when he came

to a

point in the road where the path lay through a

narrow

in the rock,

cleft

he found that the fairy

maiden had anticipated him, and
designs

the rock as
that

time

we behold
she

has

it

his

baffled

by miraculously closing up the

Since

at the present day.

never

again

evil

fissure in

been seen, but

gives occasional notice of her presence by firing off

a gun

(!)

one day in every year."

The

last

unro-

mantic and incongfruous addition to the lecjend has

been devised by the Arabs to account for certain
mysterious sounds which do proceed from the mountain,

and which may sometimes be heard as

far dis-

tant even as the Convent of St Katharine.
are in all probability caused

by

They

large masses of rock

becoming detached by the action of

frost

and

roll-

ing with a mighty crash over the precipice into the

\aUey below.

We

noticed on the summit several

places in which masses of rock

had been recently

"

—
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the higher por-

all

tions of the surrounding mountains exhibit traces

Most previous travellers
have appHed to the whole summit the name of
Hajar el Bint, and seem to have been unaware
of a similar phenomenon.

both of the legend and of the real position of the
stone.

In coming down we selected the

which Wilson had gained the top

member the

places over

;

and,

fissure

when

which we passed,

by

I re-

I should

be inclined to reverse the judgment of a justly celebrated mountaineer (who was, however, prevented by
illness

from himself ascending the mountain), and say

that the ascent of

but

is

Umm

Shomer

is

not very severe

in places rather dangerous.

When we

reached the summit, the air was so

and calm that a lighted match burnt steadily
upon the highest point. As we came down, a few
still

drops of rain

fell,

a fresh wind sprang up, and by

we had returned

the time

to

camp a hurricane was

blowing which threatened every moment to bring
the tent about our ears.

We were

of course raven-

ously hungry after the fatigues of the day, and 'Eisa

our servant, having kept us waiting, was sternly

rebuked

for his negligence

;

he was so demorahsed

however by the wind and rain as to venture to
make a retort whereupon the following dialogue
;

took place

:

Captain Palmer (with ivithering
suppose when you get back to Suez
character

?

sarcasm).
you'll

" I

want a
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" Curry-

'EiSA {bewildered and disorganised).

powder sar ? no sar, got plenty."
Next day, we started for Wady Waard, to excavate at the nawdnus or stone remains near its head
which we had left untouched on our previous visit
to

this

On

neighbourhood.

our

way we had an

experience of the use and application of those Arab
tribe-marks which one finds

many

in

such profusion in

and which have been more

parts of the desert,

than once described as "ancient astronomical signs."

Old Salem was the only member of the party who

knew the

road,

and fearing that the men with the

baggage-camels,

who were some

might

way, especially as we were, turning

lose the

distance behind us,

out of the main valley up a narrow and insignificant
glen,

he undertook to give them

we had taken.
across the mouth of

road which
jurreh)

notice

Drawing a

of

the

line (called

the side valley to attract

their attention, he traced the

mark

of his

own

tribe,

the Jibaliyeh, and that of the camel-drivers, the

Aulad

Sa'id,

with his finger on the sand, and set

above this the priat of his naked foot with the toes

we were about to take.
we proceeded on our way without anxiety,

pointing in the direction

After this

and our camel-men followed us

had been conducted by a

as surely as if they

skilful guide.

The

science

of gaiydfeh, or " following on the trail," has always

been a favourite one with the Arabs, who, while often
utterly unobservant of surrounding objects and entirely indifferent to the

charms of scenery,

will rarely

allow the slightest object on the ground to escajDe

!
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stories are told of the skill

thus displayed, and Bedawin authorities assert that
in the Belild er

east of Idumsea,

Rami, " the sandy
there

are

district " to the

astute that,

tribes so

were a man to come by night to one of their palmgroves, eat a single date,

been seen by a living
to the

same spot

and escape without having

soul, yet, if

instantly recognised and

Allowing

he were to return

after years of absence,

he would be

charged with the theft

for Oriental exaggeration, it is certain that

the Arabs do possess a remarkable instinct for the
recognition of footprints

me

often pointed out to

and our own guides have

;

the tracks of their friends,

and even indicated the time which had elapsed since
they had passed, and that amongst a confusion of
the tracks of camels, goats and men.

The nawdmis

at

Wady Waara

of the " stone-circle " class.

One

are burial-places

of

them which

I

opened consisted of a ring of upright stones about
three feet in height, with a smaller elhpse in the
centre.

Inside this

was the

interment had been made

heavy boulders

that,

;

cist in

it

which the actual

was covered with such

even with the assistance of four

Arabs, I had great difficulty in removing them.
skeleton was lying in a doubled-up

position,

The
and

and worked flints.
Crossing Wadies Nasb and Rutig, with which the
reader is already familiar, we entered the mountain

accompanied by a few

shells

chain which forms the eastern wall of
ba'iyeh.

of which

Our road lay up

we came

Wady

Wddy

Se-

Melezz, at the head

across a collection of

nawdmis
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in circles

connected by passages, and others forming an enclosure nearly fifty feet square.

They would seem

to

ancient system of hill fortification.

belong to some

Passing over one or two watersheds,

we at
With

length

all our
emerged mto the plain of Es Sened.
experience of the country, we were scarcely prepared

for the magnificent prospect

which here opened out

before us.

Es Sened

an extensive plain dotted here and

is

there with bare and curiously weathered rocks which

show oS

serve to

tage

;

its

vast proportions to better advan-

on the south-eastern side

rises

Jebel

Umm

'Alawi, a fine rugged crag of red granite, with lower

mountains

falling

away on

either side and^ forming

a huge crescent or amphitheatre.

the opposite

more open, and a magnificent view
obtamed of the Tih range beyond the low rugged

side the country
is

At

hills

is

which bound the

It

plain.

a curious circumstance that such a remark-

is

able feature in the Peninsula should have remained
so long

unknown,

year or

two

heard

of.

for,

We

by Mr Holland a
had not even been

until visited

before, its existence

could not help feeling struck with

the remarkable fitness of this spot in every feature
to the requirements of the sacred narrative of the

Giving of the

and the

Law

;

but considerations of the route

entu^e absence of

any tradition

in its favour

forbade us to indulge in the dream, or to waver in

our allegiance to the Sinai of Er Rahah.

Leaving Captaui Palmer to survey Es Sened and
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the neighbouring districts, Captain Wilson and I
started off on an excursion to Ain Hudherah, wliich
'

has been identified on account of both

name and

its

On

our

examine the copper mines,

dis-

position with the Hazeroth of the Bible.

way we stayed
covered by

Mr

to

Holland, near Jebel Habashi on the

They

northern outskirts of the plain.
in a wildy called Regaitd,

are situated

where a large dyke runs

through the granite, along the top of a low ridge
of

hills,

and contains thin veins of the metal

The grain of the rock

very pure form.

in a

itself also

contains a considerable quantity of the ore in minute
particles,

but the miners appear to have been igno-

rant of any method for crushing the stone, and seem
to have contented themselves with picking out the

thin layers of sulphate of copper from the dyke.

At

the end of the ridge the ore has been worked out in

a small cave, and in one place, where the vein takes a
dip, a shaft has

As we had no

been sunk to a considerable depth.

we could not properly
which we much regretted, because

ropes with us,

explore this shaft,

the rock here appears to have been extensively under-

The neighbouring hills are covered with
pathways in every direction, and the numerous remined.

mains of smelting furnaces which

may

still

be seen,

show that mining operations were once

carried on

upon a very large

They were

scale in the vicinity.

doubtless Egyptian, but the rude

method of working,

and the absence of any hieroglyphic or other inscriptions, would point to an antiquity far greater than
that of Maghdrah or Sardbit.

;
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featureless

and un-

interesting, crossing a succession of barren jjlains for

some hours, and ultunatelj

the

falling into

Wady

Saa 1, the ordinaiy route of travellers from the Convent to 'Akabah.

we came upon

While passing through

this wd,dy,

a herd of hedan, which trotted across

the path in front of our camels, and were soon lost
to sight in a deep ravine on the opposite side of the

A

valley.

stately long-bearded patriarch with

nificent horns led the van, the females

mag-

with young

ones trotting by their side followed, and the able-

bodied males brought up the

rear.

After a few

hours, this valley widens out almost into a plain,

and contams a great quantity of thorny acacias one
magnificent Talha amongst the number l^eing by
far the largest tree in Sinai, and affording a most
;

midday heat.
A little further on, and upon the watershed of
Wady el Hebeibeh, we came to some remains which,
although they had hitherto escaped even a passing
grateful shade from the

among

notice from previous travellers, proved to be

the most mteresting in the country.

The

elevated ground which forms this watershed

by the Arabs

Ervv^eis el Ebeirig,

small enclosures of stones.

remains

of

essentially

which

I

a large
in

and

is

piece of
is

called

covered with

These are evidently the

encampment, but they

their arrangement

differ

from any others

have seen in Sinai or elsewhere in Arabia

and on the summit of a small

hill

on the right

is

an erection of rough stones surmounted by a conspicuous white block of pyramidal shape.

The
17

re-
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mains extend

them more

for miles around, and,

on examining

carefully during a second visit to the

Mr

Peninsula with

proofs that

it

Drake, we found our

confirmed,

fully

pression

SINAI.

was

and

collected

im-

first

abundant

in reality a deserted camp.

The

small stones which formerly served, as they do in the

present day, for hearths, in
signs of the action of

we found

surface

fire,

many

places

still

showed

and on digging beneath the

pieces of charcoal in great abund-

Here and there were larger enclosures marking

ance.

the encampment of some person more imjDortant than

camp were a number
of stone heaps, which, from their shajoe and position,
The site is a most
could be nothing else but graves.
commanding one, and admirably suited for the assem-

the rest, and just outside the

bling of a large concourse of people.

Arab

tradition declares these curious remains to

be " the relics of a large Pilgrim or Hajj caravan,

who

in remote ages pitched their tents at this spot

on their way to 'Ain Hudherah, and who were soon
afterwards lost in the desert of the Tih, and never

heard of again."

For various reasons
this legend

am

el

inclined to beheve that

authentic, that

and that we have

raelites,

Erweis

is

I

it

refers to the Is-

in the scattered stones of

Ebeirig real traces of the Exodus.

Firstly

:

they are said tdhu, to have " lost their

way," the Arabic verb from which the name Tih, or
" Wilderness of the Wanderings,"

condly
the

:

first

is

Se-

derived.

they are described as a Hajj caravan

;

at

glance this would seem an anachronism, as
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employed exclusively by the Muslims,
to their

own annual

pilgrimage to Mecca.

But this very term owes its origin to the Hebrew
Hagg, which signifies " a festival," and is the identical word used in Exodus (x, 9) to express the
ceremony which the Children of

Israel alleged as

their reason for wishing to leave

Egypt

— namely

:

"to hold a feast unto the Lord" in the wilderness.
It could not apply to the modern Moham-

medan Hajj Caravan,

for that

has never passed this

way, and would not under any circumstances find
necessary to go to 'Ain Hudherah

;

it

but the Children

of Israel did journey to Hazeroth, and the tradition
is

therefore valuable in determining the latter site

as well as their subsequent loute on llpaving

Peninsula.

the

The length of time which has elapsed
Exodus furnishes no argu-

since the events of the

ment against the probability of this conclusion, for
there are other monuments in the country in even
better preservation, and of a elate indisputably far
anterior.

different

It is a curious fact that, if

you ask twenty

Arabs to relate to you one of their national

legends, they will

all

do so in precisely the same

words, thus showing with what wonderfid precision
oral tradition is

handed down from generation

to

o-eneration amono- them.

distance — exactly a
—from 'Ain Hudherah, and those mys-

These considerations, the
day's journey

terious graves outside the camp, to

my mind

prove

conclusively the identity of this spot with the scene
of that awful plague

by which the Lord punished

17—2

•2i\o
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the greed and discontent of His people

where

;

" the

Lord was kindled against the people,

AATath of the

and the Lord smote the people with a very great
plague.

And

he called the

Kibroth-Hattaavah

And

people that lusted.

name

because there

;

of that place

they buried

the

the people journeyed from

Kibroth-Hattaavah unto Hazeroth, and abode at
Hazeroth."

(Numbers

And we journeyed

xi. 33,

34, 35.)

on in their track, passing over

desolate sandy plains dotted with weird sandstone
crags, until

we reached

this place is

mentioned as a station in the ordinary

Although

'Ain Hudherah.

road to 'Akabah, no European except

Mr

and ourselves appears ever to have visited

Holland
before.

it

Travellers usually stay to rest at a large isolated
rock, in the centre of the plain, called

Hajjdj,

"The

hill

minding us of those
enjoyed " the

Hajjis

first

shadow of

Hudherah, descend to

it

hour or two on the other

who may have

this great rock in a

land"), while their Arabs,

know

Hudheibat

of the Hajj pilgrims" {again re-

who take water

from
side.

Wady

el

also

weary

at 'Ain

Ghazaleh, an

But, did the pilgrim

that the uninviting* cleft in the white lime-

stone rock some half an hour further on, and not

ten minutes from his camel track, looked

down on

Hazeroth, he would turn aside and gaze upon what
is

without exception the most beautiful and romantic

landscape in the Desert.
cleft,

as

we

Advancing towards the

did at the close of the day,

barren and desolate

;

all

was

bare,

and a violent sand-storm, ob-

scuring the mountains toythe southwest,

made

the

\

-fjg

—
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Great and pleasant then was

our surprise when, on reaching the
the

first

2G1
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clijff,

we gazed

for

time on 'Ain Hudherah.

Through a steep and rugged gorge, with almost
perpendicular sides,

we looked down upon a wady-

bed that winds along between fantastic sandstone
rocks,

now

rising in the semblance of

terraced palaces,

now jutting

out

in.

mighty walls or

pointed ridges

Beyond this lies a
perfect forest of mountain peaks and chains, and on
theii" left a broad white wady leads up towards the distant mountains of the Tih.
But the great charm of
the landscape lies in its rich and varied colouring the
sandstone, save where some great block .has fallen
away and dis]jlayed the dazzling whiteness of the
rocky promontories in a sandy

sea.

;

stone beneath,

weathered to a dull red or violet

is

hue, through whicli run

streaks 'of the

yellow and scarlet mixed with

Here and there a

tints.

hill or

rich

brightest

dark purple

dyke of green-stone,

or a rock of rosy granite, contrasts or blends har-

moniously with the rest
a lofty

cliff,

Hazeroth.

;

and

in the midst, beneath

nestles the dark green palm-grove of

This picture, framed in the jagged

and Ht up by the evening sun, with the varied

and shades upon
awful

its

stillness that

ness could be

felt,

cleft,

tints

mountain background, and the

might be seen as Egypt's dark-

was such a landscape

as none but

the Great Artist's hand could have designed.
Before leaving,

we made

a complete examination

The fountain itself rises in the rock
behind the palm-grove, and is conducted, by an

of the place.
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aqueduct cut
or pool, from

in the solid granite, into a

The remains of

reservoir

out by a rude sluice to

wliicli it is let

inigate the gardens which the Arabs
here.
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still

cultivate

several well-constructed walls

point to a former and perhaps Christian occupation
of the place.

The present owners, two members of

the Emzeineh tribe, took us to see a large crack in

the

flat surface

called the

Bab

of the rock behind the spring and
er

Rum

They

or "Christian's gate."

say that the ancient inhabitants opened a door in

the mountain and constructed a passage through
it

to their

own country

Kum

(or

Asia Minor), and,

having built a city within the subterranean depths

and conveyed thither an incalculable treasure, they
closed it up after them by the same magical arts
w^hich had enabled them to effect an entry.

We

returned by the road which

from Es Sened, turning

off

we had taken

however to the convent

by the spring of Abu Suweirah, and striking Wddy es
Sheikh just by the tomb of Nebi Saleh. This tomb
consists of two small buildings; the first, a square
hovel without a door,

is

called the 'Arisheh,

and

is

the place in which the Arabs assemble to perform

the preHminary ceremonies before the annual festival

which takes place there
ing,

somewhat

like

;

the other

is

a round build-

a primitive mosque, having a

mihrdb or arched recess in the wall to indicate the
Kibleh or direction of the Kaabeh at Mecca.
contains the cenotaph of the sheikh, which
after the fashion b^ ordinary

is

This

made

Muslim tombs, and

is

covered with a Kisweh of white linen, a tattered
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green cloth being thrown over the head to represent the green turban worn as a distinctive badge
by the companions and descendants of the Prophet.
Over the cenotaph are arranged some rough poles

the form

in

of a

pend the simple
of coloured rag.
of

two

offerings of devotees, chiefly pieces

On

the ground lay a cross

and white

inspecting the spot,

While we were

cloth.

Hammad,

made

ornamented with

together and

sticks tied

of red

strips

from which de-

sloping roof;

one of our camel-men,

entered the building, and having

first

recited the

Fdtihah or opening chapter of the Goran, and made
a prostration before the mihrdb, took up a handful of

dust from the tomb, which he sprmkled, as he went

own head and that of his camel. The
head of the tomb is turned towards the east; we
saw no blood upon the door-postg, or on the tomb
out,

upon

his

as is usual

itself,

in desert

ivelis,

but the reason

assigned for this by the Arabs was that on the
occasion of sacrifice they place

two stones by the

door to receive the blood, and that these are after-

wards removed in order that the tomb may be kept
pure and clean.

The

festival

the tomb of Nebi Sdleh

is

which takes place at

considered as the great

national event of the year, and the Towarah come

from

all

quarters of the Peninsula, accompanied

their wives

and

families, to

take part in

it.

On

by
the

appointed day, all flock to the spot, dressed in their
best attire, the

women mounted upon gaUy

capa-

risoned dromedaries, while the men, leading their
beasts,

keep up a lively

fire

of compliments

and

;
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tomb a

immediate vicinity of the

tlie

large tent
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is

saint's

erected, to serve as a place of

piibKc assembly; and the private camps are ranged

When

around.

take place, the

all

prepared,

is

women

dromedary races

encouraging the competitors

by the shrill zaghdrU. The whole company then
makes the circuit of the tomb, after which the
sheep to be sacrificed are brought up to the door,
their ears are cut,

the

wound

and the blood which

The men next
and dress the sheep, and

sprinkled on the posterns.

adjourn to the tents,

brino-

kill

Those who have slaughtered

prepare their meal.

an animal

issues from

the meat in

master of the feast

is

appointed,

to the assembled guests

bowls,

largfe

who

and a

dispenses

it

the portions are handed

;

round in order, according to the position or claims
of

the

the

recipient.

inevitable

When

coffee

and

pipes,

by

followed

the meal,

at

is

an

end,

each of the party takes a ready trimmed lamp, and
goes off to the tomb; there he lights

it,

burns

in-

up a
upon the

cense, and, having recited the Fatihah, takes
little

dust from the tomb and sprinkles

it

heads of his sheep, camels, &c., by way of invoking
upon them a blessing from the saint. When this
ceremony is over, the women and girls also \T.sit
the tomb in parties of six or seven, and are usually
followed by the young

men

of the tribe,

who remain

with them joking and laughing until a late hour
the

evening

concludes

with

the

Mesdmereh,

performance whi^h I have already described.
strictest

decorum, however,

is

a

The

always maintained on
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Twenty-four minutes' walk past the

of Nebi Sdleh, on the road to Jebel Musa, are
cairns of white stones on the hill-side to the

these are called Kujeim Zuweidiyeh, and are

by Abu Zeid, the
Arabia, to commemorate a

said to have been placed there

great national hero of
victory obtained by

him over the Barbarians.

This

tradition gives greater probability to the hypothesis,

which

I

have before advanced, that Sinai was peo-

pled formerly by other than a pure Arab race, and

that

the present

Bedawin "came over with the

(Mohammedan) Conquest,"
Our few remaining days

convent were

at the

spent in preparations for our departure\

not without emotion that

freedom of desert

life,

we bade adieu

It

was

to

the

and contemplated exchanging

our careless roving habits for the' conventionalities

and proprieties of the

The vacant,
jovial countenances of the monks were clouded by
something of a human regret as we bade them
adieu, and the poor Bedawin who had been so long
dependent on us for employment and bread exhibited

a

civilised world.

sorrow that even bakhshish could not

dispel.

Before leaving,
to sit for their

The

results

we induced some

portraits to

Sergeant Macdonald.

are not satisfactory

photographs they are

faultless,

that picturesque squalor which
gang.

This

is

of the brethren

;

for,

they
is

although as

fail

to render

so typical of the

no doubt owing to their liaving

performed, on this occasion only, the astoundingly
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intrepid action of washing their faces.
if

I fear that,

another such event were to occur, rheumatism

would decimate the convent of St Katharine.

At

last

we mounted our

ley,

took a last look at the convent, and disappeared

dromedaries, rode up the val-

over the Moneijdh pass.

Old Sdlem watched us

out of sight; he evidently "wished to explode, as he

had done on the occasion of Holland's departure,
but, "strangers being present," he contented himself

and chewing a piece of
Seba'iyeh, Engaib 'Imrdn or " Amram's

"with a series of ghastly grins
stick.

pass,"

Wady
Wddy Rahabeh

and

were to us old ground,

but presently we entered the Thilmeh or pass of

Wady

Tarfah.

loose boulders,

The road was very bad, lying over
which are made additionally insecure

by a stream of running water that trickles over
them; one of our camels sli2:)ped, and injured its
shoulder so severely that its load had to be taken
On
off and distributed amongst the other beasts.
arri"ving

at a sufficiently spacious place,

for the night, but
fore sunrise

we

halted

were up and in the saddle be-

on the following morning.

The

start

was attended by an ill-omened circumstance,

we had

for

scarcely got under weigh, before a crow,

intent on plunder and ticks, settled

of one of the

camels,

and,

on the back

the intelligent beast

taking fright thereat, a general stampede occurred,

which threatened our instruments and photographs
with immediate destruction.

As we neared

Jebel

Bimhan, the road became nearly impassable, and
many of the camels fell upon the wet slippery
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however to the quiet and attentive
conduct of Sheikh Hassan and his men, the loads
were rescued without any serious damage.
After
rocks; thanks

this point the valley
before,

became more picturesque than

and the numerous gigantic boulders, some

more

than a hundred feet high, which are here
and there lodged in the wady-bed, tell plainly of
the fearful and violent storms which sometimes

sweep over

On

this region.

the extreme summit of

we

a conical crag, about 1500 feet above us,
a curious

hundred and
which

is

fifty feet in

balanced

point of stone

;

noticed

measuring from a hundred to a

rock,

a

cromlech upon a mere

looked as though one h^ave with

it

a crowbar would

like

height by sixty in breadth,

roll it

over into the valley beneath.

Presently the scene changed from one of utter
devastation and a wilderness of scattered boulders,
to a narrow gorge, with immensely high

but on a larger

This

scale.

is

into a fair open valley leading out

P.M.,

for

We

Baba,

the pass over the

range of Jebel eth Thebt, and from

of El Giiah.

and per-

Wady

pendicular walls of rock, resembling

it

we emerged

upon the plain

reached the plam about

5 o'clock

and having partaken of a frugal meal and

two hours

as only desert travellers

at a moment's notice,

we prepared

for a

slept

can sleep

midnight

ride across the plain.
It

was a sight

to be

remembered

in after years,

that long and picturesque caravan trailing across

the sand beneath the light of the silvery moon,

more

like

some

ghostly cortege

of

the ancient

THE OUTLYING DISTRICTS OF
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modern

eastern world than
of

SINAI.

travellers of tins

ag^e

The Arabs wrapped in
the huge camels striding along

telegraphs and steam.

their flowing robes,

with measured, noiseless tread,
and,

above

all,

mountain mass behind

and we

tlic

deep shadows,

the faint cloud-like outline of the

marched

us,

along

increased the illusion,

slowly and

silently,

as

though we feared that a spoken word would break
the spell and cause the mysterious and romantic
scene to vanish away.

Just as the

moon sunk down, we entered the

palm-grove of Tor, and, making for the seashore,
awaited the morning light amidst the broken tim-

and shattered hulks that lined the beach. A
small government transport steamer had been sent
to convey us to Suez, and in a few hours we had
bers

left

the desert, and the work of the Sinai Expedi-

tion

was

over.

CHAPTER

XIV.

THE RESULTS OF THE SINAI EXPEDITION.
Bearings upon the history of the Exodus.

Authority for identifying

the country surveyed with the Sinai of the Bible.
Israelites

from Egypt and Sinai.

Resume

Route of the

of Arguments.

Con-

clusion.

Viewed merely

as a contribution

^o geographical

science, the accurate investigation of a country so
little

known

But the

work.

always

and

as

lie in its

it is

Sinai

is

undoubtedly a valuable

chief interest of the Peninsula

must

connexion with the Bible Narrative

;

only in so far as they elucidate or illustrate

Holy Scripture that we can judge of, or appreciate,
the results obtained by the Sinai Expedition.
I
have endeavoured, by portraying the country as
it is,

to enable the reader to form his

upon

this subject,

but

it

may be

own

opinions

not inappropriate

here to mention briefly the conclusions at which

we

have ourselves arrived, and to point out how the
various facts which

we have brouMit

upon the history of the Exodus.

to lio-ht bear
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The matter

resolves itself into

tliis

stantial account is given in the Bible of

:

A.

circum-

an event so

unportant that u[)on our acceptance or rejection of
it

as an historical fact depends the whole question

of our rehgious belief,

—of the truth

or false] lood of

Such a position could not long

the Old Testament.

remain unassailed, and we are accordingly met with
numberless

objections,

which nothing but actual

knowledge of the country can enable us to

much

discuss,

less to answer.

I shall deal with the question as purely one of

evidence, taking the plain unvarnished statements of

the history, and comparing them one by one with
the present topographical

facts.

what authority have we
for assuming that the Peninsula now known by the
name of Sinai is that in which the Mountain of the
It

Law

may

is

well be asked,

situated

;

or that the Passage of the

Red

Sea took place at the head of the Gulf of Suez, rather

than at the Gulf of 'Akabah

The

itinerary in

a conclusive answer.

?

Numbers xxxiii. supplies us with
The Children of Israel reached

the seacoast in three days after leaving Pameses,

and no

possible theory of the position of that

could bring
of 'Akabah.

it

town

within three days' journey of the Gulf

The Gulf

of Suez

how^ever, distant

is,

exactly three days' journey from the site of Memphis,
in

which neighbourhood at

of

Egypt must have

stood,

that the Gulf of Suez

the history.

is

least the ancient capital

and

the

it is

therefore certain

Ped Sea

The same authority

tells

referred to in

us that the
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Children of Israel did not take the northern road
to Palestine

by way of Gaza,

lutely no other course

so that there is abso-

which they could have taken,

after crossing to the Asiatic coast,

which

than the road

between the steep wall-like escarpment of

lies

Rahah and the Red Sea.
This would conduct them towards the mountainous

Jebel er

district in the centre of the Peninsula,

sequently evident that

Mount

for

are so far right

Sinai in that region.

ourselves that
ites,

we

we

are

we have next

and

it is

m looking

Having

satisfied

upon the track of the

Israel-

which

to determine the route

they must have taken.

con-

In many countries

it

would

be impossible to pitch upon one road to the exclusion of all the rest, but, thanks to the peculiar

nature of the country under consideration,
enabled,
at least

we

are

by an exhaustive process*, if not to prove,
to arrive at a more than plausible conjecture

upon, this point.

The

Israelites

order, taking with

were travelling in heavy marching

them

and indeed

their wives, children, house-

hold

effects,

We

learn that they even

all their

during their journey, for
vii.

3,

worldly possessions.

had waggons with them

we

are told, in

Numbers

that " the Princes of Israel brought their

offering before the Lord, six covered

waggons and

twelve oxen."

Under

these circumstances, difficult or intricate

passes and defiles are out of the question, and our at-

tention

is

confined to those roads which are passable

for a large caravan

with heavily laden beasts of burden.
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may

Ifc

be objected that, as the Israelite host

was miraculously guided " by the Pillar of Cloud by
day, and the Pillar of Fire by night," we need not,
or ought not, to argue from the probabilities sug-

To

gested by the physical features of the country.

would answer that we are expressly told that

this I

"
to

God went

before

lead them the

road,

path,

them by day
not to

tvay,'^

in a pillar of cloud

make

for

them a

but to guide them in the best and easiest
and we are therefore the more bound to take

into consideration everything

which could give one

road preference over another.

The difficulty of providing water for the cattle
by which they were accompanied has proved a great
stumbling-block to many, but this

Mr

Plolland has

considerably lessened by a novel and ingenious sug-

He

gestion.

believes that, instead of being an en-

cumbrance to the movements of the host, they were
used as beasts of burden, and that, in addition to the
camp-furniture, each carried
sufficient for

its

own supply

of water,

several days, in water-skins slung at

its sides, precisely as Sir

Samuel Baker found them

doing at the present day in Abyssinia*.

The spot bearing the name
Wells,

is

of 'Ayun Musa, Moses'

no doubt traditionally connected with the

Exodus, and was very probably the

place of the Israelites after crossing the

From
first

this point the road

three days, since

desert, across
*

it

is

camping-

first

Ped

Sea.

unmistakeable for the

lies

over a

flat

strip

of

which they would naturally choose the

Paper read before the Church Congress, 1869,
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straightest

and most

The Bible

direct path.

dis-

misses this part of their journey in a few words

"they went out
*'

into the wilderness of

Shur

;

and

;

they went three days in the wilderness, and found

"no

(Exodus xv, 22); but

water."

I

doubt

if

a more

suggestive description could possibly be given of this

monotonous waterless waste, the only impressive
ture of which
its

northern

fea-

the long shur, or "wall," which forms

is

limit.

The next verse proceeds,

" and

when they came

" to Marah, they could not drink of the waters of
" Marah, for they were bitter."

Now the soil through-

out this part of the country, being strongly impreg-

nated with natrnn, produces none but\ bitter or
brackish water; and

springs

of these

first

Hawwdrah,

is

it is

worth observing, that the

with which we meet, 'Ain

reached on the third 'day of our desert

journey to Sinai.

They next "came to Elim, where were twelve
wells of water, and three score and ten palm-trees."
Here again, our own experience accords with that
of the Israelites, for

our next station

is

in

Wady

Gharandel, which contains a considerable amount
of vegetation, palm-trees in great numbers

the

rest,

and a perennial stream.

course idle to
oasis

contend that this

mentioned in Exodus, but

I

among

It

would be of

is

the identical

would remind

the reader that a supply of water larger than usual,

and a consequently larger proportion of vegetation,
depends upon the geological configuration of the
country, and that, although individual springs

18

may
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and break forth again at other places

disappear,

in

the vicinity, a few thousand years are not Hkely to

make any very radical change in
Whole districts may be, and often

this

respect.

are,

rendered

barren and dry by the diminution of the

consequent
vegetation
exists,

;

upon neglect and the destruction of
but, where a spot like Gharandel still

spite of the deteriorating influences

ill

have been at work in
that

its

rainfall,

fertility

we may

Sinai,

fairly

which

assume

dates from a very remote period

of antiquity.
"

the

And

Eed

they removed from Elim, and encamped by

Sea,"

(Num.

two roads were open to them,
Gharandel

itself to its

next practicable valley,
is

—

either to follow

sea,

W^dy

mouth, or to turn down the

Wady

extremely unlikely, as the

which come down

To reach the

xxxiii, 10).

The

Taiyebeh.

cliffs

to the water's

first

and rough rocks
edge past this

point would have impeded their further progress,

and compelled them to retrace
from

Wady

able,

and moreover the mouth

a

fine

sea.

their steps

Taiyebeh the coast

clear space

for

their

is

;

whereas

open and pass-

of the valley affords

encampment by the

There are two roads to Sinai, the upper one

by Sarabit el Khddim, and the lower one by the
coast; and the modern traveller who chooses the
latter still turns ofi* by Wady Taiyebeh, and reaches
the sea-shore in a fair day's journey from Gharandel.

Thea::^e

are several reasons which

would have

led to the selection of this route by the Israelite
hosts; the rugged passes

and narrow valleys on the

;
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upper road would have presented insuperable
to

culties

diffi-

a large caravan encumbered by heavy

baggage, and they would have passed through a

by a large military force of
the very enemies from whom they were fleeing.
The Bible, however, speaks of no collision between
the Egyptians and Israelites, during the whole of
actually held

district

their wanderings, after the passage of the

Red

Sea.

valleys,

Wady Gharandel and Wddy Taiyebeh, two
Wddy Useit and Wady Ethal, descend to

the

;

Between
sea

but the

of these

first

is

precluded as a

route to Sinai for the same reason that leads us to

Wady Gharandel, viz. that the cliifs of Jebel
Hammam Far'im, a short way south of its ^nouth, cut
reject

ofi*

progress along shore

;

and

the.

second becomes

mouth

impassable, even for pedestrians, towards its
so that

we

are forced to the concfusion that

:

Wddy

Taiyebeh was the only road down which the Children of Israel could have marched.

On

the supposition that they did

derness of Sin will

be the narrow

which fringes the coast south of

and although

fairly

next two

Wady

stations,

days' journey,

Dophkah and Alush,

which would bring the

Wddy Feiran.

Travellers

route in the present day do not follow
off

by

Taiyebeh

presume that they lay within the

Israelites well into

but turn

the wil-

impossible to define with exact-

it is

ness the next two

we may

so,

strip of desert

Wady

Shellal,

Wddy

and make

for

by

this

Feirdn,

Wady

Mukatteb by the Nagb Buderah, but the road over
that pass was unquestionably constructed at a date
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had

posterior to the Exodus, and,

at that time,

would have been

it

even existed

than

less practicable

Wildy Feinln, and would not only have led the
into

Israelites

collision

with

the

Egyptians

at

Maghilrah, but have presented a further difficulty in

Beyond

the pass of Jebel Mukatteb.
there

is

no practicable valley

most open of them

all,

:

Wady

Wddy

Feirdn

Hebnln, the

being far too

and

difficult

rugged to have admitted of their passing through

it.

I have already discussed the reasons both legendary

and geographical
Khattdtin in

Rephidun at Hesy el
Feiran, and if we read the

for placing

Wddy

Exodus xix, 12, "and they departed from
Rephidim, and pitched in the wilderness of Sinai,"
as implying a break in the march between Rephidim
and the Mount of the Law (as was suggested on
verse,

page 161), we shall find that the natural route from

Egypt

and
Exodus of

to Sinai accords exactly with the simple

concise account given in the Bible of the

the Chosen People.

In these conclusions

Expedition are agreed.

the members of

all

Mr

Holland,

it

is

the
true,

upon one point, the position of Rephidim,
which he would place at El Watiyeh, beheving
dissents

that the whole host

from

Wddy Feii'dn

up

of the

Wddy

Israelites

es Sheikh,

battle with the Amalekites took

Feirdn had been passed.
route, however,

Miisa with

and

Mount

turned

off

and that the

place

long after

In the main facts of the

in the identification

of Jebel

Sinai, our investigations

have led

us to form one unanimous opinion.
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are thus able not only to trace out a route

by

wliicli

ed,

but also to show

the Children of Israel could have journeyits

identity with that so concisely

We

but graphically laid down in the Pentateuch.

have seen, moreover, that

leads to a mountain

it

answering in every respect to the description of
the Mountain of the
evidence

phical

is

Law

complete,

may henceforth
own tale.

cham

The arguments against

of topogra-

and the maps

be confidently

sections
their

the

;

and

left to

tell

objections founded

on

the supposed incapability of the Peninsula to have

supported so large a host, I need not recapitulate
here; in the evidence adduced of the greater fer-

which once existed in Sinai, and in the actual
measurements of its areas, the reader has all the
tility

data for himself to decide upon these points.

We

cannot perhaps assign

much importance

Arab traditions relating to the Exodus
gument for or agamst, the truth of the
it

is

at least interesting to

ditions

them

are found,
in

a

we might

legends, as
to

and

collected

particular

it

is

and

know

to

as an arstory,

but

that such tra-

satisfactory to

accessible

form.

have

Such

expect, are chiefly attached

locaHties;

they do not follow the

Children of Israel by any single or consistent route

through the

Penmsula, but any spot

peculiar features, wherever

connected

by the simple

mysterious figure of the

memory

still

it

may

possessing

be situated,

is

Arab with the grand,
prophet, whose

Hebrew

lingers in the wild traditions of Sinai.

:
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are, (l)
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Moses' wells at 'Ayiin Miisa near

Suez, and Ain Miisa on Jebel Miisa.

(l2)

'

at

Abu

Zenimeli, on the

Moses' seats

Hammdm

sea-shore near

Far un, is shown the place where Moses watched the
drowning of the Egyptians, and in the pass of El

Watiyeh the chair-shaped
Nebi,

now called Magad en

rock,

supposed to have received

its

peculiar shape

from the impress of the prophet's form.

Similar rocks

is

are found in the valley (Wiidy ed Deir) in which the

convent of St Katharme

summit

of Jebel

cleft in

Musa

Wady

Moses; that in

situated,

is

itself.

and upon the

liocks struck

(3)

twain by Moses' sword; the Hajjar

in the path along

Wady

tdtin in

Wady

Leja,

and Hesy

which

the monks, and

passage of
building of

4.

Magann

is

is

Khat-

el

jDointed

pilgrims as the true rock in Horeb,

by the Arabs.
Syednd Musa

el

The Hajjar Musa

Feiran.

vicinity of the convent,

fiction of

by

Berrdh supposed to have been

in the

out to

a palpable

is

virtually disregarded

Moses' Baths

as the

;

Hammam

The Bedawi version of the
the Bed Sea, and the legend of the
stone huts (nawdmis) by the Children
at Tor.

of Israel to keep off the plague of mosquitoes, I have

Enough has been

already given.

the

inhabitants

of

the

said to prove that

country

are

themselves

thoroughly imbued with the idea that their
desolate

and rocky land

w^as once tlie

great and wonderful manifestation of

The Mohammedan

God

own

scene of a
to man.

tradition, as elsewhere cur-

rent also, evidently points to Jebel Milsa as the true

Mount

Sinai.

The description given by the com-
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mentators on the

Comn

scarcely apply to

any other

"Holy wady of Towa"
where Moses halted amidst the snow and mist, could
of the

spot, while the distance,

according to the same authority, of Midian from

Egypt, exactly

Whether,

therefore,

we

Feird,n.

look at the results obtained

geography alone, or take into considera-

in physical

mass of

tion the

with the position of

tallies

nomenclature

which the traditions and

facts

disclose,

we

are

bound

admit that

to

the iDvestigations of the Sinai Expedition do materially confirm

and elucidate the history of the Exodus.

The sojourn

of the Children of Israel in Sinai

occupies but a comparatively small portion of the

long and weary years during which they\were con-

demned

to

wander

in the wilderness, but the thrill-

ing interest of the events which there took place,

events not only of paramount influence upon the
history

of

the Jews themselves, but even

the religious

history of

upon

Humanity, must always

give to this Httle peninsula a greater share of im-

portance in our eyes.

we

Still

our task would be in-

complete

if

trace the

Chosen People through

failed

to follow

up the

clue,

all their

wander-

ings until they reached the Promised Land.

have seen how, in the case of

We

Sinai, physical facts

accord with the inspired account, and
for us to

and

it

now remains

examine the extensive tract of desert

fur-

ther north, and there to test again the accuracy of
Scripture details.

It has fallen to

these investigations in

many

my lot

to pursue

a remote and barren

spot of which geography could give no account, and

280
as
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my

second journey was undertaken at a different

time and under difierent circumstances to that which
I have hitherto described, I shall narrate

my

sub-

sequent experiences in another series of chapters.
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